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Abstract

Analyzing the reliability of a newly built coal fired power station is important when the
expected reliability is not proved by the power station. The guaranteed minimum availability
of the Lakvijaya coal power station by the contractor is 85%. But the actual is fur below than
that during first two years.

Turbine side is the main contributor for poor reliability. It contributed to a 56% of forced
outages and 57% of energy loss causes by forced outages. The major systems of the turbine
side as well as related auxiliary systems contributed in various scales to the poor reliability
of the power plant.

The study focuses on identifications and analysis the reliability issues of turbine side of
Lakvijaya power station. Then find out the reasons behind the reliability issues and propose
methods to improve the reliability.

The existing reliability is analyzed based on the historical data of failures. The reliability
measures as MTBF, MTTR, FOR, availability and failure rate are used to analyze the
reliability. The actual results obtained are compared with the standard values. It can be seen
that design issues of systems, lack of attention given to commissioning, poor workmanship
and lack of preventive maintenance causes poor reliability of turbine side. A minimum of 1.8
billion rupees could have been saved to CEB if the reliability issues in turbine side didn't
anse.

The reliability improvement methods are proposed to improve the reliability. Design changes
and improvements to the existing systems are proposed for improve lack of reliability. A
minimum of 3.3 billion rupees can be saved within three years period by implementing these
improvements.

A short term reliability analysis is helpful to understand the behavior of generating unit. In
short term, based on the state where the unit is operating when the fault occurs FOR, EENS
and state probabilities are illustrated. It provides a guideline to decide the most reliable
generating capacity among the available capacities after a fault. It is recommended updating
the database of failures of the power plant and develops a more precise guideline for
operating decision making.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The reliability study of a newly built power plant is seldom done since the reliability

is guaranteed by the contractor. In a situation where the contractor fails to assure the

expected reliability, it is very important to analyze the reliability of the power plant.

It will help to understand the reasons behind the outages of the plant as well as to do

the necessary corrective actions to achieve the expected reliability.

When the expected economic benefits are not achieved due to the unreliability of a

newly built power plant, it is crucial to reason out the facts and take the measures to

improve the reliability. The situation becomes more crucial when a considerable

portion of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is invested or a foreign loan is taken to

build the power plant. This situation has an immense impact on the economy in a

developing country like Sri Lanka.

1.1 Lakvijaya Power Station

The latest power plant which was added to the Sri Lankan power system is the

Lakvijaya Power Station (LVPS). It is the first coal fired power station in Sri Lanka

which was built after a long struggle and opposition from various parties.

The LVPS is located in the village of Norochcholai at the southern end of the

Kalpitiya peninsula, approximately 12km west of city of Puttalam. The power plant

is built facing Indian Ocean. The contractor for the project is China National

Machinery and Equipment Import Export Corporation (CMEC) of the people's

republic of China [1].

The first generating unit has a gross capacity of 300MW and will be extended to

900MW with addition of two more units under phase II. Construction of the first

power plant of 300MW started in July 2007. The total project cost for phase I is $455

million [1]. The contract for the phase two was signed in June 2009 and estimated

cost is $891 million. Work has commenced on October 2010. The first unit under

phase II is expected to come into operation end of 2013 and the second by mid of

2014.

1



The first unit under phase I was synchronized to the grid on 13thFebruary 2011. The

Reliability Trial Run (RTR) period ended on 14th May 2011 and the plant was

handed over to Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB).

The first phase of the power plant consists of 300MW generator run by a steam

driven turbine and all the other associated plant and equipment such as boiler,

pulverizes, water treatment plants etc. The coal required for the plant is imported and

unloaded at the 500m long jetty which is facing to the Indian Ocean. Coal is stacked

in the coal stock yard and conveyed to the boiler through a conveying belt system.

The coal stock yard can accommodate 750,000t of coal which is the requirement for

three months when all three units are in operation [1].

The water requirement for operation of the power plant is fulfilled by purifying the

sea water. De-mineralized water is used for boiler feeding, generator stator cooling

and Hydrogen cooling. Desalinated water is used for service and fire water

requirement and other cooling requirements of the equipment.

A 117krn long 220kV double circuit double conductor transmission line carries the

power generated by the plant from Norochcholai to Veyangoda. Under the second

phase another 220kV transmission line up to Anuradhapura will be constructed.

1.2 Background of the Study

During the initial period of operation the power plant proved that its performance is

far below the expected level. Even after the RTR, it had many outages due to various

breakdowns and it has not achieved the expected availability level. The plant

repetitively required emergency shutdowns. Including the RTR period the plant has

total of 30 shutdowns/trips up to end of 2012. Out of these, 17 shutdowns/trips

happened after the RTR is finished and plant is in commercial operation. But only

two planned interruptions were there and the other 15 are unexpected emergency

shutdowns and sudden trips.

The power plant expected to deliver 2200GWh annually to the national grid [1]. But

during year 2012 only 1400GWh was delivered, which is 36% less than the

expectation. CEB has to supply this deficit energy by Private Power Purchases (PPP)

at a higher cost. During the draught season of August 2012 CEB had to go for daily

2



power cuts due to the unexpected breakdowns of this plant. The lower reliability

aroused the question whether the expected benefits to the country will be gained.

The plant availability of each month from March 2011 to December 2012 is shown

in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Monthly availability of the plant from March 2011 to December 2012

Month Availability
March-2011 35%
April-20ll 62%
May-2011 68%
June-20ll 12%
July-2011 69%
August-20 11 100%
September-20 11 93%
October-20ll 27%
November-20 11 91%
December-20 11 100%
January-2012 41%
February-2012 32%
March-2012 100%
April-2012 94%
May-2012 100%
June-2012 100%
July-2012 84%
August-20l2 25%
September-20l2 78%
October-20l2 100%
November-20l2 73%
December-20l2 0%

The contract agreement of the project mentions that the first 300MW unit must

operate with an overall availability of not less than 85% [2]. It can be observed from

Table 1.1 that the overall plant availability is much less than that. The overall

availability of the year 2011 and 2012 are 65.8 % (including the RTR period) and

68.8% respectively.

The frequent outages of the plant have two major impacts from the CEB point of

view. First one is financial loss due to start-up costs and loss of energy delivered to

the grid at a relatively lower cost compared to PPP. Second one is degrading the

machines and components due to stress created by frequent emergency shutdowns,
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trips and start-ups. For each start-up of the plant auto diesel and other resources are

consumed. The cost of each type of start-up is shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Start-up costs at 2012 prices

Type of Start-up Cost(LKR)

Cold Start-up 22,500,000

Warm Start-up 13,500,000

Hot Start-up 6,000,000

1.2.1 Turbine side of LVPS

LVPS consists of mainly boiler, turbine and generator. Except to these, there are

other auxiliary systems as coal handling system and water purification system, fly

ash handling system, bottom ash handling system, waste water treatment system and

hydrogen generating system. Depending on the technical background and for the

ease of administration the plant has divided into four sections. They are boiler

section, turbine section, Balance of Plant section (BOP) and coal handling section.

The various equipments failures in boiler, turbine, coal handling system and other

auxiliary systems contribute to the unreliability of the plant in various scales. The

reasons for equipment failures are different from system to system.

The main systems of the turbine section are boiler feed water system, Cooling Water

System (CWS), Open Cycle Cooling Water (OCCW) system, Closed Cycle Cooling

Water (CCCW) system, generator cooling system and vacuum system. Turbine and

its auxiliaries include electro hydraulic oil system, lube oil system and hydrogen seal

oil system. Except to these the main electrical system including generator, main

transformer, Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT), Start-up and Standby Transformer

(SST), gas insulated 220kV substation, emergency power supply system and 6kV

auxiliary power distribution system are also included in the turbine section. These

equipments and systems are mandatory not only for smooth running of the power

plant, but also for a safe shutdown. In an absence of these equipments at a shutdown,

there is a greater possibility to damage the critical equipments as boiler, turbine and
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generator. The proper functioning of hydrogen seal oil system is mandatory even

after shutdown to prevent explosion of hydrogen and damaging the power plant.

1.2.2 Failures in the turbine side

The various failures happened in the subsystems of turbine side resulted sudden trips

and emergency shutdowns. Some of the failures resulted running the plant in de-rated

loads for long hours until the fault is cleared. It was possible to restore the plant

quickly after some of the failures. But some failures ended in permanently damaging

the critical equipment as boiler tubes and turbine bearings which took more than one

month to restore the plant. The repetitive permanent damages happened to the turbine

and other critical equipment not only reduces energy generated but also degrades the

plant permanently. Out of the 15 forced outages happened after the RTR period,

turbine side contributed to 9. The percentage of outages due to faults in turbine side,

boiler side and planned shutdowns are presented in Figure 1.1. The data presented

covers the period from 14th May 2011 to 31st December 2012 after RTR. Details

regarding the plant forced outages are shown in Appendix A. The number of forced

outages due to boiler side faults is 6 and the number of planned outages during the

considered period is 2.

The summery of forced outages happened due to turbine side failures after the RTR

period is shown in Table 1.3. Total of 72l,870MWh of energy was lost due to forced

outages created by turbine side failures. This is 57.5% of the total energy loss due to

emergency shutdowns and trips of the power station. Also it can be observed that the

maximum energy loss happened due to transmission line failures which have

happened twice during the considered period.
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• Turbine side
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Planned outages

Figure 1.1: Outages after RTR from 14thMay 2011 to 31 st December 2012

Table 1.3: Forced outages due to turbine side failures in the period from 14thMay

2011 to 31st December 2012

Outage Period Loss of

Reason (MMJDDNY generation

hh:mm) (MWh)

Both transmission lines failed and failure of 6/7/1112:16 to 234,520

emergency power supply system 7/10/11 2:00

Primary super heater de-super heater valve leak: 11/4/11 23:44 to 9430
11/6/11 7:10

Earth fault at Current Transformer (CT) VAT neutral 11/21111 15:06 to 3680

point
11/22/12 03:22

Low pressure of turbine lube oil 1/18/12 14:38 to 210,660
2/16/12 20:50

Hydrogen seal oil leak 2/17/12 1:00 to 24,340
2/20/12 10:08

Cooling water circulation pumps bearing temperature 4/26/12 20:55 to 11,795

high 4/28/12 11:14

Both transmission lines failed and failure of 8/8/12 5:55 to 134,625

emergency power supply system
8/26/12 22:40

Both debris filters damaged and main transformer 8/26/1223:30 to 80,945

fault 9/7/12 5:19

Both cooling water circulation pumps failure 11/7/12 9:08 to 11,875
11/9/12 00:43

Total 721,870
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• Turbine side

• Boiler side
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Figure 1.2: Percentage loss of generation due to forced outages

Table 1.4: Loss of generation due to faults in systems in turbine side after RTR

System Energy Loss due to Energy loss due to Total

De-loading shutdowns/Trips (MWh)

(MWh) (MWh)

Cooling Water System 63,068 92,820 155,888

Closed Cycle Cooling 152 0 152

Water System

Open Cycle Cooling Water 50 0 50

System

Cooling Water Pump 4027 11,795 15,822

Motor and Bearing

Cooling Water System

Feed Water System 29,507 9,430 38,937

Hydrogen Seal Oil System 575 24,340 24,915

Lube Oil System 1100 210,660 211,760

Emergency Power Supply 0 369,145 369,145

System

Electrical System 0 3,680 3,680

Total 98,479 721,870 820,349
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The loss of generation due to forced outages in different sections is shown in Figure

1.2. The maximum percentage (57.47%) of generation loss has occurred due to the

faults in the turbine side.

The loss of generation due to running the plant in de-rated loads resulted by each

systems failure in turbine side is shown in Table 1.4. The maximum amount of

generation loss that has occurred due to de-loading caused by failures in the cooling

water system. The maximum generation loss due to shutdowns and trips is caused by

the shortcomings in the emergency power supply system. The failures in the turbine

side has resulted a total generation loss of 820GWh which is enough to supply the

total electricity demand in the country for a period of one month. Figure 1.3 shows

the bar chart representation of generation loss due to faults in subsystems.
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Figure 1.3: Generation loss due to faults in different subsystems
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It is clear that the turbine side significantly contributes for poor reliability of the

power plant. Therefore in order to improve the reliability of the total power plant,

identifying and addressing the problems in the turbine side is mandatory. Analyzing

the reliabilities of each subsystem and making necessary improvements should be

done to improve the reliability of the power plant.

1.3 Objective

The objective of the study is to

• Analyze reliability of the turbine side ofLVPS.

• Indentify the reasons behind the failures of individual systems of turbine side.

• Propose methods to improve the reliability and perform design changes where

necessary.
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Chapter 2

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF COOLING
WATER SYSTEM

2.1 Cooling Water System (CWS)

The CWS also known as the sea water circulation system is a main system in turbine

side. The main function of the CWS is to carry away the vaporizing latent heat

(waste heat) of exhaust steam from turbine to condenser. Once the waste heat is

carried away by cooling water the exhaust steam condense to water inside the

condenser. The CWS supply sufficient and qualified water to condenser during all

modes of unit operation. The system meets the cooling requirement of condenser,

auxiliary cooling water systems and water flow for sea water treatment plants. A

total flow of 63,OOOm3/hr [2] is needed for the 300MW unit.

The CWS is once through type and uses sea water. Cooling water is taken from

Indian Ocean. The water flows through the intake installation to the chamber of the

cooling water pump house. Then after being filtered through trash rack and travelling

screen it is pumped to the condenser and other heat exchangers. The heated water is

then discharged to a siphon well and finally flows through a culvert to the sea. The

distance between the intake and outlet is far enough so that no part of the outlet water

comes back or mix with inlet water. The allowable temperature difference between

inlet sea water and outlet sea water is T C [2]. A diagram of CWS is shown in Figure

2.1.

The CWS includes two fixed screens (trash racks), two travelling screens, two main

cooling water pumps, condenser, the double inlet and outlet pipes of the condenser,

two sponge rubber ball cleaning systems, two debris filters and valves. The system is

designed in such a way that all of the above equipment should function at their rated

capacity for running the power plant in full capacity. Therefore reliability of each of

the component ofCWS is crucial and directly affects the reliability of the plant.
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Figure 2.1: Cooling water system
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2.1.1 Fixed screen

The fixed screen is the first filter device at the cooling water intake. It prevents larger

pieces of debris from reaching the travelling screen, reducing the chance of damage

to the travelling screen. The gap width of the fixed screen is 50mm [4]. The fixed

screen consists with a rake which collects debris periodically. The upper part of the

rake consists of one robust steel rake frame section with all necessary stiffening

plates. The lower part bar shaped rake consisting with rake bars with gap width

10mm [I] running in longitudinal direction. The trash racks equipped with debris

cleaners operate controlled by the signal indicating water level difference of between

upstream and downstream. The fixed screens are installed in series with other

components of CWS and there is no way to bypass them.

2.1.2 Travelling screen

The travelling screen also known as rotating screen is an equipment required for

suspended trash removal of the inlet sea water. It filters out fine debris such as weed,

leaf, fish, shrimp and other aquatic animals in the water and waste from industry.

There are two travelling screens for the two inlet of cooling water pumps. These are

dual flow type travelling screens where screen surface is parallel to the intake flow.

The dual flow travelling screens doubles the effective screening area and reduces the

downstream debris carryover. It also allows the use of fine screen meshes without

increasing flow velocity. A diagram of dual flow travelling screen is shown in Figure

2.2.

The mesh size of the travelling screen is 6.43mmx6.43mm [3]. The screen is rotated

and once the debris is raised to the surface it is washed away by two wash pumps

(flush water pumps). One wash pump is in operation and the other is in standby. It

performs automatic wash down when difference of water level across screen reaches

300mm and gives alarm when the difference reaches 600mm [1]. The travelling

screen can be operated in two speeds depending on the accumulation of the debris.

These screens are also in series and there is no bypass possibility.

A complete system of stop gate to dual flow travelling screen is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Dual flow travelling screen

Source: United States Filter Corporation

Figure 2.3: Complete system from stop gate to travelling screen

Source: United States Filter Corporation
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2.1.3 Cooling water pump

The cooling water pumps maintain the water flow through out the CWS. Two

vertical, motor driven, fixed blades, wet pit, mixed flow cooling water pumps are

used for the 300MW unit. Each pump capacity is 2.2MW [1] and rated flow is

8.75m3/s [1]. The design head is 16m and can operate with an efficiency of more

than 80% [1].

The pumps are submerged. They have enclosed rotor and replaceable impeller blades

and wearing rings of the casing. The impeller and impeller rings are made of alloy

stainless steel with effective corrosion and erosion resistance properties to protect it

against the sea water. For running the plant in full capacity both the pumps are

required and no redundancy is provided by the design.

2.1.4 Debris filter

The debris filter is the final protection against small to medium size wastes that could

have passed through upstream screens and could damage or reduce efficiency of

condenser. The debris filter with auto backwash valve is installed on the circulation

water inlet pipe just before the inlet of the condenser. The pressure drop of

circulating water passing through the filter is 7.4kPa in clean condition. When the

pressure drop is larger than this value, the backwash valve is opened and

automatically washes the filter online. The debris is discharged to the circulation

water outlet pipe.

A diagram of debris filter is shown in Figure 2.4. The fixed semi-spherical shaped

filtration elements separate the filter area into several independent filter chambers. A

hood-shaped backwash rotor, located at the filter inlet, successively covers each filter

chamber completely. The backwash process is automatically initiated by a

differential pressure measuring system which monitors debris accumulation

permanently.

A breakdown of one debris filter reduces the capacity of the unit to less than

180MW. Breakdown of both the filters forces to shutdown the unit.
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Figure 2.4: Debris filter

Source: United States Filter Corporation

2.1.5 Condenser

Condenser is of single shell, split, double flow and surface type arranged horizontally

under bottom of Low Pressure (LP) turbine. The shell of the condenser is divided

into two single flows. The condenser tubes are made of titanium which has good

corrosion resistance against sea water. The exhaust steam in the condenser is

condensing as the circulating cooling water flows through the tube bundles. The

condensate will be collected in a tank called hot-well under the condenser and

drained by a condensate pump. The tube bundles and hot-well is arranged in

condenser shell, the hot well is below the bundles. There is a sufficient space for the

hot well, which is suitable for the changeable condensate level and also for the

utilization of redundant heat from condensate, favorable in decreased overcool and

increased de-aerating efficiency. The hot-well under the tube nest will have a
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retention capacity of 3 minutes of condensate under the turbine capacity condition

(Valve wide open) between normal and low levels.

Out of the two sides of condenser one can operate while other is isolated. For

running the plant in 300MW both the sides must be in operation.

2.1.6 Ball cleaning system of condenser

The ball cleaning system cleans condenser tubes to prevent formation of deposits,

maintain optimum heat transfer coefficient and maintain the vacuum inside the

condenser. One set of ball cleaning system is installed in each side of the condenser.

This system is an independent cleaning system which consists of a ball pump, a ball

collector and a ball strainer. The sponge rubber ball in wet is lrnrn to 2rnrn larger

than the inside diameter of the tubes. Under the pressure difference between inlet and

outlet water chambers ball flows pass through the tubes and cleans them. The ball in

the ball collector is delivered by ball pump through the cooling water inlet with

circulation, which cleans the tube. After passing through the tubes and cleaning

them, the balls are removed at the condenser discharge by means of a ball separator

strainer assembly and returned to the pump inlet. The ball cleans the tubes repeatedly

while circulating. After one cleaning cycle balls pass through the strainer and

collected in the ball collector. The ball collector is used for removing worn out balls

and replacing the ball supply. During condenser operation the ball is injected into the

system for maintaining the optimum cleaning state of the tubes.

This system is operated as the cleaning requirement of the tubes. According to the

condenser inlet outlet temperature difference operation frequency or runtime of the

ball cleaning system can be adjusted. But long term out of service is harmful for the

tubes.

2.1. 7 Circulation water piping and butterfly valve

Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) pipes of DN2800rnrn are used for inlet and outlet

pipes of the condenser. Motor operated butterfly valves are used for pump discharge,

outlet pipe connection, and condenser inlet and outlet pipes. The piping attached to
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the impeller of the cooling water pump is made of metal. Cathode protection

measures have taken for these piping in cooling water pump house. The cooling

water pump outlet valves have the capability to close quickly to prevent system from

loosing water.

2.2 Reliability Analysis of Cooling Water System

2.2.1 Methodology

In order to asses the reliability of CWS, the reliability indices failure rate, repair time

and availability are calculated. Failure rate is the number of failures of

equipment/system per unit measurement of life. The repair time deals with duration

of maintenance outage or how long will it take to complete the maintenance action.

Availability is the probability that equipment/system is in its intended functional

condition. The reliability analysis of CWS is done in two steps.

• Reliability analysis of individual components of the CWS based on the

collected data.

• Reliability analysis of the complete CWS.

It is assumed that all the components in the CWS have a constant failure rate.

Therefore the exponential distribution can be used for analyzing reliability. Under an

exponential distribution assumption, the mean completely characterize the

distribution and is a sufficient metric. The widely used desired results under this are

Mean Time between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR). MTBF is

the average elapsed time between inherent failures. MTTR is the average elapsed

time required to corrective maintenance where the equipment/system is taken back to

operational status. This includes time taken for fault isolation and correction. MTBF

and MTTR are calculated for each of the component in CWS. If A is designated as

failure rate and /-l is designated as repair rate, the failure rate, repair rate and

availability can be defined as follows.

A=--
}.1TBF

(1)
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1
f1= MTTR

A °Zbili MTBFVal a z zty = -------
(MTBF + MTTR)

(2)

(3)

For calculating the reliability indices of series and parallel systems following set of

equations are used.

m, - MTBF of component 1

Al - Failure rate of component 1

rl - Repair time of component 1

Al - Availability of component 1

m, - MTBF of component 2

r2 - Repair time of component 2

A2 - Availability of component 2

A2- Failure rate of component 2

m, - MTBF of series system

rs - Repair time of series system

As- Availability of series system

As- Failure rate of series system

m, - MTBF of parallel system

rp - Repair time of parallel system

Ap - Availability of parallel system

Figure 205: Series system

A = ml +m2

s (ml + rl Xm2 + r2)

mlm2ms = -
ml +».

~rl + A-2r2r = ---'--'------''---''-
S A-

s

(4)

(5)

(6)
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A = (mj +rjXm2 +rJ
p rjr2

m =1+A,rj+A2r2

P A,A2 (rJ + rJ

(7)

(8)

(9)

2.2.2 Data collection

Data required for calculating the failure rate, repair time and availability are obtained

from LVPS operation and maintenance data records. The day-to-day operation

activities, plant start-up and shutdown details and outages are recorded in the

operation log book. The records regarding the maintenance works are recorded in the

"Permit to Work" documents. All the real time operation data of each of the

equipment is recorded and stored in the plant Distributed Control System (DCS).

This data can be retrieved whenever necessary. Data for analyzing the reliability are

taken from these sources. The details of electrical maintenance works,

instrumentation and control maintenance works and mechanical maintenance works

during the period from 1st July 2011 to 31st December 2012 are shown in Appendix

B, Appendix C and Appendix D respectively. When two or more identical

components are available it is possible to calculate the reliability indices separately

and take the average for system reliability calculation. But in some occasions

107096
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sufficient data is not available for one component out of the two due to practical

reasons. In such cases the component with sufficient data is taken for calculation.

The outage data of individual components of the CWS from l " July 2011 to 31 st

December 2012 are shown in Appendix E.

2.2.3 Difficulties encountered with data collection

There were some practical difficulties encountered when collecting data. In some

occasions the purpose of getting a work permit was not properly described. Therefore

it was hard to find out the fault of the equipment the permit is issued. In some cases

exact time taken for maintenance work is not recorded. In such situations the

estimated times are taken based on the previous times taken for the same

maintenance work.' Also there were technical difficulties encountered when

retrieving data from DCS.

2.2.4 Reliability calculation of fixed screen

The MTBF, MTTR, failure rate, repair rate and availability are calculated using the

outage data. Sufficient data is not available for fixed screen B. The calculated

reliability indices are shown in Table 2.1. Even though the availability is higher than

90% it takes quite long time to repair after a fault.

The outages of the fixed screen mainly happen due to blocking of the screen by

debris. When the function of the trash rake fails, debris are accumulated upstream of

the fixed screen. The operation of trash rake fails due to failure of control circuit due

to corrosion. Since this fixed screen is always exposed to sea water corrosion is very

high.

Table 2.1: Reliability indices of fixed screen A

Fixed Screen A
MTBF(hh:mm) 2490:30
MTTR(hh:mm) 186:52
Failure Rate(per year) 3.5
Repair Rate(per year) 46.9

I Availability 93.0% I
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2.2.5 Reliability calculation of travelling screens

The outage data of travelling screen A and B and their auxiliaries during the

considered period are recorded. When collecting the outage data of travelling

screens, the outages of flush water pumps also considered. The wash away of

collected debris cannot be done without flush water pumps. This stops the intended

function of travelling screens. The reliability indices of travelling screen A, B and

their average values are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Reliability indices of travelling screens

I Travelling Screen Travelling Screen Average Values
I MTBF(hh:mm) 739:49 1049:25 894:37

MTTR(hh:mm) 215:48 185:33 200:40
Failure Rate(per year) 11.8 8.3 10.0
Repair Rate(per year) 40.6 47.2 43.9
Availability 77.4% 85.0% 81.2%

The results in Table 2.2 show that the failure rates of travelling screens are high. For

running the plant with 85% guaranteed availability the travelling screens also should

have minimum of 85% availability. The major fault which causes outage is frequent

break down of drive chain mechanism of the travelling screen. The drive shaft

bearing damage also contributes to these outages.

2.2.6 Reliability calculation of cooling water pumps

The reliability indices of cooling water pump A, B and their average values

calculated based on outage data are shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Reliability indices of cooling water pumps

Cooling Water Cooling Water Average Values
Pump A PumpB

MTBF(hh:mm) 1981:33 1720:18 1850:55
MTTR(hh:mm) 262:07 192:58 227:32
Failure Rate(per year) 4.4 5.l 4.7
Repair Rate(per year) 33.0 45.0 39.0
Availability 88.3% 90.0% 89.l

I
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The failure rates and availability of cooling water pumps are in an acceptable range.

But they are still not in a satisfactory level since there is no standby cooling water

pump. Therefore, the availability of these pumps should be as high as 99% to provide

a reliable service. The outages of cooling water pumps mainly happened due to break

down of the gland seals and damages to the motor bearings.

2.2.7 Reliability calculation of cooling water pump outlet valve

The reliability indices of cooling water pump outlet valves A, B and their average

values are calculated based on outage data shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Reliability indices of cooling water pump outlet valves

I Cooling Water Cooling Water Average Values
Pump A Outlet Pump B Outlet

Valve Valve
MTBF(hh:mm) 1600: 10 1963:05 1781:37
MTTR(hh:mm) 62:43 284:17 173:30
Failure Rate(per year) 5.5 4.5 5.0
Repair Rate(per year) 139.7 30.8 85.2
Availability 96.2% 87.3% 9l.7%

The cooling water pump outlet valves also have the same problem as cooling water

pump since there is no redundancy. Therefore, even though the failure rate is low, the

availability is not enough to provide a reliable service.

These valves are butterfly valves operated by a hydraulic mechanism. The outages

mainly happened due to the breakdowns of this mechanism.

2.2.8 Reliability calculation of inlet and outlet pipes

The inlet and outlet pipes of the CWS are made ofFRP. These pipes have a diameter

of 2500mm. During the considered period neither inlet pipe nor outlet pipe failed.

Therefore no outage data is available. The reliability of the inlet and outlet pipes is

calculated based on theoretical data. Failure rate of similar type of FRP pipe is

O.l2/km year [5] and the MTTR is 6.77hr [6]. The calculated reliability indices are

shown in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Reliability indices of inlet and outlet pipes

Failure Rate
I

MTBF Availability
Length (m) (per year) (yrs)

Inlet Pipe 315.5 0.03786 26.4 99.9%
Outlet Pipe 270 0.0324 30.9 99.9%

2.2.9 Reliability calculation of debris filter

The debris filter A and debris filter B often took outages due to various faults.

Sufficient outage data is available during the considered period for calculating the

reliability indices of both the debris filters separately. The calculated reliability

indices of debris filters are shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: Reliability indices of debris filters

Debris Filter A Debris Filter B Average Values
MTBF(hh:mm) 446:52 694:50 570:51
MTTR(hh:mm) 43:37 40:45 42:11
Failure Rate(per year) 19.6 12.6 16.1
Repair Rate(per year) 200.8 215.0 207.9
Availability 91.l% 94.5% 92.8%

Table 2.6 shows that both the debris filters have higher failure rates as high as 19 and

12. Although the availability of both the filters is higher than 90% it is not sufficient

for reliable functioning of CWS. This is because these filters also connected in series

with cooling water pumps and no redundant filter is provided.

The most common faults of the debris filters are rotor gear unit damage, coupling

between gear and motor break, bearing failure of backwash rotor, flush water valve

break down and failure of automatic operation. These repetitive faults of the debris

filter causes to stop one side of the condenser and run the plant in a capacity below

180MW.
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2.2.10 Reliability calculation of condenser

The condenser has two sides which can operate independently from each other. The

calculated reliability indices of condenser A side, B side and their average values are

shown in Table 2.7. The failure rates of both sides of condenser are low at 2.1 and

2.9, and the availability is around 90%. This is because it takes long time to

dismantle and repair the condenser once a fault is occurred.

The defect encountered with the condenser so far is leakage of tubes inside the

condenser.

Table 2.7: Reliability indices of condenser

I Condenser A Side Condenser B Side Average Values
MTBF(hh:mm) 4085:40 3046:03 3565:51
MTTR(hh:mm) 471:30 338:36 405:03
Failure Rate(per year) 2.1 2.9 2.5
Repair Rate(per year) 19.0 26.0 22.5
Availability 89.6% 90.0% 89.8%

2.2.11 Reliability calculation of condenser ball cleaning system

The calculated reliability indices of condenser ball cleaning system are shown in

Table 2.8. The failure rates are low at 4.7 and 3.3 and availabilities are as high as

98%. There is no standby ball cleaning system. But these systems do not need to

operate continuously. Therefore the current reliability is sufficient for satisfactory

operation. There were no major faults in these systems except problems with valve

operation.

Table 2.8: Reliability indices of condenser ball cleaning systems

OilCleaning Ball Cleaning I Average Values
System A System B I

MTBF(hh:mm) 1852:31 2618:27 2235:29
MTTR(hh:mm) 23:07 31: 19 27:13
Failure Rate(per year) 4.7 3.3 4.0

-
Repair Rate(per year) 379.0 280.0 329.5
Availability 98.8% I 98.8% 98.8%
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2.2.12 Reliability calculation of condenser inlet and outlet valves

The condenser inlet and outlet valves are motor operated butterfly valves. During the

considered period no faults are recorded in these valves. Therefore the reliability

indices are calculated based on theoretical data. The MTBF of similar type valve is

7864 hrs [7] and MTTR is 12 hrs [7].

Failure rate = 1.1 per year

Repair rate =730.0 per year

Availability =99.8 %

2.2.13 Reliability calculation of the complete CWS

The summery of the calculated reliability indices of each component of CWS is

shown in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9: Reliability indices of each component ofCWS

MTBF MTTR Failure Repair Availability
Component hh:mm hh:mm Rate-A. Rate-u

(per year) (per year)
Fixed screen A 2490:30 186:52 3.5 46.9 93.0%
Travelling screen A 739:49 215:48 11.8 40.6 77.4%

Travelling screen B 1049:25 185:33 8.3 47.2 85.0%
Cooling water pump A 1981 :33 262:07 4.4 33.0 88.3%

Cooling water pump B 1720:18 192:58 5.1 45.0 90.0%
Debris filter A 446:52 43:37 19.6 200.8 91.1%

Debris filter B 694:50 40:45 12.6 215 94.5%
Condenser A side 4085:40 471:30 2.1 19.0 89.6%
Condenser B side 3046:03 338:36 2.9 26.0 90.0%
Ball cleaner A 1852:31 23:07 4.7 379.0 98.8%
Ball cleaner B 2618:27 31: 19 3.3 280.0 98.8%
Inlet pipe 231,378:40 6:42 0.038 1294.0 99.9%
Outlet pipe 270,370:24 6:42 0.032 1294.0 99.9%
Cooling water pump A
outlet valve 1600:10 62:43 5.5 139.7 96.2%
Cooling water pump B
outlet valve 1963 :05 284:17 4.5 30.8 87.3%
Condenser inlet and

I outlet valves 7864:00 12:00 1.1 730.0 99.8%
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The average reliability indices of each of the components are shown in Table 2.10.

Average values are calculated for the identical components where data is available

for more than one component.

Table 2.10: Average values of reliability indices

Failure Rate-A, Repair Rate-u Availability
Component (per year) (per year)

Travelling screen 10.0 43.9 8J.2%
--

Cooling water pump 4.7 39.0 89.1%
-

Cooling water pump outlet valve 5.0 85.2 91.7%

Debris filter 16.1 207.9 92.8%
Condenser one side 2.5 22.5 89.8%
Ball cleaner 4.0 329.5 98.8%
Inlet pipe 0.038 1293.9 99.9%
Outlet pipe 0.032 1293.9 99.9%

Based on the average values of reliability indices the overall reliability of CWS can

be calculated. The reliability model used to calculate reliability of CWS is shown in

figure 2.7. It shows the arrangement of physical connection of components. If only

one branch out of the two is working the maximum load that can be taken by the

plant is limited 180MW. If both the branches are working plant can run at its full

capacity of 300MW.
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! I Coolin

Fixed HTravellingH wate~'~::JL::J L~mp~j

Cooling
Water Pump

AOutiet

~/~

Condenser
Inlet Valve
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Outlet
Valve A

Outlet Pipe

J
Condenser
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B

Debris Filter
B

·condens~ndenser Ball

BSide_Jl~ CleanerB

Figure 2.7: Reliability diagram ofCWS
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Since the average values of failure rate, repair rate and availability of each

component are known, considering the series and parallel connections of components

the system failure rate and availability can be calculated. For calculating the

reliability indices for expected output of l80MW, series and parallel connections of

Figure 2.7 are used. For calculating the reliability indices for expected output of

300MW, all the components in Figure 2.7 should connect in series. Equations in

section 2.2.1 are used for this calculation. Considering the expected output of the

plant as l80MW and 300MW the CWS failure rate and availability are calculated.

The results are shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Reliability indices of CWS average

Failure Rate-A. Availability
Expected Output (per year)

180MW 19.4 82.6%
300MW 96.5 25.7%

Instead of average values, when actual values of each of the component are used the

results are shown in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12: Reliability indices of CWS actual

I Failure Rate-A. Availability
Expected Output (per year)

180MW 19.1 82.6%
300MW 96.5 25.6%

From Table 2.11 and Table 2.12 it can be observed that the results from average

values and actual values are almost similar. This calculation shows that reliability of

CWS is very poor. The failure rate is high as 96 failures per year for the expected

output of 300MW. For expected output of 180M\V which mean only one branch is

working, it has a failure rate of 19 failures per year. For running the power plant with

85% guaranteed availability the CWS also should have minimum of that availability

with expected output of 300MW. But even for expected output of 180MW CWS has
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only 82.6% availability. For the expected output of 300MW it only has 25.6%

availability which is critically low. Therefore reliability improvement of CWS is

vital.

2.3 Reliability Improvement of Cooling Water System

2.3.1 Method used for improved reliability calculation

In this section solutions are proposed for the identified problems of the individual

components and the CWS. Once the solutions are introduced there is no past data for

calculating the improved reliability indices of components and the system. This is

because the new solutions are not implemented yet. This can be overcome by using

the same database which was used to calculate the existing reliability. First the

solutions are provided for repetitive and major problems and faults of components of

CWS. Assuming that the solutions are implemented at the beginning, the outages due

to the solved problems are removed from the original database. Then the new

improved reliability indices are calculated.

2.3.2 Reliability improvement of fixed screen

The outages of fixed screen take place mostly due to failure of control circuit. This

circuit and other equipment are installed in outdoor and always exposed to sea

breeze. It is enclosed by cover made of carbon steel which is not resistive to

corrosion. Also the provided IP class for the motors and other control equipments of

the fixed screen is not sufficient. The provided IP class is 43.

The fixed screens are always exposed to sea water and therefore higher protection

against corrosion should be provided. For improving the reliability of fixed screen

followings methods are proposed.

• Use IP66 protection class instead of current IP class.

• Use higher corrosive resistive material for enclosures such as stainless steel.

It is assumed that these improvements avoid the outages due to failure of control

circuit due to corrosion. Once these improvements are done the improved reliability
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indices compared with the existing indices would be as in Table 2.13. It is shown that

the availability of the fixed screen can be improved to almost 100%.

Table 2.13: Improved reliability indices of fixed screen A

Fixed Screen A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 2490:30 5686:09
MTTR(hh:mm) 186:52 3:42
Failure Rate(per year) 3.5 2.2

--
Repair Rate(per year) 46.9 2368.0
Availability 93.0% 99.9%

J

2.3.3 Reliability improvement of travelling screens

The identified reasons which cause travelling screen outages are break down of drive

chain of drive shaft transmission system, bearing failure of drive shaft and failures of

flush water system.

Break down of drive chain frequently happens due to the block of drive chain or

screen plates. When these plates are blocked by external debris from seawater, the

load torque increased and breaks the drive chain. There is a limit switch to detect

when the load torque reaches its rated value and stop the travelling screen. But this

limit switch is spring loaded mechanical operated limit switch. Therefore it does not

function as intended due to corrosion since it is exposed to sea breeze. This results in

frequent outages due to need for drive chain replacement.

The failure of flush water system happens due to block of spray nozzles. When spray

nozzles are blocked the debris cannot flush away from screen plates and block the

screen plates which again causes break down of drive chain. To prevent blocking of

spray nozzles there is a filter where mesh size of diameter 2-3mm [3]. Since there is

only one flush water system for both the travelling screens, when this filter is

blocked both the screens have to stop.

It was observed that bearing failure of drive shaft happened even with lubrication

done quarterly [3] which is instructed by the manufacturer. Running the travelling
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screen with overload (when limit switch is out of service) also causes bearing

damage. To overcome the above problems and improve the reliability of travelling

screen followings methods are proposed.

• Instead of mechanical limit switch use a torque sensor to detect overload

condition and stop the travelling screen automatically.

• Fix a standby filter for flush water system and always keep it clean.

• Increase the lubrication frequency of shaft bearings to once a month. This

frequency can be further increased according to the seasonal variation of

debris load.

• Use IP66 class protection for all the control equipments of travelling screens.

It is assumed that these improvements avoid the outages due to drive chain break,

block of spray nozzles and bearing failure. Once these improvements are done the

reliability indices would be as in Table 2.14 and Table 2.15. It is shown that the

availability of the travelling screens can be improved to more than 95%. The

improvements of other indices are also shown.

Table 2.14: Improved reliability indices of travelling screen A

Travelling Screen A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 739:49 1301:53
MTTR(hh:mm) 215:48 20:07
Failure Rate(per year) 11.8 6.7
Repair Rate(per year) 40.6 435.5
Availability 77.4% 98.5%

Table 2.15: Improved reliability indices of travelling screen B

Travelling Screen B
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 1049:25 1413:22
MTTR(hh:mm) 185:33 59:57
Failure Rate(per year) 8.3 6.2lRepair Rate(per year) 47.2 146.1
Availability 85.0% 96.0%
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2.3.4 Reliability improvement of cooling water pumps

The outages of the cooling water pumps mainly occur due to need for motor bearing,

gland seal replacements and modification of existing logic of the control system of

the cooling water pumps. These problems didn't occur due to the problems of

cooling water pumps themselves. The bearing damages resulted from the problems

of cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling system which is an auxiliary

system of cooling water system. The reliability of this system will be discussed in

chapter 4. When this cooling system is not functioning as intended, the bearing

temperatures increase frequently. Damages to the bearings and gland seals are caused

by frequent operation of bearings under high temperature. The modification of the

logic of the control system has to be done due to short comings during

commissioning of the project.

Once the commissioning problems are rectified and the improvements of the motor

bearing cooling system is done, the new reliability indices of cooling water pumps

would be as in Table 2.16 and Table 2.17.

Table 2.16: Improved reliability indices of cooling water pump A

Cooling Water Pump A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:rnm) 1981:33 6588:55
MTTR(hh:mm) 262:07 22:10

~.
Failure Rate(per year) 4.4 1.3

Repair Rate(per year) 33.0 395.0
Availability 88.3% 99.6%

Table 2.17: Improved reliability indices of cooling water pump B

Cooling Water Pump B
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 1720:18 3293:19
MTTR(hh:mm) 192:58 8:54
Failure Rate(per year) 5.1 2.6
Repair Rate(per year) 45.0 984.0
Availability 90.0% 99.7%
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2.3.5 Reliability improvement of cooling water pump outlet valve

The outage of cooling water pump outlet valves mainly happened due to the

problems of hydraulic mechanism which operate the valve and the power supply

circuit of the valves. There are two independent hydraulic mechanisms for operating

each valve. The main breakdowns of these mechanisms are oil leakages and failure

of hydraulic pumps.

There is no reliable power supply provided for outlet valves, which is agam a

commissioning issue. A common power supply is provided for both the outlet valves

by the normal Alternative Current CAC) distribution system of the plant. No standby

supply is provided and once this supply is lost both the valves close automatically.

This ends up with a power plant tripping.

After these problems are identified, following improvements can be done for

improving the reliability of the outlet valves.

• Adding a standby hydraulic pump for each hydraulic system.

• Install pressure limiting valves for hydraulic mechanisms to protect the

actuator unit from damage caused by overpressure in the oil circuit.

• Supply power to the outlet valves from Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)

system of the plant. There are two independent UPS systems in the plant and

one can be used as a standby source.

Once these improvements are done the new reliability indices would be as in Table

2.18 and Table 2.19.

Table 2.18: Improved reliability indices of cooling water pump A outlet valve

r Cooling Water Pump A Outlet Valve
Existing Indices Improved Indices

, MTBF(hh:mm) 1600:10 2186:03
I MTTR(hh:mm)

--
62:43 16:43

--
~Failure Rate(per year) 5.5 4.0e--. .-- f--

Repair Rate(per year) 139.7 524.0
96.2% 99.2% ~IAvailability
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Table 2.19: Improved reliability indices of cooling water pump B outlet valve

Cooling Water Pump B Outlet Valve
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 1963:05 4271:05
MTTR(hh:mm) 284:17 193:24
Failure Rate(per year) 4.5 2.0
Repair Rate(per year) 30.8 45.3
Availability 87.3% 95.6%

2.3.6 Reliability improvement of debris filter

The debris filter is the ultimate protection for condenser and its reliability is very

important. The debris filter is taken on outages frequently and causes a lot of loss of

generation due to running the plant in part loads. The major faults of debris filters are

rotor gear unit break down, coupling bolt damage and breakdown of flush water

valves. The frequent damage of rotor gear unit and coupling bolt happen due to the

higher variations of debris loads. Even when the debris load changes drastically the

operating frequency does not change as desired. This causes block of the filter and

ultimately breakdown of rotor gear unit or coupling bolts which connect drive motor

and rotor gear unit. On the other hand there is no mechanism to detect higher loads of

debris and stop the motor automatically before breaking the rotor gear unit. When

filter is blocked by larger debris the motor tries to rotate in the same direction and

causes gear box damage.

To avoid outages due to these faults following improvements are proposed.

• Install a torque sensor for rotor and stop the motor automatically before

damaging the rotor gear unit.

• Once the filter block is detected rotate reverse and forward directions

excluding the blocked filter chamber. This will clean all the filter chambers

except the blocked chamber.

• Install Variable Speed Drive (VSD) for motor and offer different rotor

speeds according to the seasonal variations of the debris load. The debris

accumulation is different for different seasons of the year.
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• Instead of single unit of filter segments, install individual filter segments

which can fix and remove independently. This makes simple exchange of

individual filter segments without filter disassembly. Thereby flexible

reaction on seasonal variation of debris by quick exchange of blocked

segments.

• Install an intelligent controller for optimizing backwash point in order to

minimize the backwash valve operation and waste of cooling water.

• Install a standby debris filter which can operate when one of the operating

filters is blocked.

After implementing the above improvements the new reliability indices would be as

in Table 2.20 and Table 2.21.

Table 2.20: Improved reliability indices of debris filter A

Debris Filter A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 446:52 2141:22
MTTR(hh:mm) 43:37 70:21
Failure Rate(per year) 19.6 4.1
Repair Rate(per year) 200.8 124.5
Availability 91.1% 96.8%

Table 2.21: Improved reliability indices of debris filter B

Debris Filter B
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 694:50 1810:43
MTTR(hh:mm) 40:45 83:29
Failure Rate(per year) 12.6 4.8
Repair Rate(per year) 215.0 104.9
Availability 94.5% 95.6

2.3.7 Reliability improvement of condenser

The outages of condenser A and B happened due to the leakage of tubes inside the

condenser. These leakages occurred at the welding points between pipe end and shell
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of the condenser. These leakages could have prevented if the welding were properly

tested at the commissioning period. Then the reliability would be increased as in

Table 2.22 and Table 2.23.

Table 2.22: Improved reliability indices of condenser A Side

Condenser A Side
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 4085:40 6563:36
MTTR(hh:mm) 471:30 72:48
Failure Rate(per year) 2.1 1.3

Repair Rate(per year) 19.0 120.0
I Availability 89.6% 98.9%

Table 2.23: Improved reliability indices of condenser B side

Condenser B Side
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 3046:03 6563:36
MTTR(hh:mm) 338:36 72:48
Failure Rate(per year) 2.9 1.3

Repair Rate(per year) 26.0 120
Availability 90.0% 98.9%

2.3.8 Reliability improvement of condenser ball cleaning system

In condenser ball cleaning system the outages happened due to the frequent break

down of motorized valves. Except to this fault no major fault occurred during the

considered period. These problems can be overcome by proper routine maintenance

of the motorized valves. It will prevent the controlling part of the motorized valves

coming in contact with sea water and smooth opening and closing of the valves

without sticking the valve stem.

Although the existing reliability indices are in a satisfactory level, improving

reliability further will help in improving the complete CWS reliability. Once this

problem is solved the new reliability indices would be as in Table 2.24 and Table

2.25.
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Table 2.24: Improved reliability indices of ball cleaning system A

Ball Cleaning System A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 1852:31 2198:10
MTTR(hh:mm) 23:07 2:11
Failure Rate(per year) 4.7 4.0
Repair Rate(per year) 379.0 4012
Availability 98.8% 99.9%

Table 2.25: Improved reliability indices of ball cleaning system B

Ball Cleaning System B
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 2618:27 4398:08
MTTR(hh:mm) 31: 19 2:47
Failure Rate(per year) 3.3 2.0
Repair Rate(per year) 280.0 3147.0
Availability 98.8% 99.9%

2.3.9 Reliability improvement of the complete CWS

The comprehensive of the current reliability indices of each component of CWS is

with the improved reliability indices are shown in Table 2.26. Except the reliability

of inlet pipe, outlet pipe and butterfly valves of CWS all the other component

reliabilities are improved. The reliability of inlet pipe, outlet pipe and butterfly

valves is sufficient and didn't interrupt the reliable operation of CWS so far.

The identified lower reliable components of CWS are travelling screens, cooling

water pumps, debris filters and cooling water pump outlet valves. These components

have affected the reliable operation of CWS and they do not have any redundancy.

The availabilities of these components are improved to higher than 95% and failure

rates are reduced to less than 7 failures per year. The new failure rates of all the other

components are also less than 10 failures/year and the new availabilities are

improved to a level going beyond 95%.
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Table 2.26: Improved reliability indices of each component of CWS

Existing Indices Improved Indices
Failure I Repair ! Failure Repair
Rate-A, I Rate-u I Availability Rate-A. Rate-u Availability

Component (per (per (per (per
_year) year) year) year)

I Fixed screen A 3.5 46.9 93.0% 2.2 2368.0 99.9%

Travelling screen A 11.8 40.6 77.4% 6.7 435.5 98.5%
--

Travelling screen B I 8.3 47.2 85.0% 6.2 146.] 96.0%
Cooling water pump I

1.3 395.0 99.6%
A 4.4 33.0 i 88.3%

Cooling water p~mp l--~---2.6 984.0 99.7%
! B 5.1 45.0 90.0%
r-DcQris filter:..A .19.6__ :_lQO.8 ~1.1 % 4.1 124.5 96.8%

~DebrisfilterB I ]2.6 ! 215 94.5% 4.8 104.9 95.6%

I Condenser A side 2.1 19.0 89.6% ].4 37.0 96.5%

i Condenser B side ~ 26.0 90.0% 1.3 120.0 98.9%
4.0 4012.0 99.9%I Ball cleaner A 4.7 379.0 98.8%

- -~- -
Ball cleaner B + 3.3_ 280.0 98.8% 2.0 3147.0 99.9o/~1
Cooling water pump I J 1 4.0 524.0 99.2%
A outlet valve ~~ 139.7 96.2%
Cooling water pump I 2.0 45.3 95.6%

.JlB outlet valve ~__ 30.8 87.3%

After the reliability improvement of each component of CWS is completed, a new

design is proposed to overcome the design level issues related to reliability of CWS.

The new design for the CWS is shown in Figure 2.8. The new system is designed

with providing standby equipments for major component of CWS so that the power

plant can run at 300MW.

In the existing CWS only two cooling water pumps are available and both must

function properly to run the plant at 300MW load. Therefore in the new design a

third cooling water pump is added to the system, so that it can corne into operation in

an event of cooling water pump A is failed. The reliability can be further increased if

this third pump can come into operation in an event of cooling water pump B failure

also. But in the inlet side of the cooling water pumps contain underground concrete

culvert structure and now it is not possible to modify this structure without stopping

the plant for a long period.
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In the existing CWS only two debris filters are available and both required running

the plant at 300MW load. Therefore in the new design another debris filter (Debris

filter C in Figure 2.7) is introduced. This debris filter is connected to the existing

system by three butterfly valves such that it can be put into operation in either case of

debris filter A or B failure.

All the components used for new design has the improved reliability indices as

mentioned in Table 2.26. For calculating the reliability indices of new design the

average values of improved reliability indices are considered. These average values

are shown in Table 2.27.

Table 2.27: Average values of improved reliability indices

Failure Rate-A, Repair Rate-u Availability
Component (per year) (per year)

Travelling screen 6.5 290.8 97.2%
Cooling water pump 1.9 689.5 99.7%
Cooling water pump outlet valve 3.0 284.6 97.4%

Debris filter 4.4 114.7 96.2%
Condenser one side 1.3 78.5 97.7%
Ball cleaner 3.0 3579.7 99.9%

For calculating the reliability indices of the new design of CWS the diagram is

shown in Figure 2.8 as it is connected physically. The branch C is connected for both

the branches A and B. Therefore this system cannot be considered as a simple

connection of series and parallel components. For calculating the failure rate and

availability of new design it is not possible to apply the equations in section 2.2.1

directly to Figure 2.9. Therefore alternative methods should be used.

First the reliability diagram shown in Figure 2.9 is simplified as far as possible

considering the series and parallel components. The simplified reliability diagram is

shown in Figure 2.10. For calculating the availability of the system considering the

expected output as 300MW, the simplified reliability diagram in Figure 2.10 should

be rearranged as a series system.
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Figure 2.11: Series reliability diagram

The rearranged reliability diagram is shown in Figure 2.11. For calculating the

availability, event tree method is used for Figure 2.11. To reduce the complexity of

event tree, the components A, B, and C are considered as a one system (Part 1) and

components D, E, F, G and H are considered as another system (Part 2). Two event

trees are drawn for these two parts of the systems. These two event trees are shown

in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13. R, is designated for availability and Qi is designated

for non availability of component i. Using these event trees and average values of

improved availabilities in Table 2.27, the availability of each part of the system is

calculated. Since these two parts are in series the total availability of the system

considering expected output as 300MW is calculated.

Availability of part! = (RA x R8 X Rc) + (RA X R8 x Qc) + (RA X Q8 X Rc) = 87.0%

Availability of part 2 = (Ro x Rr; x RF X RG X RH) + (Ro X Rr; x RF X RG X QH) +
(RD X s, X RF X Q(j X RH ) + (Ro x R£ x RIOX QG X QH ) +
(R 0 x REX QF X RG X RH ) + (R D X REx QF X RG X QH ) +
(RD X R£ X QF X QG X RH ) + (RD X Q£ X RIOX RG X RH ) +
(RD xQ£ XRF xRG xQH)+(Ro xQ£ XRF xQG xRH)+

(RD x Q£ X RF X QG X QH) + (Qf) x R£ X RIOX RG X RH ) +
(Qo x R£ x RF X Rc; X QH) + (QD X R£ X R[' X QG X RH ) +
(QD X RE X RF X QG X QH)
= 99.5%

Availability of the system when expected output is 300MW = 86.5x99.5 = 86.5%
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The availability of the new system lor expected output of 180MW also can be

calculated using the event tree method. But Figure 2.10 cannot be reduced by

considering as a series reliability diagram. Because when the expected output is

180MW, the system functions as a parallel system. Therefore for calculating the

availability at 180MW, conditional probability method is used.

Considering the Figure 2.10 conditional probability method is applied to the part

between inlet and outlet pipe. The availability of the other parts of Figure 2.10 can be

easily calculated by considering series and parallel components. The calculation

using conditional probability method is illustrated using the Figure 2.14.

Availability of Sub system 1 ex is good) = 0.99936

Availability of Sub system 3 (Y is good) = 0.99770

Availability of Sub system 4 (Y is bad) = 0.99577

Availability of the system = (Sub system 1 available) ex is good) + (Sub system 2

available) (X is bad)

Availability of the system = (Sub system 1 available) ex is good) + ((Sub system 3

available)(Y is good)+(Sub system 4 available)(Y is bad)) ex is bad)

= 99.9%

For calculating the failure rate of the new design, Figure 2.15 is considered. In the

Figure 2.8, the common branch which consists of debris filter C can be considered as

two parallel branches, each function as a standby branch for branch A and branch B.

In Figure 2.14 these parallel branches are shown. Figure 2.15 is a system of series

and parallel components. Therefore the failure rate can be easily calculated by using

the equations in section 2.2.1. Failure rates are calculated for considering expected

output as 180MW and 300MW.

Failure rate when expected output is 180MW = 13.25 failures per y

Failure rate when expected output is 300MW = 34.6 failures per year
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The availabilities and reliabilities of the new design compared with the existing

system are shown in Table 2.28.

Table 2.28: Improved reliability indices of CWS

Existin indices Improved Indices
Expected Failure Rate-A Availability Failure Rate-A Availability
Output (per year) (per year)

180MW 19.4 82.6% 13.25 99.9%

300MW 96.5 25.7% 34.6 86.5%

The failure rate of the new design has reduced by 64% than the existing system for

the expected output of 300MW. The availability of the new system when the

expected output is 300MW is improved to 86.5%" which is higher than the required

minimum availability of 85%. The improved availability of the system for expected

output of 180MW is almost 100%.
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Chapter 3

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF OPEN
CYCLE AND CLOSED CYCLE COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

3.1 OCCW and CCCW Systems

The OCCW and CCCW systems are interrelated and function to carry away the

waste heat generated by operating equipment of the power plant. The CCCW system

spread over the power plant and circulate through various equipments and auxiliary

systems to absorb the waste heat. The OCCW system absorbs the heat from CCCW

system and carries away to the sea.

CCCW system mainly absorbs waste heat from generator, hydrogen system, main

lube oil system, electro-hydraulic oil system, generator sealing oil system, Boiler

Feed Water Pumps (BFP), condensate pumps and all most all the bearing and

winding coolers of major rotating devices. De-mineralized water is used in CCCW to

avoid corrosion of major equipments and to have a less conductive cooling medium

for generator windings. The CCCW consists of a storage water tank, two CCCW

circulation pumps and two heat exchangers. One pump and one heat exchanger are

operating at a time and others are standby. The CCCW pump circulates de-

mineralized water through the entire system and absorbs heat. After absorbing heat,

the heated water is cooled when it passes through the heat exchanger.

The function of OCCW system is to absorb the heat from CCCW system and carry

away the heat to the sea. The sea water is circulated through the OCCW system. Sea

water is taken from inlet pipe of main CWS. The OCCW system consists of one

debris filter, two OCCW pumps and two heat exchangers. These exchangers are

common for both OCCW and CCCW systems. Both the sea water and de-

mineralized water flows through these heat exchangers and do not mix with each

other. Inside the heat exchangers heat is transferred from de-mineralized water to sea

water. One OCCW pump and one heat exchanger is enough for full capacity and

others remain standby. Once sea water absorbs heat from heat exchanger, it is



discharged to the sea through outlet pipe of main CWS. Diagrams of CCCW and

OCCW systems are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 respectively.

From
condensate

transfer
Expansion tank

CCCWpump A

From
auxiliary
systems CCCWpump B

To auxiliary
systemsHeat Exchanger A

Heat Exchanger B

Figure 3.1: Closed cycle cooling water system

From cooling water
inlet pipe

OCCW
pumpB

<c:»:

Debris filter

OCCW
pump A

To cooling water
outlet pipeHeat Exchanger B

Heat Exchanger A

Figure 3.2: Open cycle cooling water system

3.2 Main Components of CCCW System

3.2.1 Expansion tank

The expansion tank stores de-mineralized water which fulfill the makeup water

requirement of the CCCW system. Since CCCW system is a closed system, unless

there is leaks, no additional water is required. The tank has capacity of 10m3 and two

water inlets. First one is the outlet of condensate transfer pump, which supply de-

mineralized water to the whole plant. Second one is- the outlet of condensate

extraction pumps, which pump condensate water from condenser to de-aerator.

Except to storing of water, this tank allows space for expansion of water when its

temperature rises. This tank has level sensors and motor operated inlet and outlet

valves.
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3.2.2 CCCW pump

There are two centrifugal CCCW pumps in the system and one is standby while other

is in operation. This pump maintains the water circulation throughout the system.

Each pump has a capacity of 400 kW.

3.2.3 Heat exchanger

The heat exchanger transfers the heat of CCCW system to OCCW system. These

heat exchangers are tube and shell type. The tubes of these heat exchangers are made

of titanium which has good resistance against corrosion. Sea water flows through

these tubes and de-mineralized water of CCCW system flows through the shell.

There are two heat exchangers and one of it remains standby while other is in

operation.

3.3 Main Components of OCCW System

3.3.1 Debris filter

The OCCW system has one debris filter. When this debris filter is out of service

there is a bypass line, where sea water can flow through without filtering. The design

of this debris filter is same as the debris filter described in section 2.1.4. But the

capacity is smaller.

3.3.2 OCCW pump

The OCCW pump takes sea water from inlet of main CWS and pump through heat

exchanger and discharges to the outlet of CWS. There are two centrifugal pumps and

one is in standby. Each pump has capacity of250 kW.

3.4 Reliability Analysis of CCCW System

In order to analyze the reliability of CCCW system, the methodology described in

section 2.2.1 is used. The outage data of individual components of CCCW system

from 1st July 2011 to 31 st December 2012 are shown in Appendix F. The MTBF,

MTTR, failure rate, repair rate and availability of the individual components are

calculated using the outage data.
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3.4.1 Reliability calculation of expansion tank

For calculating the reliability indices of water expansion tank of CCCW system,

sufficient data is not available. But similar tank is available in main cooling water

pump motor and bearing cooling system. Therefore the data of that tank during the

considered period is used to calculate the reliability indices of water storage tank.

The calculated reliability indices are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Reliability indices of expansion tank

~~TBF(hh:rnm)
I Expansion Tank

4112:54t:0TTR(hh:mm)
--

430:39
Failure Rate(per year) 2.l

--
Repair Rate(per year) 20.3
Availability 90.5%

3.4.2 Reliability calculation of CCCW pump

The CCCW pumps took outages mainly due to failures of gland seals of the pumps.

The gland seals of both the pumps fail time to time and leaks water. Calculated

reliability indices based on the outage data of CCCW pump A and B are shown in

Table 3.2. CCCW pump is a critical pump in the plant. This pump should run during

the normal operation of the plant as well as after the plant shutdown, Failures in

these pumps lead not only to plant outage, but also to permanent damage to other

critical equipment such as boiler, turbine and generator. Therefore the shown

reliability indices in Table 3.2 should be further improved.

Table 3.2: Reliability indices ofCCCW pump

[-. -- ,-----_ ..
CCCW Pump B I AvemgeVaiues_~ccwpumpAI MTBF(hh:mrn) - . 2164:54 899:14 1532:04

r-- .-i MTfR(hh:mm) 42:06 +- 51 :07 I 46:36
Failure Rate(per year) 4.0 9.7 6.8I

Repair Rate(per year) 208.l 171.4 189.7
Availability 98.0% 94.6% 96.3%

-
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3.4.3 Reliability calculation of heat exchanger

The heat exchangers took outages due to leakage of the titanium tubes. Once tubes

develop leaks it takes considerable amount of time to repair or replace. The

calculated reliability indices of heat exchangers are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Reliability indices of heat exchanger

Heat Exchanger A Heat Exchanger B Average Values
MTBF(hh:mm) 2992:20 2970:52 2981:36
MTTR(hh:mm) 410:12 343:33 376:52
Failure Rate(per year) 2.9 2.9 2.9
Repair Rate(per year) 21.3 25.5 34.1
Availability 87.9% 89.6% 88.7%

3.4.4 Reliability calculation of butterfly valve

The butterfly valves used in CCCW system are motor operated butterfly valves.

During the considered period no faults are recorded in these valves. Therefore the

reliability indices are calculated based on theoretical data. The MTBF of similar type

valve is 7864 hrs [7] and MTTR is 12 hrs [7]. Based on this theoretical data

reliability indices are calculated.

Failure rate = 1.1 per year

Repair rate = 73O. a per year

Availability = 99.8 %

3.4.5 Reliability calculation of complete CCCW system

The summery of calculated reliability indices of each components of CCCW system

are shown in Table 3.4. Except the butterfly valves, availability of all the other

components should be improved. Although the availability of CCCW pump is 96%

its failure rate is high compared to other equipments in the system. Its reliability

should be further improved due to its criticalness. When there is more than one

identical component exists, averages values are taken for calculation.
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Table 3.4: Reliability indices of each component ofCCCW system

MTBF -rM1TR Failure Repair Availability
Component hh:mm hh:mm Rate-A. Rate-u

(per year) (per year)
Expansion tank 4112:54 430:39 2.1 20.3 90.5%
CCCWpump 1532:04 46:36 6.8 189.7 96.3%

-- f-----

Heat exchanger 298] :36 376:52 2.9 34.1 88.7%
Butterfly valve 7864:00 12:00 1.1 730.0 99.8%

Based on these reliability indices the reliability of the complete system can be

calculated. The rel iability diagram which used to calculate the reliability of CCCW

system is shown in Figure 3.3.

r-
, Butterfly

Valve

Butterfly Valve
Heat Exchanger

A
Butterfly Valve

Storage tank

Butterfly Valve Hea~ ExchaogerB Butterfly Valve
Butterfly
Valve

L~_

Figure 3.3: Reliability diagram ofCCCW system

Considering the series and parallel connections of the component failure rates and

availability of the system can be calculated. The results are as follows.

Failure rate = 4.7 failures/year

Availability = 89.0%

3.5 Reliability Analysis of OCCW System

3.5.1 Reliability calculation of debris filter

The problems encountered with OCCW system debris filter are same as the problems

encountered with CWS debris filters. These problems are discussed in section 2.3.6.

The calculated reliability indices are shown in Table 3.5. Availability of 83% is not

sufficient, because there is no redundant debris filter for the system. When this debris
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filter is out of service, sea water flows through bypass line without filtering. This can

results block heat exchangers and damages.

Table 3.5: Reliability indices of debris filter

==c Db' F'Ie rIS Iter
MTBF(hh:mm) 1400:28
MTTR(hh:mm) 285: I0
Failure Rate(per year) 6.2

f--
Repair Rate(per year) 30.7
--------- _.

LAvailab~~ __ 83.0%
--

3.5.2 Reliability calculation of OCCW pump

Sam as the CCCW pumps OCCW pumps also have the problem of failure of gland

seals. Once the gland seals fail water leaks from gland and outlet pressure of pump

reduces. The calculated reliability indices ofOCCW pumps are shown in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Reliability indices ofOCCW pump

GTBF(hh:mml
IOCCWPumpA OCCWPumpB Average Values

I 944:46 1787:05 1365:55
I MTTR(hh:mm) 76:29 115:04 95:46

-
Failure Rate(per year) 9.3 4.9 7.1-_.
Repair Rate(per year) 114.5 76.1 95.3
Availability 92.5% 94.0% 93.2%

3.5.3 Reliability calculation of complete OCCW system

The heat exchanger is common for both CCCW and OCCW systems. Therefore

calculated values under section 3.4.3 are taken for reliability calculation of OCCW

system as well. The butterfly valves used in both the systems are same. Therefore

reliability indices under section 3.4.4 are taken for OCCW system reliability

calculation. The summery of the calculated reliability indices of each component of

OCCW system are shown in Table 3.7. The debris filter and OCCW pump reliability

indices are poor compared to other components.
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Table 3.7: Reliability indices of each component of OCCW system

MTBF

I
MTTR Failure Repair Availability

Component hh:mm hh:mm Rate-A Rate-u
(per year) (oer vear)

Debris filter 1400:28 285:10 6.2 30.7 83.0%
I

OCCWpump 1365:55 95:46 7.1 95.3 93.2._-_.-

Heat exchanger 2981 :36 376:52 2.9 34.1 88.7%
I Butterfly valve 7864:00 12:00 1.1 730.0 99.8%

Based on these reliability indices the reliability of the complete system can be

calculated. The reliability diagram which used to calculate the reliability of CCCW

system is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Reliability diagram ofOCCW system

Figure 3.4 shows, that the OCCW system is a system of series and parallel

connections. Therefore the failure rate and availability can be easily calculated using

the equations in section 2.2.1. The calculated results are as follows.

Failure rate = 8.0 failures/year

Availability = 82.1%

3.6 Reliability Improvement of CCCW System

For improving the reliability of CCCW system, the method described in section 2.3.1

is used. First the solutions are given to the reliability issues of individual

components. Secondly improvement of the complete system is discussed.
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3.6.1 Reliability improvement of expansion tank

For calculating the reliability of expansion tank, the data of the expansion tank of

main cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling system was considered.

Therefore the improved reliability indices of that tank are considered here. The

reliability issues and improvement methods of that tank will be discussed under

section 4.4.1. The improved reliability indices compared with the existing reliability

indices are shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Improved reliability indices of expansion tank

~
Expansion Tank

Existing Indices Improved Indices
I MTBF(hh:mm) 4112:54 5543:37
MTTR(hh:mm) 430:39 288:45
Failure Rate(per year) 2.1 1.6

Repair Rate(per year) 20.3 30.3
Availability 90.5% 95.0%

3.6.2 Reliability improvement of CCCW pump

The major problem of the CCCW pumps is frequent failure of gland seals of the

pumps. The pipes of CCCW systems are made of metal. Therefore the water passing

through the pumps is contaminated by dirt particles. Iron oxides, chromium oxides,

grit, aluminum oxides, mica, and many other minute contaminants [8] exist in the

system. Since these solids are denser than the water, they are centrifuged and

concentrated at the outer edge of the volute casing. This contaminated fluid is then

passed, at pressure, directly into the pump gland. Whatever material is used to seal a

stuffing box if it is cooled by fluid contaminated by solids its surface can change

producing an effective grinding surface. The grinding surface rapidly wears out the

glands and causes leak. To improve the life of the gland and reliability,

contaminations from the cooling water are to be avoided.
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Figure 3.5: Stuffing box arrangement

Source: Goulds Pumps Incorporation

The arrangement of the stuffing box and gland seal are shown in Figure 3.5. The

purpose of the lantern ring is to provide a balancing pressure within the packing set

and to allow the cooling water to flow evenly around the gland. The pressure within

the gland is greater than the pump suction pressure but less than the discharge

pressure of the pump and is explained by following equation [8].

Pressure within the gland = SP+ (DP-SP)/4

Where

SP = Suction pressure

DP = Discharge pressure

To get rid of this problem fluid is taken from a tapping line in the volute casing and

piped directly into the lantern ring. When impeller is rotating at high speed it acts as

a very efficient centrifuge. Any dirt particles entrained in the fluid will be flung to

the outer limits of the volute casing leaving the less dense fluid clean until the

streams re-unite at the impeller throat on their way out of the pump. The dirt particles

are at the periphery of the impeller and clean fluid exists at the impeller center.

Therefore the gland is supplied with clean fluid, will no longer be subject to
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contaminations to the same degree as at now. It results a longer interval between

adjustments and replacements of the gland packing.

After the gland seal failure problem is overcome, the improved reliability indices

CCCW pump A and B will be as in Table 3.9 and Table 3.10.

Table 3.9: Improved reliability indices ofCCCW pump A

I CCCW Pump A

f---- +isting Indices Improved Indices
MTBF(hh:mm) 2164:54 4381:43
MTTR(hh:mm) 42:06 27:25

~~re Rate(per year) t 4.0 2.0
Repair Rate(per year) 208.1 319.5

I
---

Availability 98.0% 99.4%

Table 3.10: Improved reliability indices ofCCCW pump B

F-- --
CCCW Pump B

Existing Indices Improved Indices
I MTBF(hh:mm) 899:14 1407:31
I MTTR(hh:mm) 51:07 66:32
Failure Rate(per year) 9.7 6.2

Repair Rate(per yearLi 171.4 131.6
94_6% 95.5%Availability

3.6.3 Reliability improvement of heat exchanger

Both the heat exchangers recorded availability less than 90%. The leaks of titanium

tubes inside the heat exchangers result the outages. Heat exchangers are installed in

the turbine hall below the turbine generator set and among many other large rotating

devices. Even though heat exchangers are stand alone equipment they expose to

vibration generated by other equipments due to its location. When for a long period

of time heat exchangers are exposed to vibration, titanium tubes inside the heat

exchangers crack. Sea water leaks through these cracks and mixes with de-

mineralized water of the CCCW system.
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Mixing sea water with de-mineralized water in CCCW system is very dangerous. It
adversely affects all the equipment cooled by CCCW system. Especially the

conductivity of generator winding coolers increases and harms the generator.

There is no practical method to reduce the vibration in the turbine hall, as it is not

generated by single equipment. Therefore using tubes which are more vibration

tolerant is a solution. The titanium tubes can be replaced by roped tubes which are

more vibration tolerant. Due to the roped shape of these tubes they can withstand in a

high vibration environment. Roped tubes are available made of stainless steel and

titanium.

Figure 3.6: Roped tube

Another alternative solution to reduce the vibrations lS to insert dimpled and

corrugated metal strips to the heat exchanger tube bundle. As seen in Figure 3.7,

corrugations on each strip acts as a wedge to slightly deflect the tubes. The dimples

on one end of each thin strip provide a locking mechanism to hold the strip in place.

These strips are inserted in alternate lanes, only in the regions of the bundle where

the tubes are vulnerable to damages by vibration. By these dimples and corrugations,

tubes are held tightly. These strips are fabricated from titanium, carbon steel, brass

or stainless steel [9].
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Figure 3.7: Strip installed in bundle

Once these solutions for vibration minimization are applied, the reliability indices
can be improved as in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12.

Table 3.11: Improved reliability indices of heat exchanger A

Heat exchanger A
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 2992:20 4358:38
MITR(hh:mm) 410:12 62:02
Failure Rate(per year) 2.9 2.0
Repair Rate(per year) 21.3 141.2
Availability 87.9% 98.6%

Table 3.12: Improved reliability indices of heat exchanger B

Heat exchanger B
Existing Indices Improved Indices

MTBF(hh:mm) 2970:52 4379:15
MITR(hh:mm) 343:33 31:07
Failure Rate(per year) 2.9 2.0
Repair Rate(per year) 25.5 281.5
Availability 89.6% 99.3%
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3.6.4 Reliability improvement of complete CCCW system

Summary of the improved reliability indices compared with the existing reliability

indices are shown in Table 3.13. Reliability of butterfly valve is not considered for

improvement since theoretical values are taken. For calculating improved reliability

of the system average values of improved indices are considered.

Table 3.13: Improved reliability indices of each component of CCCW system

r I Existing Indices Improved Indicesr--.-.--------- i FaiJiJI:er-RepairI Failure Repa;T----
i I Rate-A Rate-u I Availability R.tO-A Rate-u I Av.lIability I
I Component I (per (per I (per (per~--'---'-----'------r'- yea!:L_t-year) - '----- year) year) -- --
r~xpansion i~nk 2.1 i 20.3 90.5% 1.6 30.3 9_5_.0%
~CC2..~2~~£A T 4.0 208.1 98.0% 2.0 319.5 99.4% i
I CCC~ump B =H- 9.7 I 171.4 94.6% 6.2 131.6 95.5%--i
~eat exchanger A 2.9 21.3 87.9% 2.0 141.2 ~.6~j
LHeat exch~nger B _ 2.~ _2 __5_._5-----' 8_9_.6_o/t_o_-'-I__ 2_.0__ -'--_2_8_1._5~ 9_9_.3_%._o_

Since there are standby equipment for CCCW pump and heat exchanger, no major

design changes are required to improve the reliability. The same reliability diagram

in Figure 3.3 can be used to calculate the new reliability. The availability and failure

rate of the system can be calculated considering series and parallel components. The

improved reliability indices compared with the existing reliability is shown in table

Table 3.14: Improved reliability indices ofCCCW system

r--·---- Existin&-i.s_ - -, Improved I~diCes--'---l

rl__ ~~~~:~y~::'~-I'I ~~:~labili~ Fa;~~~ey~~~-±'_Avail.biiityl

l 4.7 I 89.0% 2.9 94.8%_______ ._--1-_________ __

314.

3.7 Reliability Improvement of oee,,' System

When considering the existing reliabilities of components of accw system,

reliability of debris filter, OCCW pumps and heat exchangers are needed to improve.

Reliability improvement of heat exchangers is already discussed under section 3.6.3.
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The OCCW pumps also have the same problem as CCCW pumps which is failure of
gland seals. The solution discussed under section 3.6.2 can apply to improve the

reliability of OCCW pumps also. Since the design of debris filter of OCCW system

is same as in CWS, the solutions discussed under section 2.3.6 can be applied here.

Once the previously discussed improvement methods are applied to the individual

components, the improved reliability indices are as in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15: Improved reliability indices of each component ofOCCW system

Existing Indices Improved Indices
Failure Repair Availabilit Failure Repair
Rate-A. Rate-u y Rate-A. Rate-J! Availabilit

Component (per (per (per (per y
year) year) year) year)

Debris filter 6.2 30.7 83.0% 4.6 459.4 99.0%

OCCWpumpA 9.3 114.5 92.5% 3.3 480.0 99.3%

OCCWpumpB 4.9 76.1 94.0% 2.6 1183.8 99.8%

Heat exchanger A 2.9 21.3 87.9% 2.0 141.2 98.6%

Heat exchanger B 2.9 25.5 89.6% 2.0 281.5 99.3%

For the new design of the OCCW system, reliability improved components are used.

In the existing system, only one debris filter is available. When this debris filter is

failed sea water flows through by pass line without filtering. This cause block and

damage to the tubes inside heat exchanger. To overcome this, standby debris filter is

provided in the new design. The new design is shown in Figure 3.8.

To cooling water
outlet pipeHeat exchanger A

Debris
filter B

OCCW
pumpB Heat exchange B

Figure 3.8: OCCW system new design
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For calculating the reliability indices of new design, reliability diagram shown in

Figure 3.9 is used. The improved reliability indices compared with the existing

reliability indices are shown in Table 3.16.

Figure 3.9: Reliability diagram of OCCW new design

Table 3.16: Improved reliability indices ofOCCW system
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After the improvement, the availability of the OCCW system is almost 100%. The

failure rate of the system has reduced to 0.3 failures per year which is a 96%

reduction.
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Chapter 4

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF COOLING
WATER PUMP MOTOR AND BEARING COOLING SYSTEM

4.1 Cooling Water Pump Motor and Bearing and Cooling System

The cooling ,water pumps motor and bearing cooling system is to cool the motor

windings and bearing of the cooling water pumps of CWS. This is an auxiliary

system of CWS and installed in the main cooling water pump house. This system

supply cooling water to motor windings, thrust bearings and guide bearing of the two

cooling water pumps.

This cooling system mainly consists of an open cycle and a closed cycle. The open

cycle takes sea water from outlets of the two main cooling water pumps and return

back to the inlet of the cooling water pumps. Fresh water which circulate through

closed cycle, absorb waste heat from bearings and motor windings. This heat is

transferred from fresh water to sea water inside the heat exchangers. Sea water

carries back this heat to the sea.

Expansion tank

Motor & Bearing
ofCWP B

Fresh Water Pump A

Motor & Bearing
ofCWPA

Fresh Water Pump B

Figure 4.1: Cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling system
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Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling

system. The system mainly consists of two sea water pumps, two heat exchangers

and two fresh water pumps. For operating the system in full capacity, one sea water

pump, one fresh water pU!llP and one heat exchanger is sufficient.

4.2 Main Components of the System

4.2.1 Sea water pump

There are two sea water pumps in the system which takes sea water from main

cooling water pumps outlet lines. One pump is running while other is in standby.

This pump drives sea water through heat exchangers and back to the inlet pit. Each

pump has a capacity of 11kW.

4.2.2 Heat exchanger

There are two tubular heat exchangers in the system, one is in operation and one is in

standby. Sea water flows through titanium tubes and fresh water flows through the

shell. The coil shaped cooler gives medium flow to achieve full turbulence which

improves its thermal conductivity and reduce scale formation. This heat exchanger

has heat transfer coefficient up to 2600 Kcallm2hr °C [10]. The heat exchanger vessel

is made of mild steel. Rubber coating is applied inside to avoid contact with sea

water.

4.2.3 Fresh water pump

The system has two fresh water pumps which circulate fresh water through the

closed cycle. One pump is in operation and one is in standby. Each pump has a

capacity of 11kW.

4.2.4 Pipes

The pipe lines of the open cycle circuit are made of stainless steel. The diameter of

these pipes is 150mm. The pipe lines of closed cycle circuit are made of mild steel.

The diameter of these pipes is 100mm. Except for this there are smaller diameter

pipe lines which carry cooling water to bearings and windings.
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4.2.5 Expansion tank

This expansion tank stores fresh water which is required for makeup of closed cycle.

This tank has capacity of 10m3 and fresh water is taken from main service and fire

water Tank of the plant. As the name implies this tank allows space for expansion of

the water, when water temperature rises by absorbed heat.

4.3 Reliability Analysis of the System

Although this system is a small auxiliary system compared to the systems so far

discussed, analyzing the reliability has become important. During the considered

period from 1st July 2011 to 31 st December 2012 this system has recorded many

outages. Due to the failures of this system both the main cooling water pumps of

CWS were taken on outage to replace the bearings. Therefore, failures of cooling

water pump motor and bearing cooling system finally resulted in failure of CWS

system and then total plant failures.

For analyzing the reliability of this system, the methodology described in section

2.2.1 is used. The outage data of individual components of the system are shown in

Appendix G. The MTBF, MTTR, failure rate, repair rate and availability of the

individual components are calculated using the outage data.

4.3.1 Reliability calculation of sea water pump

During the considered period no major fault recorded in the sea water pumps. Except

the short outages taken for occasional faults like abnormal vibrations and sounds, no

considerable outages are recorded. Based on the outages, the calculated reliability

indices are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Reliability indices of sea water pump

Sea Water Pump
MTBF(hh:mm) 3290:39
MTTR(hh:mm) 21 :40
Failure Rate(per year) 2.6
Repair Rate(per year) 404.3
Availability 99.3%

-
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4.3.2 Reliability calculation of heat exchanger

The heat exchangers recorded outages to clean the blocked tubes. The tubes are

blocked time to time due to scaling of dissolved particles of sea water. The filters

installed preceding the heat exchangers only filter out the larger debris parts. The

calculated reliability indices of heat exchanger are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Reliability indices of heat exchanger

~t Exchanger
MTBF(hh:mm) 2473:00
MTTR(hh:mm) 55:54
Failure Rate(per year) 3.5
Repair Rate(per year) 156.7
Availability 97.8%

4.3.3 Reliability calculation of fresh water pump

Fresh water pumps proved a good reliability during the considered period. No major

faults are recorded except outages taken for occasional faults like vibrations. The

calculated reliability indices are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Reliability indices of fresh water pump

Fresh Water Pump
MTBF(hh:mm) 5682:36
MTTR(hh:mm) 10:47
Failure Rate(per year) 2.2 I
Repair Rate(per year) 812.4 I

IAvailability 99.7%

4.3.4 Reliability calculation of pipes

The pipe failures of this system happen frequently. The whole piping system is

corroded and leaking. Since the corrosion is high even repairing is done for leaking

points it again leaks within a short period. For calculating the reliability, the total

piping system is considered as a single component. The calculated reliability indices

are shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Reliability indices of pipe

Pipe
MTBF(hh:mm) 5620:38
MTTR(hh:mm) 1958:43
Failure Rate(per year) 1.5

Repair Rate(per year) 4.4

I Availability 74.1%

Table 4.4 shows that the availability is low as 74% though the failure rate is low as

1.5 failures per year. This is because even temporary repairs can be done quickly it

takes long time to permanently repair the pipes once it begins to leaks develop due to

corrosion.

4.3.5 Reliability calculation of expansion tank

The main problem with the expansion tank is that it does not indicate correct level of

water. When the water level goes high it overflows, and when level is low, complete

cooling system fails due to suction of air. Therefore the tank has to be manned for

knowing the correct level. The calculated reliability indices are shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Reliability indices of expansion tank

! __~ansion Tank
I MTBF(J::.!l:mm)_----+-_4112:54

MTl~R(hh:rnm) i 430:39
Failure Rate(per year) L-_2.__1. ---4

Repair Rate(per year) I _ 20.3
Availability i 90.5%~- L-- ----'

4.3.6 Reliability calculation of butterfly valve

The butterfly valves used in this system are motor operated butterfly valves. During

the considered period no faults are recorded in these valves. Therefore the reliability

indices are calculated based on theoretical data. The MTBF of similar type valve is

7864 hrs [7] and MTTR is 12 hI'S [7]. Based on these standard data reliability indices

SIe calculated.
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Failure rate = 1.1 per year

Repair rate =730. 0 per year

Availability =99.8 %

4.3.7 Reliability calculation of complete system

The summery of the reliability indices of each components of the cooling water

pumps motor and bearing cooling system is shown in Table 4.6. It illustrates that

pipes has a very less availability as 74%. Even the expansion tank availability is in a

satisfactory level it can further improve. All the other component reliabilities are

good enough.

Table 4.6: Reliability indices of each component in the system

I I MTBF -l MTTR Failure Repair Availability
I
I Component

I
hh:mm hh:mm Rate-A Rate-uI

I (per year) (per year)
~water pu-~p ------t_3190:39 I 21:40 2.6 404.3 99.3%
Heat exchanger 2473:00 55:54 3.5 156.7 97.8%
Fresh water pump 5682:36 10:47 2.2 812.7 99.7%

~. 5620:38 i 1958:43 1.5 4.4 74.1%
Expansion t,!~2:54 430:39 2.1 20.3 90.5%

I Butterfly valve __ .J 7864:00 I 12:00 1.1 730.0 99.8%

Based on these indices the reliability of the complete system can be calculated. The

reliability diagram which is used to calculate the reliability of CCCW system is

shown in Figure 4.2.

~L~~:~~:'~~.'if -s:~,~;~r -~r=c~:~~erJI ~LFr£:a~er J rill Pipe -} ~ll--:;::IY---~ W '- I L~.__ ~ I I I --- "Hr-::}{Y ~~~~' II I --~
I i 1'--1 valve roe ~ ~--'--~ll ·yr---.-.~-! r------

f

I,~~~I L-_ L__ ,----, .--.
~ ButterflyU 1 s.ca.water ~ . Heat j Lj Freshwater I pi.e Butterfly

l-='=-J l P:P~_j !_:_:~~:~J L_B i_~_~P_~ I_,:'ve _
Figure 4.2: Reliability diagram of the system

Considering the series and parallel components it is possible to calculate the

reliability indices of the complete system using the equations in section 2.2.1.
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Failure rate = 3.6 failures/year

= 69.0%Availability

The failure rate of the system is low at 3.6 failures per year. But the availability of

the system is as low as 69%. This is a value close to the reliability of pipes. The

pipes are responsible for the poor reliability of the total system.

4.4 Reliability Improvement of Cooling "Vater Pump Motor and Bearing

Cooling System

According to the results of section 4.3 the failure rates of sea water pumps and fresh

water pumps are less than 3 failures per year and availabilities are as high as 99%.

Therefore further reliability improvement of these components is not necessary. But

reliability improvement of pipes and expansion tank is necessary due to its poor

reliability. Heat exchangers also have a good reliability as failure rate of 3.5 failures

per year and an availability of 97.8%. But the coiled tubes inside the heat exchangers

are continuously blocking. Therefore an alternative is to be considered.

4.4.1 Reliability improvement of expansion tank

The expansion tank gives on outages mainly due to wrong level indication. Existing

level gauge is a magnetic level gauge. This magnetic level gauge stuck occasionally

due to friction and does Hot vary according to the water level of the tank, Then a

wrong level is indicated and overflows or draining of the tank happens. To avoid this

problem instead of magnetic level gauge, a radar level transmitter can be used. Since

radar level transmitter is non contact, problem of sticking do not arise. After

improving the reliability the results are shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Improved reliability indices of expansion tank

i--·---------r-
f--------+-~
!
r,ViTHF(hh:mm)
~mROlh:mm)
! Failure Rate/per year)
rR~pai•.Rat~(peryear)
rAvailabili~ _

Expansion Tank ]
Existing Indices Improved Indices I

--
4112:54 5543:37
430:39 288:45

--
2.1 1.6

20.3 30.3

T 90.5% 95.0%
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4.4.2 Reliability improvement of pipes

The piping system of the cooling water motor and bearing cooling system continue to

fail due to corrosion. The open cycle pipes which circulate sea water are made of

stainless steel grade 316L. The closed cycle pipes which circulate fresh water is made

of mild steel. The conductivities and chloride levels of the water circulated through

these pipes are shown in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Water quality

Standard Actual Actual Chloride
Conductivitytux/cm) Conductivity Level (ppm)

Fresh water <1000 2000 <1
De-mineralized water <0.2 0.01 <1
Sea water 60,000-90,000 - 18,000-19,000

Table 4.8 shows that the conductivity of the fresh water is higher than acceptable

level. If the fresh water is to be continuously used in the closed cycle, the water

quality needs to be improved. The conductivity should be improved to 1000 flS/cm.

This poor water quality resulted as a design failure of sea water treatment plants

which should be separately analyzed. The cost of a new more appropriate system is

as high as 127 LKR million. Therefore an alternative should be considered.

This poor water quality is the reason for corrosion of pipes. Therefore for the closed

cycle, de-mineralized water is used which is readily available. De-mineralized water

has conductivity of 0.01 IlS/cm, which is far lower than the limit. But the corrosion

continued. The corroded mild steel pipes and stainless steel pipes are shown in

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3: Corroded mild steel pipes
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Figure 4.4: Corroded stainless steel pipes

Changing the water quality did not stop the corrosion of the pipes. Even the stainless

steel pipes continued to corrode. Therefore the other factors affecting the corrosion

should be analyzed. The pipe material and the environment conditions are analyzed.

These pipes are installed inside the cooling water pump house which is less than

100m away from the sea. Therefore these pipes are always exposed to sea breeze. On

the other hand sea water is circulated through part of the system.

Corrosion of mild steel pipes in the closed cycle parts are obvious in a salty sea

environment. But stainless steel grade 316L which is used in open cycle pipes also

corroded. The corrosion level depends not only on the material, but also the

environmental conditions such as temperature and water quality. In a salty

environment it depends on the chloride level of the sea water [10]. The basic

resistance against corrosion of stainless steel occurs because of its ability to form a

protective coating on the metal surface. Halogen salts, especially chlorides easily

penetrate by reacting with this passive film and will allow corrosive attacks to occur.

Then crevice and pitting corrosion develops over the stainless steel material [12].

Therefore the stainless steel material should be selected based on the chloride level

and temperature of the environment.
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Figure 4.5 shows how the different grades- of stainless steel should be selected based

on chloride level of the sea water and temperature of the environment. Table 4.8

shows that the chloride level of the sea water is 18,000-19,000 ppm. The temperature

of the sea water is 280 C [13]. For these conditions the correct stainless steel grade is

904L. But currently used grade is 316L. Therefore for avoiding- pipe failures due to

corrosion, stainless steel grade 904L pipes should be used.
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The heat exchanger tubes are coiled shape. Therefore when scales are formed,

cleaning is very difficult. Cleaning cannot be done 100%. After several cleaning

cycles, still there is remaining deposits inside the tubes. With the time passes this

reduces the capacity of the heat exchangers. If some bigger debris escapes from the

Figure 4.5: Corrosion diagram

Source: Grundfos pump corporation, Canada

4.4.3 Reliability improvement of heat exchanger
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filters, there is a possibility of formation of permanent traps inside the tubes due to

its coiled shape. Therefore finding an alternative solution is necessary.

As an alternative solution to this problem, usage of cooling tower or an air blown

cooler is considered. The figures of the cooling tower and air blown cooler is shown

in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. In cooling tower water is sprayed from the top and

water is cooled by natural draft or forced draft air. In air blown cooler hot water

circulated through tubes. Air is blown on to these tubes to cool the water.

Figure 4.6: Cooling tower

Figure 4.7: Air blown cooler

For selecting suitable cooler type first the required cooler capacity is calculated from

the data of existing heat exchanger technical data [10].

Fresh water inlet temperature to cooler
Fresh water outlet temperature

= 38'C
= 33'C
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Sea water inlet temperature
Sea water outlet temperature
Sea water flow
Fresh water flow
Specific heat capacity of water

=28°C
= 33 "C
= 80m3/hr
= 80m3/hr
= 4.19kJ/kg"C

The amount of heat transferred from fresh water to sea water inside the heat

exchanger can be calculated as follows.

Q = mC(ilT) Q- heat quantity, C-specific heat capacity, ilT- temperature difference

Q = 80m3/hr x lOOOkgx 4. 19kJ/kg"C x 5"C
Q = 1,676,OOOkJIhr
Therefore the capacity of the required cooler is 1.67MJ/hr.

In the air blown cooler, cooling water is circulated through tubes and water doesn't

expose to air. Therefore, theoretically no water loss happens from air blown cooler.

In cooling tower water is exposing to air. Therefore considerable amount of water is

lost due to wind and evaporation. In a natural draft cooling tower system, water

inflows to the system by circulating cooling water and make up water. Water is

drawing off from the system by evaporation, wind and blow down water. A natural

draft cooling tower system is shown in Figure 4.8.
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C = CIRCULATING COOLING WATER
E = EvA.? a RATED WATER
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o = DR.A)JlI'OFF or SLOWDOWN WATER

Figure 4.8: Cooling tower system
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Water balance around the system is:

M =E+D+W

Since the flow rate of the existing cooling system is 80m3

C = 80m3

W = 0.3 to 1.0 percent of C for a natural draft cooling tower [14]

W = 80xO.003 = O.24m3/h

From a simplified heat balance around the cooling tower:

E :;~C(llT) Cp/Hv

\\There

H, = Latent heat of vaporization of water

1:.1T = Water temperature difference from tower top to tower bottom

Cp = Specific heat of water

E = 80x5x4.18412260 = 0.75 m3/hr
= 1 m3/hrTotal water loss

Cooling tower has water loss of 1 m3/hr and air blown cooler has no water loss.
Therefore air blown cooler is selected as an alternative to the heat exchanger.

4.5 Reliability Improvement of the Complete System

For reliability improvement of cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling

system, two options are considered. First one is to modify the existing water cooling

system. Second option is to introduce an oil cooling system in place of water cooling

system.

4.5.1 Modification of water cooling system

In the existing system, sea water and fresh water are used as cooling media.

Eliminating sea water [rom the system helps to reduce the metal pipe lines contacting

with sea water. Fresh water cannot be used as cooling media due to its poor quality.

Therefore, in the modified system only the de-mineralized water is used as cooling

media. All the mild steel and stainless steel grade 916L pipe lines are replaced by

stainless steel grade 904L. The existing heat exchangers are replaced by air blown

coolers. A diagram of the new modified water cooling system is shown in Figure 4.9.
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One fresh water pump is enough to circulate de-mineralized water throughout the

system. The other pump remains standby. The air blown coolers transfer the heat of

hot de-mineralized water to atmosphere. One cooler is in operation while the other is

in standby.

Expansiontank

Motor & bearing

ofCWP B

Fresh water pump A

Motor & bearing
ofCWPA

Air-blown cooler A

Fresh water pump B

Figure 4.9: Modified water cooling system

Table 4.9 compares the existing reliability indices with the improved indices of

components of water cooling system. For- calculating the reliability of modified

system the improved reliability data in Table 4.9 is used.

Table 4.9: Improved reliability indices of each component in the system

Existing Indices Improved Indices
Failure Repair Failure Repair
Rate-A. Rate-u Availability Rate-A. Rate-u Availability

Component (per (per (per (per
year) year) year) year)

Expansion tank 2.1 20.3 90.5% 1.6 30.3 95.0%

Fresh water pump 2.2 812.7 99.7% 2.2 812.7 99.7%
Air blown cooler 3.5 156.7 97.8% 0.0175 48.6 99.9%

Pipes 1.5 4.4 74.1% 3xI 0-5 40.0 99.9%

For the fresh water pump reliability indices of the existing pump is used. There is no

existing air blown type heat exchangers in the power plant. Therefore standard data

is taken for air blown cooler. The failure rate of similar type air blown cooler is
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0.000002 failures per hour and repair time is 180hrs [15]. Pipes made of stainless

steel grade 904L are still not used. Therefore standard data is taken. The failure rate

of stainless steel 904L pipe is 7xlO-11 per hour per meter [16]. The repair time is

225hrs [16].

For calculating the reliability indices of new design, reliability diagram shown in

Figure 4.10 is used. Considering the series and parallel connections of the

components and equations in section 2.2.1, the availability and failure rate can be

calculated. The improved reliability indices compared with the existing reliability

indices are shown in Table 4.10. The failure rate has reduced by 70% and the

availability has improved to almost 100%.
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Figure 4.10: Reliability diagram of modified water cooling system

Table 4.10: Improved reliability indices of modified system

r---------Ex-i;tin~-l-I~diccs ImprovedIndices ~
I--i~ailure Rate-Al Availability Failure Rate-A Availability
I (per year) ~ -+-~Ly_ea_r.L)_-+-_---:--'---'-:-:- __ --ir 3.6 I 69.0% J 1.1 99.8% I

4.5.2 Designing of oil cooling system

The second alternative to improve the reliability of this system is to replace the

existing system with an oil cooling system. A diagram of the proposed oil cooling

system is shown in Figure 4.11.

In this system oil is used as cooling media. Oil is stored in an oil reservoir and oil

circulation pump circulates the oil throughout the system. One oil circulation pump is

in operation ana other one is in standby. Oil absorbs waste heat from motor windings

and bearing. This hot oil is returned to the oil reservoir. Then oil is cooled by two air
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coolers. Using of air coolers eliminate the requirement of using another fluid cycle

as sea water for heat transfer. Before entering into the air coolers oil is filtered. For

running the system in full capacity one branch of air coolers is sufficient. When the

oil filter is blocked the air coolers can change over.

Return oil line
For motor

& bearing cooling

Oil circulation pump B Air cooler Bl Air cooler B2

Oil circulation pump A

Oil reservoir

Air cooler Al Air cooler A2

Suction
strainer

Figure 4.11: Oil cooling system

When selecting the oil type for cooling, the specific heat capacity should be

relatively high. Otherwise the capacity of all the motors and coolers will

extraordinary high. ISO VG 32 grade oil available in the local market, already

proven performance in turbine auxiliaries in the plant is selected as the oil type. The

characteristics ofthe oil (18] are shown in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11: Characteristics of oil

Specific heat capacity C 1.96KJ/kg'C
Kinematic viscosity @ 40 'C 32
Viscosity index Min 100
Flash Point, (COC), °C Min. 200
Pour Point, °C Max. -6
Neutralization No. mg KOHlgm 0.2
Rust Test, (D-665 A&B, 24 hrs.) pass
Density 970kg/mj
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In the section 4.4.3, the cooling capacity of the water cooling system is given as

167,000kJ/hr. The same cooling capacity is required for the oil cooling system as

well. Therefore to transfer this amount of heat to atmosphere, air cooler with 465k W

is needed. Two 250kW air coolers are selected for one branch. Having a standby

branch with another two 250kW air coolers, improves the reliability.

Taking the desired oil temperature after waste heat is absorbed as 55°C and ambient

temperature as 30 °C the required oil flow can be calculated as follows.

Q

1676000

= mC(LlT)

== Flow x 970kg x 1.96kJ/kg °C x 25°C

= 35 m3/hrFlow

The volume of the oil reservoir should be taken into consideration. The volume of

the reservoir is total feed to all equipment multiplied by the reservoir dwell time [17].

Reservoir dwell time is the time taken to drain the reservoir when oil pump lUllS in

its rated load. The reservoir dwell time should not be too low unless the space and

weight is limited like in air craft's. Dwell time should be long enough to withstand a

sudden failure of the system before oil drains and suction of air into the system.

Therefore the reservoir dwell time is selected as 10 minutes. Then the reservoir

capacity is obtained as follows.

Reservoir capacity = 35x 10/60

= 5.83m3

This is equal to 58301. Therefore selecting a 60001 oil reservoir is sufficient.

The next important parameter when designing the oil cooling system is diameter of

the pipe lines. When designing the pipe diameters, the feed line diameter should be

large enough to avoid under pressure drop and avoid back up in drain lines at

minimum oil temperature. Also the cavitations in pump suction line should be

avoided. As indicated in Figure 4.12, feed lines usually operate at 5 to 10 ftls

velocity, drain lines 0.5 to 1.0 ftls, and pump suction lines 3 to 5 ftls.
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Figure 4.12: Oil line sizing for circulating oil systems

Source: Noria Corporation

Minimum slope s required for running with a half filled drain line is given by the

following equation [17]. The viscosity at the minimum operating temperature is

taken as cSt.

s = 0.00125 Q v/d4

Where Q flow in gmp and v kinematic viscosity in in2/s.

Diameter d in inches can be taken from Figure 4.12.

I feet

3535 m3/hr

= 0.3048m

= 155gpm

= 20ft:/s=6.Im/s

= 5ft/s = 1.53m/s

The feed line velocity and suction line velocity can be selected within the given

range.

Feed line velocity

Suction line velocity

From graph in Figure 4.12, the feed line diameter which corresponds to a flow of

155gpm can be obtained as,

Feed line diameter = 3 inch =7.62cm
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Next the capacity of the required oil pump should be determined. To find the

capacity of the required pump, the output pressure should be obtained. First it should

be determined whether the feed line flow is laminar or turbulent. For this

dimensionless Reynolds number should be calculated using the following equation.

Re = DVlv

Where Re is Reynolds number, D diameter in inches, V fluid velocity in inis and v

kinematic viscosity in in2/s

From Table 4.11,

Kinematic viscosity of selected oil = 32cSt =32x 10-6 m2/s =32x 1O-6x39.37x39.37

= 0.05 in.2 /s

c=.-c DVlv = 3 x 20x12/0.05

= 14,400

If the Reynolds number is greater than 2300 the flow is turbulent [17]. Then the

Re

pressure drop in the feed line is given by

Where D is the pipe diameter in inches, V is the fluid velocity in inis, V is the

kinematic viscosity in in2/s and L is the equivalent line length in feet.

For calculating equivalent line length of the system, the effect of fittings also should

be considered. Table 4.12 [17] shows the equivalent pipe lengths for different

fittings.

Table 4.l2: Equivalent length of pipe fittings

Fitting Equivalent Length(Number of
pipe diameters)

45 'elbow 15
90'elbow 25
Tee 60
Gate valve- open 6
Globe valve-open 300

From the Table 4.12 and drawing of the cooling water pump motor cooling system

[19] the equivalent length of the system can be calculated.
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Equivalent line length

970kg/m3

::-~20m

= 0.0351b/in3

= O.069xO.035x15S2x20><3.28/ (960002x35)

= 2.5psi =-= 17.2kPa

Output pump pressure P (psi) requirement can be estimated using

Where P;~is the delivery pressure, Po is the atmospheric pressure in the reservoir. !~l

represents the change in the height from the source to the delivery point, and Pr

represents the total pressure drop from flow through the feed line, filter, cooler and

any related components [17].

Assume Filter pressure drop

Total pressure drop 10+ 10+2.5

Reservoir pressure Po

Select pump delivery pressure

Height from source to delivery

6h
Oil density

P
P

= 10psi and cooler pressure drop = 10 psi

= 22.5psi

=co 0 psi (gauge)

= 30 psi

= 25 feet

= 25x12 = 300 in

= 0.0351b/in3

= (P2 - Po) +pDh + P,
= (30-0) + O.035x300+22.5 = 63psi
"" 435kPa

Pump horsepower needed to deliver a flow of Q (gpm) at pressure P is given by [17],

H = QP/ (1714 ilp)

Where H is the pumping power (hp), and I)p is the pumping efficiency, commonly in

the range of 0.6 to 0.8.

H

H

H

= l55x63/ (1714xO.8)

= 7.12 horse power

= 5.3 = 6 kW

For the oil cooling system two 6kW pumps are selected. One pump is for standby.
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An oil filter should be selected to remove the particulate from warm oil leaving the

reservoir. Filters are commonly located just downstream of the feed pump or cooler.

Typical filter ratings are given in Table 4.13 [17] in microns (1 micron = 1 11m= 1 x

1O-6m= 0.00004 in.). Therefore filter with 10 11mfilter elements is selected for the

system.

Table 4.13: Oil filter ratings

Application Typical Filter Rating (urn)
--
Electrical machinery 50
Paper mill dryer section 20
Steel mill 150
Heavy duty gas turbine 5
--
Steam turbine generators 10
General industry 10

The major design parameters of oil cooling system calculated are summarized in

Table 4.14.

Table 4.14: Design parameters of oil cooling system

Oil type ISO VG 32
I Air cooier capacity 250kW
!oil flow rate 35m3

-
Reservoir dwell time 10min

f-------

Reservoir capacity 5.83mJ

Feed line velocity 6.1m/s
1----

Suction line velocity 1.53m/s
~-
Feed line diameter 7.62cm

--
Pump output pressure 435kPa

--I Pump capacity 6kW
Filter size lu um

L_

For calculating the reliability of newly designed oil cooling system, there is no in

house outage data available. Therefore, standard data shown in Table 4.15 [15] is

used to calculate the reliability.
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Table 4.15: Theoretical reliability indices of each component

Failure Rate-A. Repair Time
Subsystem (per year) (hr)
Reservoir assembly 0.0486 7
Oil pump 0.0956 39
Cooler and filter. 0.2856 5.5

For calculating the reliability indices of new design, reliability diagram shown in

Figure 4.13 is used. Using the series and parallel connections of the components

availability and failure rate can be calculated.

Oil pump A
Coolers and

filter

Reservoir
-

assembley

I

Oil pump B
Coolers and

filter

Figure 4.13: Oil cooling system reliability diagram

The reliability indices of oil cooling system are shown in Table 4.16. Also the

reliability indices of improved water cooling system and the indices of existing

system are shown. Since all the new design reliability calculations are done based on

standard data, the existing system reliability indices are also calculated using

standard data for fair of comparison.

Table 4.16: Improved reliability indices comparison

I Existing Existing Improve Oil Cooling
I Cooling Cooling Water System
I System System Cooling Indices

Actual Theoretical System
Indices Indices Indices

3.6 1.12 1.11 0.048--
99.9%I 69.0% I 99.8% 99.8%

i

-------I Failure Rate-A.
I (per year)
L__ ~yailability
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Table 4.13 illustrates that the availability of improved water cooling system and oil

cooling system is almost same. But the failure rate of oil cooling system is

approximately 100 times less than the improved water cooling system. The estimated

costs of improved water cooling system and oil cooling system are 30 LKR million

and 45 LKR million. For a cost increase of 15 LKR million reducing the failure rate

from 100 times is worth. Therefore oil cooling system option is better than water

cooling system.
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Chapter 5

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF BOILER
FEED WATER PUMPS

5.1 Boiler Feed Water System

The boiler feed water system can be considered as the heart of the turbine section.

The function of the boiler feed water system is to deliver feed water from de-aerator

to the boiler drum through boiler economizer. The accurate and reliable function of

this system is mandatory to safe running of the power plant as well as safe shutdowns

and startup of the plant. Any malfunction or failure of this system can make severe

damages to the critical equipment as high pressure turbine and boiler tubes.

A diagram of feed water system is shown in Figure 5.1. After the waste heat of

steam is absorbed by the condenser, the condensed steam is collected to the hot-well

inside the condenser. This condensate is pumped to the de-aerator by condensate

pump. Inside the de-aerator the dissolved oxygen and other gasses of condensate are

removed. The dissolved oxygen in feed water causes serious corrosion damage to the

metal piping and other metallic equipments in the steam system. From the de-aerator

feed water is pumped to the boiler drum through three high pressure heaters and

economizer. The design requirement of the feed water flow is 1025 tIhr. The feed

water system has designed to 1.1x 1025 tIhr flow capacity.

In the process of feed water pumping from de-aerator to boiler drum, feed water is

heated by extraction steam from steam turbine to improve the cycle efficiency. This

heating is done inside the three high pressure heaters and boiler economizer installed

between de-aerator and boiler drum. The system also supplies feed water to boiler

super-heater de-super-heater to control the superheated steam temperature. Besides,

feed water tapped form feed water pump intermediate stage is sent to two de-super-

heaters upstream of the steam re-heaters to protect re-heater from over heat. The high

pressure bypass system also supplies feed water from this system to act as de-super-

heating water for controlling of main steam temperature.
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Boiler drum Deareator

CJ:---
Condensate pump A _'"""-"

Condensate pump B _~'

Condenser

HPheater 03

Figure 5.1: Feed water system

5.2 Boiler Feed Water Pumps

Boiler Feed-water Pumps (BFP) are the main components of the feed water system.

There are three motor driven BFPs in the system. Each has a capacity of 5MW where

20% of the plant auxiliary power is consumed. The feed water pumps sets consist of

five major components. They are suction strainer, booster pump, driving motor,

hydraulic coupling and main pump. A diagram of three BFPs connected in parallel is

shown in Figure 5.2.

Feed water passes through the suction strainer before it enters to the booster pump.

The function of the booster is to raise the inlet water pressure of the feed water pump

in order to prevent vaporization inside the feed water pump. The discharge of the

booster pump is connected to the inlet of main pump. Each BFP has 50% capacity of

full load condition. Two out of three is running while other is in standby. The

standby pump cuts in automatically if one of the running pumps fails. Power supply

for BFP A is provide by 6kV bus bar A and BFP B is provided by 6kV bus bar B.

BFP C can supply power either by bus bar A or B, depending on the situation. This

improves the reliability of the system.
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The feed water flow is controlled by varying the rotation speed of the pumps. The

speed of the pumps are regulating by hydraulic coupling during normal operation.

During start up the bypass control valve of feed water line is used for feed water flow

regulation. The feed water flow is controlled by three impulses control device which

use inputs as steam drum level, steam flow and feed water flow.

Pump set 1
- Suction Strainer I--- Booster Pump - Driving Motor I--- Turbo Coupling I--- Main Pump -

Pump set 2
Suction Strainer - Booster Pump I--- Driving Motor ~ Turbo Coupling - Main Pump

Pump set 3 ~ Suction Strainer - Booster Pump I--- Driving Motor - Turbo Coupling - Main Pump f--

Figure 5.2: Three BFPs connected in parallel

5.3 Reliability Analysis of BFPs

Except the BFPs all the other major components of the feed water system are stand

alone equipment as pipes and vessels. BFPs are running as far as plant is alive and

even runs after shutdown. Since BFPs are ever rotating equipment and are exposed to

high pressure and temperature the possibility of failure is high. Past experience

shows that if all the BFPs are out of service for a period of 30s the boiler drum drains

and plant cannot start until the temperature difference between boiler drum metal and

feed water become less than 50 'C. This takes a period of four days. In a situation of

boiler drum drains there is a great possibility of permanently damaging the pipe

lines, tubes and other equipment inside the boiler. Therefore even in short term the

reliability of three BFP sets is highly important.

If a pump fails to deliver feed water against a certain head but continues to run it

does not necessarily a failure mean. Any defect which requires shutting down of

pump for repair is considered as a failure. Examples of failures can include failed

thrust bearing which require immediate shut down and a pin hole in pipe line which

still requires a shutdown to repair though not immediately. Complete failure of major

internal or rotating parts of the pumps is very rare. In this system a pump can fail
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while on standby, with a rate of failure while on standby being lower than the rate of

failure when it is running. It is assumed that failures are random and are thus

described by exponential distribution.

It is assumed that repair work is arranged as soon as possible, so that only one defect

is cleared within a shutdown. It is also assumed that defects are independent. To

analyze the reliability of the pump sets, the system behavior is formulated using

Markov process [20].

5.3.1 Failure data and reliability indices

For analyzing the reliability of BFP sets the failure data from 1st July 2011 to 31st

December 2012 were collected. The collected failure data are shown in Appendix H.

The shutdown for repair time includes time for isolation, time for repair work and

time for de-isolation. Data corresponding to failures while running or standby were

collected separately. It is assumed that failures do not occur when the pump set is

under isolation, de-isolation or under repair.

The total running time of the plant during the considered period is 9596 hrs. The

actual running time tl of each pump sets can be obtained from the data recorded in

the DeS. The running hours of each pump set are shown in Appendix 1. The down

time t3 and total number of failures n of each pump set can be obtained from failure

data of pumps which extracted from "Permit to Work" documents. The standby time

of each pump set is calculated using following equation.

Standby time = total running time of the plant - tl-t3

The repair rate of each pump set can be calculated by dividing the total number of

failures n of that pump set by corresponding down time t3. When analyzing the total

number of failures larger proportion occurs during running and smaller proportion

occurs during standby. The number of failures while on running is considered as

twice as the number of failures while on standby [20]. In other words the failure

during running period is considered twice as the failure rate during standby. The

estimated number of failures during running can be computed directly from

following equation [20].
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Estimated number of failures during running

The calculated failure rates and repair rates are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Reliability indices of BFP sets

Pump Set Pump Set Pump Set
A B C

Running time, t) (hr) 3143 8737 8239
Standby time, t2 (hr) 3509 139 404
Down time, t3 (hr) 2943 719 952

~! number offailures, n 26 24 20
Estimated no. of failures while running, m 16.7 23.8 19.5

L.t!:-- = n/t3 (per hour) 0.0088 0.0286 0.0211

Arunninp = m/t, (per hour) 5.39x I0-3 2.72xlO-3 2.37xlO-3

Astandbv = 0.5 Arunning 2.65xlO-3 1.36x 10-3 1.18xlO-3

The three BFP sets are mechanically identical. The variations of failure rates can be

due to random causes. The average failure rate and repair rate for a BFP set can be

calculated as follows.

Arunning(avg) = (5.39x 10-3+2.72x 10-3+2.37x 10-3)/3 = 0.003468 failures per hour

Astandby(avg) = (2.65x 10-3+1.36x 10-3+1.18x 10-3)/3 = 0.001734 failures per hour

~avg (0.0088+0.0286+0.0211)/3 = 0.019483 per hour

5.3.2 System reliability model

Since this system consists of three parallel connected 50% capacity BFP sets, at least

two pump sets must function to have 100% feed water flow. System is considered

failed if this 100% feed water flow is not achieved. The system is modeled as a

Markov process in order to compute its reliability. In order to develop Markov

reliability model the following assumptions are required [20].

• If a pump set is running properly it will not be switched off and it is available

until a defect occurs.

• If a pump set fails the pump in standby cuts in automatically.

• Once a pump set is repaired it will be available immediately.
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For developing the Markov model the states which the system can stay at a given

time should be identified. The state 1 to 9 which the system can stay at any given

time are defined in Table 5.2. The first three states (1-3) are those in which any two

pumps are running and other pump is on standby ..The second three states (4-6) are

those in which two pumps are running and other pump is in outage. The final three

states (7-9) are in which only one pump is running and other two pumps are in

outage. In this case system is only delivering 50% of the feed water flow and system

is considered as failed. The state which all the three pumps are down never appears

since system is considered to have failed when at least two pumps are down.

Table 5.2: States ofreliabiIity model

._-- I Pumps Failr State Pumps on Pumps
Number Standby Runningf----

1 A B andC No

2 B AandC No

3 C A and. B No

4 I No Band C A

5 No AandC B

I 6 No AandB C

7 No A B andC

8 No B AandC

9 No C AandB

The reliability model is shown in Figure 5.3. /1.\, /...2 and /...3 are the failure rates while

on running of pump set A, B and C respectively. ~I, j.!2 and ~3 are repair rates of

pump set A, Band C respectively. The failure rate while on standby is half of that of

while on running is applied for developing the reliability model. The considered

reliability of the system is in fact the probability of running two pump sets out of

three for an entire time interval t, given that all pumps are good as new at the start of

the time interval.
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3

Figure 5.3: Markov reliability process of the 2-out of-3x50% BFP system

By considering the Pi(t) be the probability that the system is in state i at time t, a set

of simultaneous first order linear differential equations [20] can be obtained.
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(5)

(6)

The above equations can be further simplified since three pump sets are identical.

Considering each pump has same failure rate Aand repair rate ~ following simplified

equations [20] are obtained.

A = AI = ,.1,2= ,.1,3; fl = u, = fl2 = fl3

· 5
P1(t)=JL P4(t)-(2A)P,(t)

· 5
P2(t) = fl P5(t)-(2A)P2(t)

· 5
P3(t) = JL P6(t) - (2A)P3(t)

· 1
P4 (t) = 2A PI (t) + AP2 (t) + AP 3 (t) - (JL + 2A)P4 (t)

· 1
P5 (t) = A P, (t) + 22P2 (t) + 2P 3(t) - (JL + 22)P5 (t)

· 1
P6 (t) = A PI (t) + AP2 (t) + 2AP 3 (t) - (fl + 22 )P6 (t)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10 )

(11 )

(12 )

The probability that all pumps are available at time t, So(t) is the sum of probabilities

the system is in state 1 to 3.

(13 )

The probability that only anyone pump is down at time t, SI(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state 4 to 6.

(14 )

From (13) and (14)

. 5
So (t) = - ~ AS 0 (t) + JLSI (t)

L

. 5
S 1 (t) = 2·AS 0 (t) - (JL + 2 A ) S I (t)

(15 )

(16 )
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The system reliability, R(t) is the probability that the system has not failed up to a

time t. This can be expressed by following equation subjected to the initial conditions

given below.

R(t) = So (t) + SI (t)

So(O) = 1, SJO) = 0
(17)

Taking Arunning(avg) = 0.003468 failures per hour and /lavg=O.O 19483 per hour as each

pump's average f... and average u,

Form (15) and (16)

So (t) = -0.00867 So (t) + 0.01948351 (t)

SI (t) = 0.00867 So (t) - 0.026419 SI (t)

(18)

(19)

(18) and (19) is a system of first order linear differential equations. This system can

be solved using Matlab®. The solutions obtained are as follows.

SO(t) = 0.781884561 e-00018085139531 + 0.218115439 e-O 0332894860 51

51 (t) = 0.275563282 e-00018085139531 - 0.275563282 e-0.033289486051

From (17)

R(t) = So (t) + SI (t)
R(t) = 1.057447843 e-000I8085139 531 _ 0.057447843 e-00332894860 51

The results ofR(t) can be closely approximated by the function

R(t) = 1.057447843 e(-11553)

This gives that the mean time between system failures (two pumps fail) is 553 hours.

BFP sets are critical equipment in a coal power plant and designed to operate over

long periods of 2 to 3 years continuously. Therefore having failed within 553 hrs

cannot be accepted and it greatly reduces the whole power plant reliability. Therefore

improving the reliability and increasing the mean time between system failures is

mandatory.
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5.4 Reliability Improvement of BFPs

Coal power plants traditionally relied on steam turbine driven BFPs. This is a

scenario where boiler needs the BFP to feed it with water before it can generate the

steam and BFP need that steam so that it can pump water. As a solution to this

scenario, motor driven start-up BFP was introduced. At the start up, water is pumped

to the boiler by motor driven BFP and once adequate steam is available, condensing

turbines operating in parallel with the main unit LP turbine come into operation to

drive BFP.

Steam driven BFP and motor driven BFP has its inherent pros and cons. An

alternative solution is using dual driven BFP. At the start up an electric motor drives

the BFP and once the pressure builds up a steam turbine takes over the driving pump.

Using dual driven BFP eliminate the need for a standby pump and improves the plant

reliability.

The existing three BFPs are driven by three electric motors. These BFPs can be

converted to dual driven BFPs by coupling a steam turbine to drive the pump. The

steam turbine is coupled through a clutch so that coupling and de-coupling of steam

turbine can be done as necessary.

Figure 5.4 shows how the steam turbines are coupled to the existing BFP sets. When

the steam turbine is in operation, the motor is de-coupled by draining the oil in turbo

coupling. Then the booster pump coupled to the motor also stops. Therefore a suction

strainer and another booster pump are added to the steam turbine end. The suction

strainer and booster pump in steam turbine end is in operation when steam turbine is

in operation. When the pump drive change from steam turbine to electric motor, the

clutch decouples the steam turbine and electric motor drives the main pump. The

suction strainer and booster pump in motor end is in operation. At the start-up of the

power plant sufficient steam is not available to drive the steam turbine. Therefore

electric motor is used to drive the BFP. During the plant operation changes over from

motor to steam turbine and vice versa, since steam is readily available.
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Pump set 1

~
Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strainer I-

'---
Pump set 2

r-r-r-r-r-

Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strain~r I-

'-------

Pump set 3 ~
Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump I- Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strai~r t-

'-------

Figure 5.4: Dual driven BFP system

5.4.1 Reliability model of dual driven BFP system

After modification also this system consists of three parallel connected 50% capacity

BFP sets, at least two pump sets must function to have 100% feed water flow. The

dual driven system is also considered failed if this 100% feed water flow is not

achieved. The system is modeled as a Markov process in order to compute its

reliability.

The assumptions made for developing the reliability model are as follows.

• When starting the BFP, pump is driven by electric motor.

• BPFs are driven by steam turbine in normal operation.

• During normal operation, BFP is driven by electric motor only if there is no

steam turbine available to drive.

• If a pump set fails the pump in standby cuts in automatically. The standby

pump is driven by electric motor only if steam turbine is not available.

• If a pump set is running properly it will not be switched off and it is available

until a defect occurs.

• Once a pump set is repaired it is available immediately.

For analyzing the reliability, the motor driven pump set which include suction

strainer, booster pump, driving motor, turbo coupling and main pump are considered

as a single unit. The steam driven pump set which include suction strainer and

booster pump at steam turbine end, steam turbine and clutch are considered as a

separate single unit. The steam turbines and electric motors of three pump sets are
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named as in Table 5.3. The repair rates and failure rates while running of each motor

driven pump set and newly added steam turbine are as in Table 5.4.

Table 5.3: Naming of pump sets

I
,------

Pump Set Pump Set Pump Set
1 2 31

team turbine x y z

Motor p q r

Table 5.4: Failure rates and repair rates of pump sets

-~--+~-~z p q r II Failu~e rate(A) Az Ap Aq o I
~

Repair ratetu) ~j : Jlz ~ ~ ~ i

As in the previous case for developing the Markov model the states which system

can reside any given time should be identified. The indentified 21 states which the

dual driven BFP system can rest on any given time are defined in Table 5.5.

The first three states (A-C) are those in which any two steam turbines are running

and other steam turbine and all the electric motors are on standby. The second three

states (D-F) are those in which any two steam turbines are running and other steam

turbine is in outage. All the electric motors are on standby. The states G to N are in

which only one steam turbine is running and other two steam turbines are in outage.

Also one electric motor is running and other is in standby. The states 1 to 3 are in

which all the steam turbines are failed, any two electric motors are running and other

is on standby. The states 4 to 6 are in which all the steam turbines are in outage, any

two electric motors are running and other one is in outage. The states 7 to 9 are in

which all the steam turbines and two electric motors are in outage, while other

electric motor is running. In this case system is only delivering 50% of the feed water

flow and system is considered as failed. The state which all the three steam turbines

and electric motors are down never appeared since system is considered failed when

hi least two pumps are down.
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Table 5.5: States of dual driven BFP system

I Steam Steam Steam Motor on Motor on Motor inI
State I Turbine Turbine Turbine Standby Running outage

I

I on on in outage

f
Standby Running I

I A x y I z p,q and r No No

·B x z Y p,q and r No No

C y z x p,q and r No No

D ~~LErY z p,q and r No No

~

_ No xandz I y p,q and r No No

No . and z I x p,q and r No No
1--_.

I -- I-

l G No I x y and z p and q r No
i y and z p and r NoH No x q

J No z xandy p and r q No

K No z xandy q and r p No

M No Y x and z q and r p No

N No y x and z p and q r No

1 No No x,y and z p q and r No
_.

2 No No x,y and z r p and q No

3 No No x,y and z q p and r No

4 No No x,y and z No q and r p

5 No No x,y and z No p and q r

6 No No x,y and z No p and r q

7 No No No No q p and r

8 No No No No P q and r
1--.

9 No No No No r p and q

The reliability model is shown in Figure 5.5. The failure rate of electric motor driven

pump set and steam turbine driven pump set while on standby is half of that of while

on running. For considering the system is as not failed, two pumps should rotate

either by motors or steam turbines. The considered reliability of the system is in fact

the probability of running two pump sets out of three for an entire time interval t,

given that all pumps are good as new at the start of the time interval.
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Figure 5.5: Markov reliability process of the 2-out of-3x50% dual driven BFP system



By considering the Pi(t) be the probability that the system is in state i (i=A..N, 1-9) a

time t, a set of simultaneous first order linear differential equations can be obtained.

The dual driven pumps sets are mechanically identical. Therefore to reduce the

complexity of system of linear differential equations the failure rates and repair rates

of pump sets can be considered equal. Each electric motor driven pump set has same

failure rate Am and repair rate 11m. Each steam turbine driven pump set has same

failure rate As and repair rate Ils. Following simplified equations are obtained.

Am=Ap=Aq=Ar;

As = Ax = Ay = Az;

Jim = Jip = Jiq = Jir

Jis = Jix = fly = flz

· . 5
PA(tj = Ji.\.PD(t) - 2"AsPA(t) (1)

· 5
PB(t) = JisPD(t) - -AsPB(t) (2)

2

r; .(t) = Ji sPE (t) - ~ A .r; (t) (3)

· 1
PD(t) = As(PB(t) + Pe(t) + 2"PA(t)) - (4As+fls)PD(t) (4)

· 1
PE(t) = As(PA(t) + Pe(t) + 2"PB(t) - (4As+Jis)PE(t) (5)

· 1
PF(t) == As(PA(t) + PB(t) + 2"Pe(t») - (4As+Jis)Pp(t) (6)

P G (I) = ..1,.\(PI) (t) + P E (t) + AmP H (t) - (2 A s + Am) P G (t) (7)

PH (t) == As (PD (t) + PE (t») + Am PG (t) - (2..1, s+Am )PH (t) (8)

r, (t) = As(PE(t) + Pp(t)) + AmPK(t) - (2As+Am)Pj(t) (9)

PK (t) = As (Ph (t) + PF (t)) + Am P, (t) - (2..1, s+Am )PK (t) (10)

PM (t) = As (P J) (t) + P F (t)) + A In P N (t) - (2 A s+ Am) PM (t) (11 )

PN (t) = ).s (PD (t) + PI' (t)) + AmPM (t) - (2A s+Am )PN (t)(12)
. 5

PI (t) = A., (P G (t) + PH (t)) + P N (t) + P J (t)) + AmP 4 (t) - 2" A mPI (t )(13 )

. 5
P2 (t) = /ls (Pj (t) + PK (t)) + r; (t) + PN (t)) + Am P5 (t) - 2 )-m P2 (t)(14)
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· 5
P3 (t) = As (PM (t) + PN (t» + PK (t) + r; (t» + Am P6 (t) - 2Am P3 (t)(l5)

· 1
P 4 (t) = Am (P 2 (t) + P 3 (t ) + 2 PI (t) - (2 A,III + Ji m ) P 4 (t) (16 )

· 1
P 5 (t) = A III (PI (t) + P 3 (t » + 2 P 2 (t) - (2 A III + Ji m ) P 5 (t) (17 )

· 1
P6 (t) = Am (PI (t) + P2 (t» + 2P3 (t) - (2Am + Jim )P6 (t) (18)

The probability that all electric motors and steam turbines are available at time t,

SoCt) is the sum of probabilities the system is in state A to C.

So (t) = PA (t) +PB (t) + Pc (t) (19)

The probability that only one steam turbine is down at time t, SI(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state D to E.

(20)

The probability that exactly two steam turbines are down at time t, S2(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state G,H,J,K,M and N.

S2 (t) = Pa (t) + PH (t) + P.J(t) + PK (t) + PM (t) + PN (t) (21)

The probability that all the steam turbines are down at time t, S3(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state 1 to 3.

S3 (t) = ~ (t) +P2 (t) + P3 (t) (22)

The probability that all the steam turbines and exactly one electric 1110toris down at

time t, S4(t) is the sum of probabilities the system is in state 4 to 6.

(23)

From (1), (2) arid (3)

. 5
So(t) = -2A.,So(t)+ JisSI(t)

From (4), (5) and (6)

(24 )
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SjCt) = ~-AsSo(t) - (Ll-A" + ,uJSj(t)

From (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12)

(25 )

- "o ''t -' "\'() '"l" -'-\
,.J 2 t t i ::;:----/L ,_u-] t -- L "t •~\ -J U}- 2"' - -
From (13), (14) and (IS)

(26 )

S3(t) "':0 2)csS2(t)+ /"mS4(t)-- ~-AmS3(t)

From (16), (17) and (18)

o \ 5, 1.-' (\ ('-:1
c) 4 (t J :=: -;:;- it'm U J t ] -- ,~/: I!I

s:

(27 )

. r' - \+Pm)Ut;(t; (28 )

The system reliability, R(t) is tile probability that the system has not failed up to a

time t. This is the situation where at least two BFPs available either driven by steam

turbine or electric molar. This can be expressed by following equation subjected to

P{'f\ ._- o it) S 'to) S (f' "r<)··~ (I),I. !- ) - U 0 I..- + j ~ + 2' J + d 3 ,l -r d 4 '

SG (0) = 1 S] (0) :~0 S 2 (0) = 0 S 3 (0) = 0

(29)

the initial conditions given below.

The existing motor driven BFPs results are taker. for failure rate while on running

and repair rate of electric motor driven unit of dual driven pump.

Am == A. n..:nfi,}l}! (avg ) = 0.003468

= 0.019483

failures per hour

per hour

Since there is no steam turbine: driven BFPs in the plant no past data is available to

calculate the failure and repair rate. Therefore a typical steam turbine reliability and

maintainability data [21] are taken for calculation.

As = 9.09 x 10 -5 failures per hour
/-' s ::::-0 .045454 per hour

Form (24), (25), (26), (27) and (28)

So(t) = -0.045457 S] (t) + 2.2725 X 10-4 So (t)

SI(t) = 2,2725 x 10-4 So (t) -- 0.0458176 S] (t)

(30)

(31)
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S 2 .(t) = 3.636 xl 0 -4 SI (t) - 1.818 xl 0 -4 S 2 (t)

S3 (t) = 1.818 x 10 -4 S 2 (t) + 0.003468 S 4 (t) - 0.00867 S3 (t)

S4 (t) = 0.00867 S3 (t) - 0.026419 S4 (t)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(30), (31), (32), (33) and (34) is a system of first order linear differential equations.

This system can be solved using Matlab®. The solutions obtained are as follows.

So(t) = 1.004969027 e-00002254285 901 + 7.712919513 X 10-22 e-00460408318 31 +

7.637125717 x 10 -17 e -000018181 - 0.0049690274 52 e -0.0455921714 1

SI (t) = 0.0050091760 15e-00002254285 9051 - 0.0050091760 15e-00455921714 It

S2 (t) = 0.0417062872 6e -00001818 I - 2.720300306 x 10 -21 e -00071126108 97 I

_ 0.0417463956 4e-00002254285 9051 + 0.0000401083 7926 e-00455921714 II

S3(t) = 0.0000075678 76062 e-00071126108 971 _ 0.0010401308 61e-0.0002254285 9051 +

0.0000000825 2501508 e-00279763891 I + 0.0010326867 08e-00001818 I

_ 0.0000002062 485523 e-0.0455921714 11

S.j (t) = 0.0000033985 37402 e-00071126108 971 - 0.0003442804 504 e-00002254285 9051 -

0.0000004594 175467 e-00279763891 1 + 0.0003412480 661 e-0.0001818 1

+ 0.0000000932 644 e-0.0455911714 II

From (29)

R(t) = So (t) + S] (t) + S2 (t) + S3 (t) + S4 (t)

R(t) = 0.9668473961 e -0.00022542859051 + 0.0000109664 1346 e -00071126108971 --

0.0000003768 925316 e-00279763891 I + 0.0430802220 3e-00001S18 I _ 0.0099382080 72e-00455921714 II

R(t) = e-0.OOI)2254285 9051

The results of R(t) can be closely approximated by the function
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This proves that the mean time between dual driven BFP system failures (two pumps

fail) is 4436 hrs. This is eight times greater than the existing motor driven BFP

system. Therefore converting the existing system to dual driven BFP system is highly

advantageous for improving the reliability of the BFP system as well as the power

plant.
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Chapter 6

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF POWER GENERATING UNIT

6.1 Introduction

LVPS first generating unit is operating with a generating capacity of 300MW. The

other two generating units with the same capacity are under construction and will be

available by 2014. During nearly two year period the first unit is operating under

various conditions. When the plant is healthy it is generating its full capacity and

there are many occasions it generates only part of its full capacity due to various

faults. Due to some faults generating unit was totally out of operation. This resulted

that it couldn't meet system demand and has to rely on high cost diesel power plants.

Analyzing the reliability of the first generating unit help to understand the behavior

of the unit as well as improve the reliability of two units under construction. Also it

is helpful to the dispatch center to understand the reliability of the unit at various

operating conditions, so that they can smoothly dispatch the unit.

Theoretically the generating unit is capable of generating any amount of power

between OMW and 300MW. But in practice there is lot of factors which affects the

stability of the plant. Therefore in some capacity levels between OMW and 300MW

plant is stable and in some other capacity levels plant is highly unstable. As an

example between OMW and 50MW plant runs totally by auto diesel and not by coal.

In this interval the flame inside the boiler is highly unstable and plant can trip at any

moment. From 50MW to 150MW plant runs both by auto diesel and coal. The plant

is stable enough to run totally by coal only if load is greater than 150MW. Except to

the fuel type there are other operating conditions which changes at various capacity

intervals as number of BFPs in operation, number of cooling water pumps in

operation, mode of governor valve controlling, mode of other major valves

controlling etc. When this operating conditions change the plant is vulnerable to

stresses created by changes and can end up with a fault. Therefore analyzing the

reliability of various capacity levels of the plant is important.
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The' typical load curve of the plant, when it is operating without any fault through out

a 24 hour period is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Load curve during a 24hr period

6.2 Reliability Model and Observed Generating Capacity Process

For analyzing the reliability of power generating unit multi-state Markov model is

used. A system that can have finite number of performance rates is called a Multi

State System (MSS) [23, 24]. The multi-state Markov model is used to calculate

important reliability indices such as Forced Outage Rate (FOR) and Expected Energy

Not Supplied (EENS) to customers.

This analysis uses MSS where transition intensities between any two states of the

model are known. Transition intensities between different states of Markov model is

defined based on unit generating capacity process observation. A unit available

generating capacity can take any real value from 0 to &t where &t is the unit nominal

generating capacity. The red color curve in Figure 6.2 shows the real world

generating capacity curve. Accordingly, it is a continuous state and continuous time

stochastic process that is designated as G(t). It is very difficult to analyze such a

continuous state process [22].
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Figure 6.2: Generating capacity process

Therefore the original continuous state model can be presented by corresponding

discrete state continuous time process GA(t). To extract the function GA(t) from

original continuous state function G(t) capacity quantization [22] should be

performed. The capacity quantization can be applied to coal power generating unit

since generating capacity is uniformly distributed within the interval (O,gn). The

capacity quantization is done as follows [22].

• First the two special states 1 and N are defined such that state 1 is the

available capacity level 0 gl=O and state N is the state with nominal

generating capacity level gN= ~.

• Then the interval (O,~) should be divided to N-2 intervals with same length

llg =gJN-2.

• Stochastic process G(t) is assigned the states i ( i=2,3, .... ,N-l) with the

generating capacity g., Its available generating capacity at any time instant t is

as follows.
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G(t) E ((i-2)t.g, (i-1)t.g),

G(t) E ((i-2)t.g, (i-1)t.g),

i=2, ... ,N-1

i=N-1

• The available generating capacity of each state i of discrete state process

GA(t) is defined as average capacity of all available generating capacities of

the original process G(t) that were assigned to state i (within interval ((i-

2)t.g,(i-1 )t.g) during the observation period.

6.2.1 State selection for generating unit

The most suitable states for build discrete state process should be selected based on

the observation of generating capacity process during the observation period T. The

considered observation period T is from 15t July 2011 to 31st December 2012. Based

on the capacity quantization different states are considered for different quantization

parameters N. The considered resulting states for different N values are shown in

Table 6.1.The accuracy of the reliability indices as FOR and EENS does not increase

drastically when N increases [22]. But when N increases the number of data values in

sample for each state decreases. This reduces the accuracy of Markov model

representation. Therefore N should be selected for this specific LVPS generating

unit, such that each state has adequate number of data values.

Table 6.1: Different states for different N=4, N=5 and N=6

N=4 N=5 N=6
flg=gnfN-2 150 100 75
gl(MW) 0 0 0
g2(MW) 101 87 45
g3(MW) 224 167 120
~(MW) 300 248 193
gs(MW) - 300 257
g6(MW) - - 300

By observation of generating capacity process the most occurring states forms when

N=6. Therefore each state has adequate amount of data values when N=6. The

interval length t.g = 75MW when N=6. Therefore unit generating capacity is divided

into four different intervals, from OMW to 75MW, from 75MW to 150MW, from
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150MW to 225MW and from 225MW to 300MW. By observation of generating

capacity process during time T the average generating capacities are assigned to each

interval. The average generating capacity is determined by observing the occurred

capacity levels of each interval. The observed capacity levels during each interval

and their average when N=6 is shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Observed capacity levels when N=6

Interval 0-75 75-150 150-225 225-300
30 90 160 230
60 100 165 235

110 170 240
130 180 245
140 185 250

Capacity Levels (MW) 150 190 255
200 260
205 270
210 275
215 280
220 290
225

Average capacity (MW) 45 120 193 257

The average generating capacity assigned to the first interval is 45MW. Therefore g2

= 45MW. The average generating capacity assigned to the second interval is

120MW. Therefore g3 = 120MW. The average generating capacity assigned to the

third interval is 193MW. Therefore g, = 193MW. The average generating capacity

assigned to forth interval is 257MW. Therefore g, = 257MW. For analyzing the

reliability of generating unit is represented by six state model with following

generating capacity levels; g, =OMW, g2=45MW, g3=120MW, g4=193MW,

gs=257MW and g6=300MW.

6.2.2 Transition intensities determination

The transition intensity from state i to j is designates as aij, where i,j E (1, ... ,N). A

realization of the observed Discrete State Continuous Time (DSCT) stochastic
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process is shown in Figure 6.3. For stochastic process GA(t) following designations

are introduced.

T/m) - the time of the unit mth residing in state i during observation period T

k, - the accumulated number of the unit residences in state i during observation

period T

kij - the accumulated number of unit transitions from state i to any state j t

during observation period T

As an example from Figure 6.3, the MSS was observed two times residing in state 2

(k2=2) and one time residing in state 3 (k-=I) during observation time period T. It is

observed that it transited from state N to state 3 one time (kN,3=1), state N to state 2

one time (kN,2=1) and state 2 to state N-l two times (k2,N-I=2).

GA(t)
MW

TN
(1)

TN
(2)

-----------
TN-I

(2)

TN-I
(1)

-- -- -- ----- -- I
I
I
I
I
I

--- _ ..
I

T3(1) I
I----------- ---- I

T2(J) T2(2) I
I
I
I
I ..
T t

Figure 6.3: Observed generating capacity stochastic process GA(t)

Therefore Ti(m),k, and kij can be known from capacity stochastic process observation.

Once these are known the transition intensity aij is given as follows [22].
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kij

aij = TLJ' i ::F j

-. =-Laij' i=j
where

(1)

(2)

k,

TL)= LI:(III)
11I;\

6.3 Multi State Markov Model and Long Term Reliability Analysis

In long term reliability analysis the dynamic reliability indices which vary with time

is not important. The steady state reliability indices have the practical meaning of

reliability corresponding to a long time period.

For analyzing the long term reliability, data is collected from observed generating

capacity process correspond to the six states selected in section 6.2.1 The state

transitions due to forced outages, de-ratings and due to system demand variations are

considered. When considering such a long period there are capacity levels which

cannot be considered for selected six states. Then the DSCT function DA(t)

practically becomes a Discrete State Discrete Time (DSDT) function for long term

reliability analysis. The total running hours of the generating unit during the period is

9596 hrs. The availability during the period is 72.6% and plant factor is 59%. The

accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding accumulated time of

the system residing in each state i (2:Ti)are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Observed accumulated number of transitions and residence

accumulated time for long term reliability analysis

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacity g, TimeITi 1 2 3 4 5 6

(MW) (hr)
1 0 3604 - 11 4 0 0 0
2 45 18 4 - 10 0 0 0
3 120 320 8 4 - 15 6 4
4 193 1978 7 0 10 - 149 53
5 257 2385 7 0 4 97 - 251
6 300 3367 9 0 9 99 195 -
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Table 6.3 illustrates that the accumulated residence time of state 1 with the available

capacity level of OMW is higher than that of state 6 with the available capacity level

of 300MW. There are no direct state transitions from sates with lower capacity levels

of OMW and 45MW to states with higher capacity levels of 193MW, 257MW and

300MW. The opposite of this is also true. There are no direct state transitions from

states with higher capacity levels of 193MW, 257MW and 300MW to states with

lower capacity level of 45MW. In between states of 4, 5 and 6 which have higher

capacity levels, lot of transitions have occurred.

By applying the equations (1) and (2) on Table 6.3 transition intensities can be

computed. The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are shown in

Table 6.4. Each aij of matrix is represented by unit 11hr. The distribution of sojourn

time in any state is exponential [22]. Therefore corresponding stochastic process can

be treated as a Markov process.

Table 6.4: Matrix of transition intensities

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.004162 0.003052 0.001110 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.222222 -0.777778 0.555556 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.025000 0.012500 -0.115625 0.046875 0.018750 0.012500

4 0.003539 0.000000 0.005056 -0.110718 0.075329 0.026795

5 0.001677 0.000000 0.001677 0.040671 -0.149266 0.105241

6 0.002673 0.000000 0.002673 0.029403 0.057915 -0.092664

6.3.1 Six state Markov model for long term reliability analysis

When the six states and the transition intensities between the six states are known,

the reliability can be calculated. In Figure 6.4 six state Markov model is shown by

using a graph with corresponding states and transitions. By observing the graph it

can be seen that number of outgoing paths from states with lower capacity levels is

less. But the number of incoming paths to lower capacity levels is high. For the states

with higher capacity levels number of incoming as well as outgoing paths are high.
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Figure 6.4: Six state MSS model

Pi - Steady state probability of state i

aij - Transition probability from state i to state j

A set of differential equations can be formulated as follows for the Pi(t), i = 1,2..6.

PI (t) = -(a12 + a13 )PI (t) + a21 P2 (t) + a31 P3 (t) + a41 P4 (t) + a51 P5 (t)
+ a61 P6 (t) (3)

P2(t) = -(a21 + a23)P2(t) + al2 PI (t) + a32P3(t) (4)
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P3 (t) = - ( a 31 + a 32 + a 34 + a 3S + a 36 ) P3 (t) + a 13 PI (t) + a 23 P2 (t) + a 43 P4 (t)
+ a53PS(t) + a63P6(t) (5)

P4 (t) = -(a41 + a43 + a45 + a46 )P4 (t) + a34 P3 (t) + aS4 P, (t) + a64 P6 (t) (6)

P, (t) = -(asl + aS3 + aS4 + a56 )Ps (t) + a3S P3 (t) + a4S P4 (t) + a6S P6 (t) (7)

P6 (t) = -(a61 + a63 + a64 + a6S )P6 (t) + a36 P3 (t) + a46 P4 (t) + aS6 P, (t) (8)

Once the real state transition intensities are assigned from Table 6.4 the equations are

as follows.

PI (t) = - 0 .004162 PI (t) + 0.222222 P2 (t) + '0.025 P3 (t) +
0.003539 P4 (I) + 0.001677 r, (I) + 0.002673 P6 (t) (9)

P2(t) = 0.003052 PJt) - 0.777778 P2(t) + 0.0125 P3(t) (10)

P3 (t) = 0.00111 PI (t) + 0.555556 P2 (t) - 0.115625 P3 (t) + 0.005056 P4

+ 0.001677 r, (t) +0.002673 P6 (t) (11)

P4(t) = 0.046875 P3(t) - 0.110719 P4(t) + 0.040671 Ps(t)

+ 0.029403 P6(t) (12)

Ps(t) = 0.01875 P3(t) + 0.075329 P4(t) - 0.149266 Ps(t)

+ 0.057915 P6 (t) (13)

P6 (t) = 0.0125 P3 (t) + 0.026795 P4 (t) + 0.105241 r, (t)
- 0.092664 P6 (t) (14 )

By solving this system of differential equations under specified initial conditions,

state probabilities Pj(t) can be found as function of time. In long term reliability

analysis steady state probabilities are of interest. The probability variation with time

is not important in long term. Based on state probabilities Pj(t) the steady state

probabilities can be calculated as follows.

The calculated steady state probabilities of each state are shown in Table 6.5
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Table 6.5: Steady state probabilities of six states

State Number Generating Steady State
Capacity (MW) Probability

1 0 56.6%
2 45 0.2%

3 120 2.9%
4 193 10.4%

5 257 12.4%

6 300 17.5%

6.3.2 Long term reliability analysis considering faults only

The same analysis is done considering the state transitions due to faults only for the

same observation period T. Only forced outages and de-ratings are considered.

Events such as scheduled outages are not considered for the analysis. The state

transitions only due to faults are considered. The following assumptions are made for

this analysis.

• The generating unit is running at its nominal capacity level (300MW) unless

there is a fault.

• The dispatch center do not request for running at de-rated capacity levels due

to system demand.

Once the planned maintenance and de-ratings due to dispatch center requests are

excluded the accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding

accumulated time of the system residing in each state i (LT D are shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Observed number kij of transitions and residence accumulated time

ITi considering faults only

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacitygi Time LT i 1 2 3 4 5 6(MW) (hr)

1 0 2098 - 10 4 0 0 0
2 45 13 3 - 10 0 0 0
3 120 320 7 4 - 15 2 4
4 193 648 7 0 7 - 20 33
5 257 138 4 0 0 16 - 18
6 300 8455 9 0 9 34 10 -
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From Table 6.6 the transition intensities are calculated based on the equations (1) and

(2). The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are shown in Table 6.7.

The number of state transition in Table 6.6 is almost similar to the Table 6.3. Except

the state transitions in between states with higher capacity levels of 193MW,

257MW and 300MW other numbers of state transitions are nearly equal. The state

transitions in between higher capacity levels have reduced considerably. This

illustrates that the state transitions in between higher capacity levels happen due to

the dispatch center requirements. Majority of the remaining state transitions happen

due to faults in the plant. The matrix of point estimations of transition intensities are

shown in Table 6.7 considering faults only.

Table 6.7: Matrix of transition intensities considering faults only

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.006673 0.004766 0.001907 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.230769 -1.000000 0.769231 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.021875 0.012500 -0.100000 0.046875 0.006250 0.012500

4 0.010802 0.000000 0.010802 -0.103395 0.030864 0.050926

5 0.028986 0.000000 0.000000 0.115942 -0.275362 0.130435

6 0.001064 0.000000 0.001064 0.004021 0.001183 -0.007333

Table 6.8: Steady state probabilities comparison

Generating Steady State Steady State
State Number Capacity (MW) Probability(Faults Probability

and System (Faults only)
Demand)

1 0 56.6% 38.75%

2 45 0.2% 0.25%

3 120 2.9% 3.5%

4 193 10.4% 4.5%

5 257 12.4% 0.9%

6 300 17.5% 52.1%

These transition intensities are assigned to the system of differential equations

(equation (3)-(8)). As in section 6.3.1, by solving this system of differential
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equations the steady state probabilities can be found. The results are shown in Table

6.8 compared with the steady state probabilities of the case considered both faults

and system demand.

6.3.3 Real world interpretation of steady state probabilities

The steady state probability depends both on residence time as well as number of

state transitions occurred. In the probability analysis which considered both the faults

and the system demand, the state 1 (OMW) probability is as high as 56.6% compared

to the other states. This is because the state 1 has the highest residence time of 3604

hrs and it is possible to directly transit from all the other states to state 1. State 1 has

incoming paths from all the other states in Figure 6.4. The steady state probabilities

of state 2 (45MW) and state 3 (120MW) are as low as 0.2% and 2.9%. The residence

time is low of these states and lesser number of transit paths from other states (Figure

6.4). The practical reason for having a low residence time for these two states is that

system never demands the plant to run at lower loads as 45MW or 120MW. Because

when plant is running below 150MW auto diesel has to use with coal which

drastically increases the unit price.

When the planned shutdowns and de-loading due to dispatch center request are

excluded the state 1 (OMW) probability has decreased from 56.6% to 38.75% and the

state 6 (300MW) probability has increased from 17.5% to 52.1%. The generating

unit is daily de-loaded from its nominal capacity due to the dispatch center requests

at off-peak time. The probability of state 3 (45MW) and state 4 (120MW) remain

same, since plant running at these loads, only at fault conditions not due to dispatch

center requests. And also stability at those loads is very low. There are lot of extra

operations which has to be done when running the generating unit in lower loads like

45MW and 120MW. The major equipment like boiler, BFPs are highly unstable in

lower loads and have to be controlled manually.

Figure 6.5 shows pictures of how the major operating parameters of the generating

unit changes during a 10 minute period. The parameters are highly unstable at

45MW load compared with the 300MW load.
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Main Steam Temperature
Total Coal Flow

Supply Oil Flow

Supply Oil Pressure

Supply Oil Temperature

8FP A motor current

45MW Condition

BFP C motor current

Reheat Steam Pressure

De-aerator Water level

Hot-well Water level

Hot Primary Air Pressure

Primary Air fan pitch

Rear gas oxygen %

300MW Condition

Figure 6.5: Major operating parameters during a 10 minutes period

Figure 6.6: State changing during a start up
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Due to this highly unstable situation, even it arouses a situation required to run at

lower capacity levels it is almost impossible to run at 45MW more than one hour.

Figure 6.6 shows the picture that how the states are changes during a start up. It

iIIustrates that when trying to start up the unit, during the first try it trips at 50MW.

Even during the second successful attempt, the states 2 (45MW) and 3 (120MW) are

quickly passed without residing. This nature of unit resulted lower steady state

probabilities at lower generating capacity levels.

When the planned shutdowns and de-loadings due to dispatch center requests are

excluded, the probability of 257MW and 193MW has decreased (Table 6.8). The

steady state probability of state 5 (257MW) has drastically decreased. This is because

at common faults in the plant the maximum achievable load is less than 200MW. The

maximum achievable loads at common failures of the plant are shown in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Maximum achievable loads at different failures

Maximum Achievable
Failure Generating Capacity

(MW)
One main cooling water pump fail 190
One forced draft fan fail 150
One induced draft fan fail 150
Tvvo BFP fail 160
Two mills fail 200
One debris filter fail 180'----.

6.4 Multi State Markov Model and Short Term Reliability Analysis

In short term reliability analysis dynamic reliability measures are important. The

variation of reliability indices with time during a short time period as 200hrs is

analyzed.

Short term reliability analysis is important because in faulty conditions, plant has to

de-load suddenly. After de-loading the unit it has to keep at de-rated capacity level

until the fault is cleared. It may be few hours to several days. There are automatic

functions for de-loading the generating unit such as Run Back (RB) and Fast Cut
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Back (FCB). In healthy condition the load ramping rate is less than 5MW per minute.

Load ramping rate is the rate which generating unit output is increased or decreased.

Table 6.10 shows that in a faulty condition the unit de-loads to its target capacity

with a ramping rate more than 30MW per minute. Either this is done by manually or

by automatic function such as RB. During such a situation except to the instability

created by the fault, additional instability is created on the generating unit by higher

ramping rate.

Table 6.10: De-rated capacities and ramping rates at different failures

Failure Target Capacity (MW) Ramp Rate (MW/min)

BFP failure 160 30
Air pre-heater failure 150 60
Forced draft fan failure 150 60
Induced draft fan failure 150 60
Primary air fan failure 140 50

In an emergency situation, the target capacity is not decided by dispatch center as in

normal operation. The target capacity where the plant should keep until the fault is

cleared must be decided by the operational personnel. Even in automatic function as

RB, after action of automatic function is over operational personnel has to decide the

safe load. In such incidents currently only thing considered for deciding the safe de-

rated capacity level is the type of the fault. As an example if one cooling water pump

fails, the safe load defined as any load below 190MW based on the operation

experience. 190MW is the maximum capacity level which can be achieved with a

one cooling water pump. The reliability of de-rated capacity is not taken into

account.

But in deciding the de-rated load in a faulty condition the reliability of the de-rated

capacity should be taken into account. The reliability of running the plant in short

term with partial loads should be known. Therefore finding the most reliable capacity

level and de-loading to that capacity is important in faulty conditions. The

knowledge on short term reliability of generating unit helps in short term operation

decision making.
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6.4.1 Six state Markov model for short term reliability analysis

In short term reliability analysis for developing the Markov model the state

transitions which occurred only due to forced outages and de-ratings of the

generating unit are considered. The assumptions made in section 6.3.2 are applied

here as well. Data is collected from observed generating capacity process

corresponding to the six states selected in section 6.2.1 during the period T from

1/712011 to 31/1212012. The DSCT function DA(t) is used to model the Markov

process.

The accumulated number of state transitions kij and corresponding accumulated time

of the system residing in each state i (ITD are shown in Table 6.11. The matrix of

point estimations of transition intensities which calculated based on Table 6.11 data

for short term reliability analysis is shown in Table 6.12.

Table 6.11: Observed number kij of transitions and residence accumulated

time 2:Tj for short term reliability analysis

State Generating Accumulated No. of transitions to state i
Number Capacity gi TimeITi

(MW) (hr) 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 3604 - 11 4 0 0 0

2 45 13 1 - 10 0 0 0

3 120 320 8 0 - 15 2 4

4 193 648 2 0 7 - 20 33

5 257 138 1 0 0 16 - 18

6 300 8477 4 0 9 34 10 -

Table 6.12: Matrix of transition intensities

State 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number

1 -0.004162 0.003052 0.001110 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.076923 -0.846154 0.769231 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.025000 0.000000 -0.090625 0.046875 0.006250 0.012500

4 0.003086 0.000000 0.010802 -0.095679 0.030864 0.050926

5 0.007246 0.000000 0.000000 0.115942 -0.253623 0.130435

6 0.000472 0.000000 0.001062 0.004011 0.001180 -0.006724
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In Figure 6.7 SlX state Markov model lS shown with corresponding states and

transitions.

Figure 6.7: Six state MSS model for short term analysis

Based on the state transitions and state probabilities the behavior of this MSS can be

expressed by a system of differential equations. The system of differential equations

corresponding the short term reliability analysis is shown from equation (15) to (20).

The state probabilities Pi(t), i=1, ..,6 of state i at any time instant t ~ocan be found by

solving this system of differential equations.
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PI (t) = -0.004162 PI (t) + 0.076923 P2 (t) + 0.025 P3 (t) +
0.003086 P4 (t) + 0.007246 P5 (t) + 0.000472 P6 (t)

P2 (t) = 0.003052 PI (t) - 0.846154 P2 (t)

(15 )

(16 )

P3 (t) = 0.00111 PI (t) + 0.769231 P2 (t) - 0.090625 P3 (t) +
0.010802 P4 + 0.001062 P6 (t)

P4(t) = 0.046875 P3(t) - 0.095678 P4(t) + 0.115942 P5(t)

+ 0.004011 P6 (t)

Ps (t) = 0.00625 P3 (t) + 0.030864 P4 (t) - 0.253623 P, (t)

+0.00118 P6(t)

P6(t) = 0.0125 P3(t) + 0.050926 P4(t) + 0.130435 P5(t)
- 0.006725 P6 (t)

(17 )

(18 )

(19 )

(20 )

6.4.2 FOR and EENS

One of the most important reliability measures of the generating unit is the FOR.

FOR is defined as the probability of the unit residing at complete failure state with

the available generating capacity of OMW (State 1). In short term reliability analysis

FOR is a dynamic context. Therefore FOR (t) as a function of time t can be defined

[22] as,

FOR (t) = PI(t)

FORi(t) is designated as the probability of unit residing in state 1 (OMW) at time

instant t, if the unit initial state at instant t=O was state i. In order to find FOR2 (t) the

system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) are solved under the following

initial conditions.

PI (0) =0, P2 (0) = 1, P3 (0) =0, P4 (0) = 0, Ps (0) =0, P6 (0) = 0

The solution is presented in Figure 6.8.
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0.3

FOR2(t) o.

0.2

0.1
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Time(hr)

Figure 6.8: Graph FOR2(t) as a function oftime

In the same way by solving the system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20))

for different initial conditions FORi(t), i=1, ..,6 can be found. Figure 6.9 shows

solutions ofthe FORi(t) for i=1, ..,6.

FORj(t)

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
0 20 40

•• FOR!

•• FOR2

•• FOR3

•• FOR4

FORs
FOR6

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 Time (hr)

Figure 6.9: FORi(t) for i=1, ..,6
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Figure 6.9 illustrates that when the initial state is more close to complete failure state

(OMW), the FOR is higher during a short period of 200 hrs. When the initial state is

closer to state 6 (300MW) the FOR is lower. This reflects the fact that when the

initial state is closer to complete failure state it is more likely for the unit to come

into complete failure state (OMW). In a more practical sense it is easier to fail the

plant into OMW state if it is recently started from OMW state. If the plant has already

running on 300MW state it is less likely to completely fail the plant. Figure 6.10

shows a diagram of occasions of unit forced outages (10th forced outage to 29th

forced outage). It illustrates that after one forced outage several other consecutive

forced outages have happened. This can be explained by the fact that FOR is highest

when initial state is closer to complete failure state (OMW).
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Figure 6.10: 10th to 29th forced outage of the unit

Consider that for a short time period 200hrs the unit should supply a constant load of

225MW. If the unit transits to state 4 there is a generating Capacity Deficiency (CD)

of 32MW. If the unit transits to state 3 there is a generating CD of 105MW. If the
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unit transits to state 2 there is generating CD of 180MW. If the unit transits to state 1

there is a generating CD of 225MW. This can be expressed as follows.

CD4 = 225-193 = 32MW

If the unit transits to state 3

CD3 = 225-120 =105MW

If the unit transits to state 2

CD2 = 225-45 =180MW

If the unit transits to state 1

CDI = 225-0 = 225MW

The Expected Capacity Deficiency (ECD) is expressed by the following function

[22].

ECD(t) = P4 (t)CD4 + P3 (t)CD3 + P2 (t)CD2 + ~ (t)CDl (21)

In short term reliability analysis, ECD also depends on the initial state. The ECDi(t)

is designated as the ECD if the unit initial state at instant t=O was i. For finding the

ECDI(t) the system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) are solved with the

following initial conditions.

PI (0) =1, P2 (0) = 0, P3 (0) =0, P4 (0) = 0, Ps (0) =0, P6 (0) = 0

The solutions are as follows.

P, (t) = 0.2996558181 eO 0000005082 796381 + 0.6824940261 e-00038369192 921 +

0.0047718882 34e-0107330688 I + 0.0002224860 242e-08463413843 I +
0.0000040751 52619 e -02739503087 I + 0.0128517063 4e -00655082074 II

P
2
(t) = 0.0010808304 4geooo00005082 796381 + 0.0024729069 56e-00038369192 921 +

0.0000197121 5941e-01073306881 _ 0.0036237161 2e-08463413843 1+

0.0000000217 3590626 e-02739503087 1+ 0.0000502448 2055e-0.0655082074 II

P
3
(t) = 0.0260028005 6eo0000005082 796381 + 0.0190538949 e-00038369192 921 -

0.0265981021 4e-0'07330688 1+ 0.0036914772 52e-08463413843 1_

0.0000073 928 12745 e -02739503087 I - 0.0221426777 5e -00655082074 II
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P
4

(t) = 0.0500786596 6eo0000005082 796381- 0.0272075399 5e-00038369192 921+

0.0419591963 6e-01073306881 - 0.0002261335 304e-08463413843 I +
0.0001170565 137 e-02739503087 I _ 0.0647212390 5e-0.0655082074 II

Ps(t) = 0.0095893311 18eooo00005082796381 -0.0060533586 e-O.0038369192921 +

0.0074929723 53e-01073306881 _ 0.0000270763 4178e-08463413843 1_

0.0001792643 882e-02739503087 I _ 0.0108226041 4e-00655082074 II

P
6

(t) = 0.6135038516 eoooOOOOS082796381_ 0.6706763134 e-00038369192 921_

0.027649367 e-01073306881 - 0.0000370355 8843e-08463413843 I +
0.0000655384 8023 e-o 27395030871+ 0.0847933259 e-00655082074 II

By assigning the solutions in equation (21)

ECD1(t) = 32x(O.0500786596 6eo0000005082796381 -0.0272075399 5e-00038369192921 +
0.0419591963 6e-0107330688 1_ 0.0002261335 304e-08463413843 1+

0.0001170565 137 e-02739503087 I _ 0.0647212390 5e-00655082074 II) +
105 x (0.0260028005 6eo0000005082796381 + 0.0190538949 e-00038369192921 -

0.0265981021 4e-01073306881+ 0.0036914772 52e-08463413843 I _

0.0000073928 12745 e -02739503087I _ 0.0221426777 5e -00655082074It) +
180 x (0.0010808304 4geooo00005082 79638/+ 0.0024729069 56e-00038369192921+
0.0000197121 5941 e-01073306881 _ 0.0036237161 2e-08463413843 I +
0.0000000217 3590626 e -02739503087I + 0.0000502448 2055 e -00655082074II)

225 x (0.2996558181 e 0000000508279638I + 0.6824940261 e -00038369192921+
0.0047718882 34e-01073306881 + 0.0002224860 242e-08463413843 1+

0.0000040751 52619 e -02739503087I + 0.0128517063 4e -00655082074It )

By assigning the solutions of system of differential equations (equation (15)-(20)) for

different initial conditions in equation (21), the solutions for ECDi(t) i=l ,..,6 can be

obtained. Figure 6.11 shows the behavior of ECDi(t) i=l ,..,6 for a period of 200 hrs.

The ECDi(t) also has the same behavior as FORiCt). When the initial state at t=O is

closer to complete failure state, the ECD is higher. When the initial state at t=O is

closer to state 6 (300MW) ECD is lower.

Once the solutions for ECDi(t) are known the EENS can be obtained. From the

following equation [22] EENS to consumers can be easily calculated.
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I

EENS; (t) = f ECD; (u )du
o

In the Table 6.13 results ofEENSi(t) i=I, ..,6 for a short period of200hrs are shown.

Table 6.13 illustrates that when the initial state is closer to complete failure state 1

(OMW) the EENS is greater. When the initial state is closer to state 6 (300MW) the

EENS is lower. This again implies that unit short term reliability depends on the

previous state which it resided on.

Initial State

ECDt(t) 250 - State 1(OM }
•• State 2{ SMW)- State 3(120l.\'l }

200 - State (193'. )- State 5(253'. W)- State 6(300I.lW}
150

100

50

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Time(hr)

Figure 6.11: ECDi(t) for i=I, ..,6

Table 6.13: EENS for a period of200hrs

Initial State i EENS(200)
(MWh)

State 1 (OMW) 36,026
State 2 (45MW) 17,098
State 3 (l20MW) 15,075
State 4 (193MW) 7,182
State 5 (257MW) 6,456
State 6 (300MW) 4,503
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6.4.3 State Probabilities for different initial states

From the solutions of the system of differential equations (equations (15)-(20)) it is

possible to analyze the probability of unit residing at different states i , i=1, ..,6. SPlt)

is designated as the probability of unit residing in state i at instant t. Accordingly

SP2(t) is the probability of unit residing in state 2 (45MW) at instant t. Figure 6.12-

6.15 shows the corresponding graphs SPlt) for i=2, ..,6 for different initial conditions.

The initial states which are higher than the state of which state probability is

concerned are drawn. This is because in a faulty condition interest is on de-rating the

unit rather than increasing the load.

Initial State
- State 6(300I.lW}
- State 5(2S7I.IW)

_------------- - State (193M )
- State 3(12Of. )

0.0010

0.0008

0.0006

0.0004

0.0002

0.0000 ~+-+-t---1I---l •........•--+_+--+-_+--_+_-+-+_-+-_+_-+--+_+--~
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time(hr)

Figure 6.12: Probability of unit residing at state 2 (45MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.12 illustrates that the probability of unit residing at state 2 (45MW) during a

short time period 200hrs is lower, when initial states are high as state 6 (300MW)

and state 5 (257MW). The SP2(t) is maximum when the initial state before start de-

rating the unit is state 3 (120MW). The probability of unit residing at state 2 is below

0.15% for all initial states. This extracts the fact that it is very difficult to stay on

state (45MW) after a fault occurs irrespective of the initial state. If it states on state 2,

the maximum probability is there when fault occurs at capacity level 120MW.
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SPlt) 0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

Initial State
- State 6(300r.1W)
- State 5(257I.1W)
- State 4(193t.1~'J)

=

10 60
0.00 -F---t-+---t-- __~-+-_+_--+_--+-_+--_+_--+-__l~

o 70 80
Time(hr)

20 30 40 so

Figure 6.13: Probability of unit residing at state 3 (120MW) for different initial states

SP4(t) 0.3

0.2

0.1

Initial State

•• State 6(300l.!W)
•• State 5(2S7MV )

10 60
0.0 -F---+---i~-+--+---t---+-+_--+---t---+~~_+_-- •••..

o 70 80
Time(hr)

20 30 40 50

Figure 6.14: Probability of unit residing at state 4 (193MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.13 illustrates that the probability of unit residing at state 3 (120MW) is

lower, when the initial state before the fault is as high as state 6 (300MW) and state 5

(257MW). The probability of unit residing at state 3 is higher if the initial state is a

closer state as state 4 (193MW).The probability of unit residing at state 3 is always

below 5% for all the initial states.
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Figure 6.14 illustrates the probability of unit residing at state 4 (193MW). In a faulty

condition the higher initial states which can have before de-loading to state 4 are

state 5 (257MW) and state 6 (300MW). Out of this the probability of residing on

state 4 is higher when the initial state before the fault is state 5 (257MW). The

probability of unit residing on state 4 is less than 30% during the 80 hrs period for

both the initial states.

SPs(t) 0.012

0.010

0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

0.000
0

Initial State
- Slate 6(3001.1" )

20 30 40 so 60 70 80

Time(hr)
10

Figure 6.15: Probability of unit residing at state 5 (257MW) for different initial states

Figure 6.15 illustrates the probability of unit residing on state 5 (257MW). The only

initial state which can have before the unit de-rates onto state 5 is state 6. The

probability of unit residing on state 4 after de-rating due to a fault is less than 1.5%.

The probabilities of each state after a de-rating due to fault can be analyzed from

another point of view. If the fault occurred in a known state what will be the

probabilities of unit residing on other lower states after de-loading? When the initial

state is constant what will be the probability SP(t) of unit residing on other states?

This analysis is shown in Figure 6.16-6.19.
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Spet) 0.06 - State 2(4St.IIl )
- State 3(120"''1 )

0.05 - State 4(193I.tW)
- State 5(2S7t.!l;\1)

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time(hr)

Figure 6.16: State probability of different states when the initial state is 300MW

When the initial state before the fault occurs is 300MW, the state probabilities of

state 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 6.16. The highest probability has state 4.

Therefore when a fault occurs while unit running at 300MW, the safe capacity level

where the unit can keep until fault is cleared is 193MW. Even the state 5 (257MW) is

closer to state 6 (300MW) the state probability is low. This can be explained by

Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 where in most of the faults unit maximum achievable

capacity is below 200MW.

0.2

- State 2( 5MW)
- State 3(120MW)
- State (193",1/1)

SP(t) 0.3

0.1

0.0 +..:=+-+---+- ....•.-t----+---+---+---t- - ••.
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Time(hr)

Figure 6.17: State probability of different states when the initial state is 257MW
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When the initial state before the fault occurs is state 5 (257MW) the state

probabilities of state 2, 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 6.17. In this case probability of

residing at state 2 (45MW) is almost zero. This explains the practical scenario where

in a sudden fault, if the unit de-rates below 100MW it is almost impossible to save

the plant from tripping. The highest state probability has at state 4 (193MW).

Therefore when a fault occurs while unit running at 257MW the safe capacity level

where the unit should de-load is 193MW.

SP(t) 0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

- State 2(45r.t1J )
- State 3(120MIJ }

10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80
Time(hr)

Figure 6.18: State probability of different states when the initial state is 193MW

When the initial state before the fault occurs is state 4 (193MW) the state

probabilities of state 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 6.18. If a fault occurs when the

plant is running at 193MW the probability of unit residing at 45MW after de-loading

is zero. State 3 (120MW) has a maximum probability of residing of 5%. In this

scenario the only option available to de-load is 120MW with a lesser probability of

5%. Therefore the safe load the unit can keep until a fault is cleared is 120MW'

Figure 6.19 illustrates that if the fault occurred at 120MW the only option available

to de-load is 45MW' But the probability of staying in this load is almost zero during

a period of 80 hrs. This explains the scenario where a plant which cannot keep below

100MW even in a healthy condition, cannot reside on 45MW in a faulty condition.
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Figure 6.19: State probability of state 2 when the initial state is 120MW

The results of short term analysis can be summarized as follows

• Short term reliability analysis is important for short term operating decision

making.

• If the state transition happens from a higher state to a lower state (de-rating)

and if the difference between two states is large, state probability of residing

at lower state is low.

• If the state transition happens from a higher state to a lower state (de-rating)

and if the difference between two states is small state probability of residing

at lower state is high.

• It is not possible to stay on state 5 (257MW) in faulty condition, since the

maximum capacity level achievable during commonly occurred faults is less

than200MW.

• Irrespective of the initial state it IS almost impossible to stay on state 2

(45MW) after a fault.

• After a fault, the probability of staying on any state is lower, when the initial

state is closer to complete failure state. Only state 5 (257MW) deviates from

this behavior.
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6.4.4 FOR with availability

The availability of the plant during the observation period T is 72.6%. This

availability is a relatively poor value for a coal power plant. The behavior of FOR at

this availability is analyzed in section 6.4.2. Availability is a reliability measure

which gives a hint on the performance of the generating unit during a considered

period. If the availability is high as 95% it gives a hint that plant has an excellent

performance during a considered period.

Therefore FORs for different availabilities is analyzed. The FORs are extrapolated

for different availabilities based on actual availability 72.6%. When the availability

increases form 72.6% to 95% the behavior of the FOR in short term are shown in

Figure 6.20-6.25.
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Figure 6.20: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 72.6%
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Figure 6.21: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 75%
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Figure 6.22: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 80%
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Figure 6.23: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 85%
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Figure 6.24: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 90%
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Figure 6.25: FOR(t) of different states when availability is 95%

From Figure 6.26-31 the variation of each FORi(t), i=1, ..,6 are shown for different

availabilities.
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Figure 6.26: FOR1(t) with different availabilities
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From Figure 6.20-6.31 it is illustrated that when the availability increases form

72.6% to 95% the FOR for different initial states reduce. This proves that when the

availability is increasing the short term performance of the unit also increases.

6.4.5 Conclusion of short term reliability analysis

When de-loading the plant in a faulty condition dispatch center lets the operation

personnel to decide the safe capacity level to run the unit. In such a situation

operational personnel has to decide the safe capacity level to run the unit until the

fault is cleared. On the other hand the amount of energy delivered to the system

should not be unnecessarily compromised. In such situations, based on the state

where the unit is operating when the fault occur the FOR, EENS and state

probabilities are illustrated from short term reliability analysis. The knowledge on

behavior of this reliability measures in short term provide a opportunity to the

operational personnel to decide the most reliable generating capacity among the

available capacities after a fault. Therefore it is very useful in short term operating

decision making.
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Chapter 7

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Engineering considerations determine the possibility whether a project can be carried

out technically and point out the alternative ways in which the project can be

handled. Economic analysis in addition to acknowledging the technical possibility of

a project further implies that it can be justified on an economic basis.

Economic analysis measures the overall desirability of the project in financial terms.

It indicates the superiority of a single approach over others that may be equally

feasible in a technical sense. The ultimate objective of the economic analysis is to

provide a decision-making tool which can be used to decide whether the project

should be carried out or not.

Due to reliability issues during the considered period LVPS had forced outages as

well as de-ratings. The economic loss of these outages is calculated. The cost benefit

analysis of the newly introduced methods and designs for reliability improvement are

done.

7.1 Unit Cost Calculation

Unlike in a hydro power plant or a diesel power plant, the unit cost of coal power

plant varies over a wide range throughout its all capacity levels. The main reason

which affects the variation of unit cost is changing the fuel type. Below 150MW auto

diesel is used in combination with coal. When the capacity level is lower than 50MW

only auto diesel is used for firing. Only coal is used for firing when the capacity

level is over 150MW. Except to the fuel the consumption of de-mineralized water

also add some cost component to the unit cost.

For calculating the unit cost at various capacity levels, data regarding consumption of

auto diesel, coal and de-mineralized water are collected. When the generated

capacity level varies the consumption of auxiliary power also varies. If the unit runs

at its full capacity (300MW), 10% of it consumed for auxiliaries and only 90% are

delivered to the system. This percentage varies when unit runs at de-rated capacity
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levels. Therefore data regarding auxiliary consumption also collected at different

capacity levels. The collected data are shown in Appendix J.

For each capacity level data are taken at ten different days. Each data is taken if the

unit has run on a particular capacity level for a minimum of one hour period. The

average values are considered for unit cost calculation. The following cost basis is

taken for unit cost calculations (2012). The calculated unit prices of capacity levels

between 100MW to 300MW are shown in Table 7.1.

Coal price = 17.94 LKRlkg

De-mineralized water = 157 LKRlm3

Auto diesel = 115 LKRlm3

Table 7.1: Unit price at different capacity levels

Coal Flow De-min Auto Unit Price
Gross Auxiliary (t/hr) Water Flow Diesel LKRlkWh
Power Power (tIhr) Flow
(MW) (MW) (tIhr)
300 27.34 109.29 13.21 - 7.20
290 26.79 108.72 13.21 - 7.42
280 26.05 105.75 13.21 - 7.48
270 26.47 103.95 13.21 - 7.67
260 25.01 98.84 13.21 - 7.55
250 24.45 94.73 13.21 - 7.54
240 24.02 91.00 13.21 - 7.57
230 24.30 88.65 13.21 - 7.74
220 24.29 86.43 13.21 - 7.93
210 23.07 81.56 13.21 - 7.84
200 23.33 79.75 13.21 - 8.11
190 21.41 74.34 13.21 - 7.92
180 18.73 72.23 13.21 - 8.05
170 19.88 66.92 13.21 - 8.01
160 19.56 63.51 13.21 - 8.13
150 19.02 53.28 13.21 5.76 13.33
140 16.72 51.95 13.21 5.92 14.15
130 16.58 45.62 13.21 6.80 15.44
120 15.44 45.28 13.21 6.60 16.43
110 15.05 41.45 13.21 6.18 16.76
100 14.80 43.14 13.21 7.52 21.19
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The unit cost variation from 100MW to 300MW is illustrated in Figure 7.1 It is

observed that when capacity level increases beyond 150MW the unit cost drastically

reduces. This is because auto diesel supply is switched off at 150MW and unit is

running only from coal.

Since the unit cost varies with the capacity level it is difficult to use a single unit cost

for cost analysis. Therefore two average unit costs are taken. One is when the unit is

running below 150MW from coal and auto diesel and other one is when unit is

running above 150MW from coal only.

Average unit cost above 150MW = 7.74 LKRlkWh

= 16.22LKRlkWhAverage unit cost below 150MW

When the plant has de-loaded to a capacity level above 150MW the financial loss is

due to non availability of electrical energy which can produce at a cost of

7.74LK.."VkWh.When the plant has de-loaded to a capacity level below 150MW the

financial loss is two fold. Firstly electrical energy is loss which can produce at a cost

of7.74LKRlkWh. Secondly the cost of produced electricity below 150MW increases

from 7.74LKRlkWh to 16.22LKRlkWh.

When electrical energy is not delivered form LVPS to the system, the deficit is

compensated by other thermal power plants. There is lot of combinations where the

available thermal plants can be dispatched depending on the availability of the plants.

For the financial analysis best case scenario and worst case scenario are considered.

In the best case scenario it is considered that least cost thermal power plants are

dispatched to compensate the deficit. In the worst case scenario highest cost thermal

power plants are dispatched to compensate the deficit. The unit cost of highest cost

[25] thermal plants and least cost thermal plants are shown in Table 7.2 and Table

7.3. The average unit cost if the deficit is compensated by most costly thermal power

plants is LKR 34.79. The average unit cost if the deficit is compensated by least

costly thermal power plants is LKR 15.29.
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Table 7.2: Highest costly the tal plants

I
Unit Cost

Power Plant Capacity (MW~ (LKRlkWh)

Kelanitissa(Small gas turbine) 80 47.93
Kelanitissa/Gas turbine 7) 110 27.93
AES Kelanitissa 167 28.51

Average cost 34.79

Table 7.3: Least costly thermal plants

Unit Cost
Power Plant Capacity (MW) (LKRlkWh)

Sapugaskanda plant A 80 14.62
Sapugaskanda plant B 80 13.26
Indipendent power producers(Thermal) 140 18.00

Average cost 15.29

7.2 Cost Benefit Analysis of Cooling Water System

7.2.1 Generation loss

Due to the lack of reliability of various components of the cooling water system, the

plant had forced outages as well as de-ratings. The generation losses due to faults in

various components of cooling water system are shown in Appendix K. The

summery of the generation losses due to de-ratings as well as forced outages resulted

by faults of cooling water system are shown in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Generation loss due to faults in cooling water system

Generation Generation Total Generation at
Loss Due to Loss Due to Generation Higher

Component De-rating Farced Outages Loss(MWh) Cost(MWh)
(MWh) (MWh)

Debris Filters 37,453.42 80,945.00 118,398.42 3479.67
Travelling Screens 8,767.67 0 8,767.67 1225
Cooling water pumps 12,770.33 °11,875.00 24,645.33 0
Cooling water 58,991.42 92,820.00 151,811.42 4764.67
system (Total)

It illustrates that total of 152GWh has lost during the considered period 15t July 2011

to 315t December 2012 due to fault in cooling water system. Also due to de-rating
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below 150MW, 4765MWh has produced at higher cost of 16.22LKR/kWh which

could have produced at 7.74LKR/kWh otherwise.

7.2.2 Financial loss

The financial loss due to the generation loss can be calculated for both the cases

where least cost thermal plants dispatch and highest cost thermal plant dispatch. De-

rating below 150MW also causes financial loss due to increasing of unit cost.

If the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =92,820x1000x (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 700, 791,000

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 58,992.42x1000x (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 445,392,771

Financial loss due to increased unit cost = 4764.67x1000 x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 40,404,401

Total Financial loss =LKR 1,186,588,172

If the highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =92,820x1000x (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 2,510,781,000

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 58,992.42x1000x (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 1,597,514,733

Financial loss due to increased unit cost = 4764.67x1000 x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 40,404,401

Total Financial loss =LKR 4,148,700,134

7.2.3 Investment for new design

The new design for reliability improvement of cooling water system is described in

section 2.3.9. The cost for the new design is calculated based on the project cost

details of Puttalam Coal Power Project Phase II. It is considered that 1$ =131LKR.

The cost breakdown of the new design is shown in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Investment for new design

Cost (LKR)

Cost of installing new cooling water pump 103,159,650
Butterfly valve 5,456,150
Debris filter 52,400,000
Civil works, piping and valves 258,288,115
Total 419,303,915

7.2.4 Cost benefit analysis

The cost benefit analysis has done assuming that by implementing the new design the

generation loss can be totally eliminated. First the Simple Payback Periods (SPP) is

calculated.

Table 7.6: Simple pay back periods

Least Cost Thermal Plant Highest Cost Thermal
Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 1,186,588,172 4,148,700,134
Saving per month(LKR) 51,629,704 180,339,383
Investment(LKR) 419,303,915 419,303,915
SPP(months) 8.12 2.33

From Table 7.6 it is shown that even the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to

compensate the deficit energy, the SPP is less than one year.

A broader economic tool for analyzing the economic viability of the project is the

Net Present Value (NPV). The calculated NPVs for the two scenarios are shown in

Table 7.7 and Table 7.8. A 7% discount rate (Central bank of Sri Lanka as at 31st

December 2011) is considered for calculating NPV.

Table 7.7: NPV for least cost thermal plant dispatch

Year 0 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -419,303,915
Saving per year (LKR) 619,556,451 619,556,451 619,556,451
Present value of 579,024,720 541,144,598 505,742,615
NPV (LKR) 1,206,608,0 I9
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Table 7.8: NPV for highest cost thermal plant dispatch

Year 0 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -419,303,915
Saving per year (LKR) 2,164,072,60 2,164,072,60 2,164,072,603
Present value of 2,022,497,76 1,890,184,82 1,766,527,871
NPV (LKR) 5,259,906,53

The Table 7.7 and 7.8 illustrates that the NPV has positive value for both the

scenarios. Even the least cost thermal plants are dispatched 1.2 billion rupees can be

saved within three years. Therefore the project is economically viable to proceed.

7.3 Cost Benefit Analysis of OCCW and CCCW Systems

7.3.1 Generation loss

The summery of the generation losses due to de-ratings as well as forced outages

resulted by faults ofOCCW and CCCW systems are shown in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9: Generation loss due to faults in OCCW and CCCW systems

Generation Generation Loss Total Generation at
Loss Due to Due to Forced Generation Higher

Component De-rating Outages Loss(MWh) Cost(MWh)
(MWh) (MWh)

OCCW System 50 0 50 0
CCCW System 152 0 152 0

According to the data in Table 7.9 the generation loss is comparatively low due to

faults of these systems. No forced outages have happened due to faults of OCCW

and CCCW systems.

7.3.2 Financial loss

The financial loss due to the generation loss can be calculated for both the cases

where least cost thermal plants dispatch and highest cost thermal plant dispatch. No

financial losses happened due unit cost increase, since no de-ratings has been done

below 150MW.
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OCCW system

If the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 50xIOOOx (15.29-7.74)

= LKH.377,500

If the highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 50xIOOOx (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 1,352,500

CCCW system

If the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 152x1000x (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 1,147,600

If the highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate deficit,

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 152xIOOOx (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 4,111,600

7.3.3 Investment for new design

The new design for reliability improvement of CCCW and OCCW systems are

described in section 3.6 and 3.7. The improvements can be done without doing major

design changes of existing systems. The cost for the new design is calculated based

on the project cost details of Puttalam Coal Power Project Phase II. The cost

breakdowns of the new designs are shown in Table 7.10 and Table 7.11.

Table 7.10: Investment for new design CCCW system

Cost of roped tubes 7,284,910

Cost (LKR)

Table 7.11: Investment for new design OCCW system

Cost of new debris filter 26,200,000

Cost (LKR)
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7.3.4 Cost benefit analysis

The cost benefit analysis is done assuming that by implementing the new design, the

generation loss can be totally eliminated. First the Simple Payback Periods (SPP) is

calculated. The results are shown in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13.

Table 7.12: Simple pay back period OCCW system

Least Cost Thermal Plant Highest Cost Thermal
Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 377,500 1,352,500
Saving per month(LKR) 16,413 58,804
Investment(LKR) 26,200,000 26,200,000
SPP(months) 1560 435

Table 7.13: Simple pay back period CCCW system

Least Cost Thermal Highest Cost Thermal
Plant Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 1,147,600 4,111,600
Saving per month(LKR) 49,895 178,765
Investment(LKR) 7,284,910 7,284,910
SPP(months) 143 40

From Table 7.12 and 7.13 it is clear that SPP has very high value of more than 6

years. The CCCW system reliability improvement has SPP of 40 months only if

highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to compensate the deficit energy. Since it

is the best case scenario from economic point of view it has higher uncertainty.

Therefore considering improvements ofOCCW and CCCW systems only, the project

is not economically viable.

7.4 Cost Benefit Analysis of Cooling Water Pump Motor and Bearing Cooling

System

7.4.1 Generation loss

Due to the lack of reliability of various components of the cooling water pump motor

and bearing cooling system, the plant had forced outages as well as de-ratings. The
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generation losses due to faults in various components of the system are shown in

Appendix L. The summery of the generation losses due to de-ratings as well as

forced outages resulted by faults of the system are shown in Table 7.14.

Table 7.14: Generation loss due to faults in cooling water pump motor and
bearing cooling system

Generation Loss Due Generation Loss Total Generation at
to De-rating Due to Forced Generation Higher Cost

(MWh) Outages Loss(MWh) (MWh)
(MWh)

4,027.08 11,795 15,822 325

Table 7.14 illustrates that total of 16GWh has lost during the considered period due

to faults of the system. Also due to de-rating below 150MW, 325MWh has produced

at higher cost of 16.22LKRlkWh which could have produced at 7.74kWh otherwise.

7.4.2 Financial loss

The financial loss resulted by the generation loss can be calculated for both the cases

where least cost thermal plants dispatch and highest cost thermal plant dispatch. De-

rating below 150MW also causes financial loss due to increasing of unit cost.

If the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to meet the deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =11,795xlOOOx (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 89,052,250

= 4,027.08xlOOOx (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 30,404,454

= 325xlOOO x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 2,756,000

=LKR 122,212,704

Financial loss due to de-ratings

Financial loss due to increased unit cost

Total Financial loss

If the highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to meet the deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =11,795x1000x (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 319,054,750
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Financial loss due to de-ratings = 4,027.08x1000x (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 108,932,514

= 325x1000 x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 2,756,000

=LKR 430,743,264

Financial loss due to increased unit cost

Total Financial loss

7.4.3 Investment for new design

Two options for reliability improvement of cooling water pump motor and bearing

cooling system are proposed in section 4.5. The cost estimations for the two options

based on Puttalam Coal Power Project Phase II costs are shown in Table 7.15.

Table 7.15: Investment for two options

Option Cost
LKR

Option l-Improving the existing water cooling 29,151,430
Option 2-Installing a new oil cooling system 45,850,000

7.4.4 Cost benefit analysis

The cost benefit analysis is done assuming that by implementing the new design

there will be no generation loss. First the Simple Payback Periods (SPP) are

calculated. The calculation of SPP for two design options is shown in Table 7.16 and

Table 7.17.

Table 7.16: Simple pay back periods for option 1

Least Cost Thermal Plant Highest Cost Thermal
Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 122,212,704 430,743,264
Saving per month(LKR) 5,313,595 18,727,968
Investment(LKR) 29,151,430 29,151,430
SPP(months) 5.5 1.5
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Table 7.17: Simple pay back periods for option 2

Least Cost Thermal Plant Highest Cost Thermal
Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 122,212,704 430,743,264
Saving per month(LKR) 5,313,595 18,727,968
Investment(LKR) 45,850,000 45,850,000
SPP(months) 8.6 2.5

From SPP analysis it is shown that both the options have SPPs less than one year.

Therefore further analysis should be done by NPV analysis. The calculated NPV s for

the two options are shown in Table 7.18-21.

Table 7.18: NPV for least cost thermal plant dispatch for option 1

Year ° 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -29,151,430
Saving per year (LKR) 63,763,149 63,763,149 63,763,149
Present value of savings 59,591,728 55,693,204 52,049,723
NPV (LKR) 138,183,227

Table 7.19: NPV for highest cost thermal plant dispatch for option 1

Year ° 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -29,151,430
Saving per year (LKR) 224,735,616 224,735,616 224,735,616
Present value of savings 210,033,285 196,292,790 183,451,206
NPV (LKR) 560,625,852

Table 7.20: NPV for least cost thermal plant dispatch for option 2

Year 0 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -45,850,000
Saving per year (LKR) 63,763,149 63,763,149 63,763,149
Present value of savings 59,591,728 55,693,204 52,049,723
NPV (LKR) 121,484,657
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Table 7.21: NPV for highest cost thermal plant dispatch for option 2

Year 0 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -45,850,000
Saving per year (LKR) 224,735,616 224,735,616 224,735,616
Present value of savings 210,033,185 196,292,790 183,451,206
NPV (LKR) 543,927,282

When comparing the NPV values option 1 has the higher NPV values for both the

scenarios. Therefore from economic point of view option 1 is favorable over option

2. However it is shown in section 4.5 that option 2 has 100 times less failure rate than

option 1. Since both the options have positive NPV s, economically both are viable.

And the difference of NPV values also less as LKR 18,000. Therefore considering

both the decrease of failure rate and economic viability it can be justified that option

2 is preferred for implementation.

7.5 Cost Benefit Analysis of BFPs

7.5.1 Generation loss

Due to the lack of reliability of BFPs, the plant had forced outages as well as de-

ratings. The summery of the generation losses due to de-ratings as well as forced

outages resulted by faults of the BFPs are shown in Table 7.22.

Table 7.22: Generation loss due to faults ofBFPs
r---

Generation Loss Generation Loss Due Total Generation at Higher
Due to De-rating to Forced Outages Generation Cost

(MWh) (MWh) Loss(MWh) (MWh)

29,507 9,430 38,937 25,195

Table 7.22 illustrates that total of 39GWh has lost during the considered period. Also

due to de-rating below 150MW, 25GWh were produced at higher cost of

16.22LKRJkWh which could have been produced at 7.74kWh otherwise.
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7.5.2 Financial loss

The financial loss resulted by the generation loss can be calculated for both the cases

where least cost thermal plants dispatch and highest cost thermal plant dispatch. De-

rating below 150MW also causes financial loss due to increase in the unit cost.

If the least cost thermal plants are dispatched to meet the deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =9,430xlOOOx (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 71,196,500

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 29,507xlOOOx (15.29-7.74)

= LKR 222,777,850

Financial loss due to increased unit cost = 25,195xlOOO x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 213,653,600

Total Financial loss =LKR 507,627,950

If the highest cost thermal plants are dispatched to meet the deficit,

Financial loss due to forced outages =9,430xlOOOx (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 255,081,500

Financial loss due to de-ratings = 29,507x1000x (34.79-7.74)

= LKR 798,164,350

Financial loss due to increased unit cost = 25,195xlOOO x (16.22-7.74)

=LKR 213,653,600

Total Financial loss =LKR 1,266,899,450

7.5.3 Investment for new design

The proposed reliability improvement method is converting the existing motor driven

BFPs to dual driven BFPs. The estimated conversion cost is LKR 68,775,000.

7.5.4 Cost benefit analysis

The cost benefit analysis has been done assuming that by implementing the new

design the generation loss can be totally eliminated. First the SPP is calculated. The

calculation of SPP for the new design is shown in Table 7.23.
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Table 7.23: Simple pay back period for BFP improvement

Least Cost Thermal Plant Highest Cost Thermal
Dispatch Plant Dispatch

Total saving (LKR) 507,627,950 1,266,899,450
Saving per month(LKR) 22,070,780 55,082,584
Investment(LKR) 68,775,000 68,775,000
SPP(months) 3 1.2

Table 7.23 illustrates that the SPP is less as 3 months even least cost thermal plant

dispatch scenario. The NPV analysis is shown in Table 7.24 and Table 7.25.

Table 7.24: NPV for least cost thermal plant dispatch

Year ° 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -68,775,000
Saving per year (LKR) 264,849,365 264,849,365 264,849,365
Present value of savings 247,522,771 231,329,692 216,195,974
NPV(LKR) 626,273,438

Table 7.25: NPV for highest cost thermal plant dispatch

Year ° 1 2 3
Investment (LKR) -68,775,000
Saving per year (LKR) 660,991,017 660,991,017 660,991,017
Present value of savings 617,748,614 577,335,153 539,565,564
NPV (LKR) 1,665,874,332

The Table 7.24 and 7.25 illustrates that the NPV has positive values for both the

scenarios. Therefore the project is economically viable to proceed.

7.6 Cost Benefit Analysis of Reliability Improvement of Turbine Side

The cost benefit analysis of individual systems of turbine side has been done. Out of

them some reliability improvements are economically viable and others are not.

Considering reliability improvement of turbine side as a single project cost benefit
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analysis is done. The summery of the investments and savings for CEB from each

system reliability improvements are shown in Table 7.26.

Table 7.26: Summery of investments

Investment Total Total
System LKR Saving(Least Saving(Highest

Costly Dispatch) Costly Dispatch)
LKR LKR

Cooling Water System 419,303,915 1,187,483,198 4,147,805,823
OCCW System 26,200,000 377,500 1,352,500
CCCW System 7,284,910 1,147,600 4,111,600
Cooling Water Pump Motor 45,850,000 122,212,704 430,743,264
Cooling System

BFPs 68,775,000 507,627,950 1,266,899,450
Total 567,413,825 1,818,848,952 5,850,912,637

Table 7.26 shows that a minimum of 1.8 billion rupees could have saved during the

considered period form 1st July 2011 to 31st December 2012 if the reliability issues of

turbine side have not aroused. The NPV analysis can be done for turbine side

reliability improvements considering both the scenarios of lowest cost thermal plant

dispatch and highest cost thermal plant dispatch. The NPV analysis for a period of

three years is shown in Table 7.27 and Table 7.28.

Table 7.27: NPV for least cost thermal plant dispatch for total project

Year ° 1 2 3
Investment 567,413,825
(LKR)
Saving per year 1,039,342,258 1,039,342,258 1,039,342,258
(LKR)
Present value of 971,347,905 907,801,780 848,412,879
savings

NPV (LKR) 3,294,976,390
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Table 7.28: NPV for highest cost thermal plant dispatch for total project

Year ° I 2 3
Investment 567,413,825
(LKR)
Saving per year 3,343,649 3,343,649 3,343,649
(LKR)
Present value of 3,124,652,943 2,920,236,396 2,729,192,893
savings

NPV (LKR) 9,341,496,059

The NPV analysis illustrates that for both the scenarios the NPV is positive within a

period of three years. When reliability improvement of OCCW and CCCW system

are considered as individual project they are not economically viable. But

considering reliability improvement of turbine side as single project including them,

the total project is economically viable. It saves minimum of 3.3 billion rupees

within three years period for CEB. Therefore improving reliability of turbine side of

LVPS provides a huge economic gain to the CEB.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusion

During the considered period for this study the recorded reliability of LVPS is poor.

The availability of 72.6% and plant factor of 59% is not acceptable for a base load

power plant.

Among the different sections of the power plant, turbine side is the main contributor

for the low reliability recorded during the initial operating period of LVPS. A

minimum of 1.8 billion rupees could have been saved to CEB if the reliability issues

in turbine side didn't arise. Through this study it is shown that by improving the

reliability of major and auxiliary systems of turbine side it is possible to improve the

reliability of the total power plant. The resulted minimum financial gain of reliability

improvement is more than 3.3 billion LKR for a period of three years.

It was identified that the low reliability of turbine side has occurred due to mainly

following reasons.

• Design issues of the equipment and systems of turbine side.

• Lack of attention given during the project construction and commissioning.

• Lesser frequency of routing maintenance recommended by contractors.

• Lack of preventive maintenance.

In designing the systems, critical systems of turbine side as CWS are designed

without any redundancy equipment. In a failure of critical component no options are

provided to save the power plant without de-rating or shut down. It was observed that

during the commissioning period of the project proper attention has not been given.

Due to this some of the preliminary rules are violated. As an example some power

supply connections are interchanged and standby equipments don't come into

operation. The highest energy loss has happened due to the failure of both

transmission lines which accounted for turbine side. This has happened not due to the

design issues of the electrical systems. If the emergency diesel generator and
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emergency power supply system has properly commissioned this could have been

eliminated.

The frequency of routine maintenance instructed by contractor is not enough in some

occasions. It is proven by experience that the frequency of applying grease and oil

for rotating equipments should be higher than instructed. The hard environment near

the sea may be a cause for this.

It was identified the reasons behind the failures of the major systems of the turbine

side. Reliability improvement methods are proposed for each system. It was possible

to improve the reliability of OCCW system and CCCW system without doing a

major design change in the existing system. But to improve the reliability of CWS,

cooling water pump motor and bearing cooling system and BFPs major design

changes has to be done.

Using the proposed methods it is possible to improve the availability of OCCW

system to 99.9% and failure rate can be reduced by 96%. The availability of CCCW

system can increase to 95% and the failure rate can be reduced by 38%. An oil

cooling system is introduced instead of existing water cooling system of cooling

water pump motor and bearing cooling system. By doing this design change it is

possible to improve the availability to 99.9% and reduce the failure rate by 98%. The

methods are proposed to improve the individual reliabilities of components in CWS.

Also some design changes are done to add redundant components to the existing

system. By doing this the availability of the CWS has increased to 86.5% and the

failure rate has reduced by 64%. For improving the reliability existing motor driven

BFPs are converted to dual driven BFPs. The mean time between BFP system

failures is increased from 553hr to 4436hr by doing this modification.

The reliability of the generating unit is analyzed from long term context as well as

short term context. The important reliability indices such as FOR and EENS are

calculated for the generating unit. This analysis is helpful in short term operating

decision making, especially in faulty conditions. By using this reliability analysis it is

possible to decide the safe capacity level where the plant should run until the fault is

cleared. It is a good substitute for current decision making method based on
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operation experience which unnecessarily compromise the energy delivered to the

system. This analysis has been done based on data collected during a one and half

year period. The analysis covers only six states. If the data base continues to update

for the future, a more accurate model which can cover many number of states can be

developed. It can be used as a guideline to short term operating decision making.

8.2 Recommendations

The operation and maintenance data in the plant are not properly recorded. There is

no easy access to the past operation and failure data of the plant. Currently the

operation and maintenance data is recoded as hard copies. Since the amount of data

is large, it is very difficult to protect them and retrieve them. This causes permanent

loss of important data.

The method of data recording should be further improved. If a computerized system

is introduced to store data, it is more secure and easy to retrieve. A maintenance

management software package is recommended to integrate all the data regarding

failures, maintenance work and operation records.

Most of the equipment in the turbine side are attacked by corrosion. It is not practical

to make all the metals from 100% corrosive resistive materials. Therefore it is

recommended to do preventive maintenance programs such as painting and greasing.

There are still unsolved issues in the plant that are created by lack of proper

commissioning. Some issues are still not uncovered. Therefore it is recommend

doing the major commissioning testing of critical equipment during planned

shutdown periods of the plant. This will help to uncover the problems which are not

yet reveled and initiate preventive actions.

It is recommended updating the data base of forced outages and failures of the plant

continuously. This is helpful to analyze the short term reliability of generating unit

. more precisely and use it as a guideline.
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[Appendix - A: List of Forced Outages]

LIST OF FORCED OUTAGES

From To Outage Energy
Reason for shutdown MM:DD:YY MM:DD:YY Duratoin Loss

hh:mm hh:mm hh:mm (MWh)

1 No: 4 bearing vibration high 2/13/11 9: 10 2/15/11 16:48 55:38 16,690

2 Tripped manually for safety valve 2/16/11 21:31 2/16/11 22 :29 0:58 290
check

3 Tripped for 50% load rejection 2/18111 22:05 2/22/1121:51 95:46 28,730
test

4 Tripped due to steam leak of main 2/24/1123:18 3/1911123:18 552:00 165,600
steam valve

5 Load rejection test at 180MW 3/28/11 21 :28 3/28/11 21 :40 0:12 60

I
6 Auxiliary power loss due to UAT 3/2811121:41 3/29/11 1:48 4:07 1,235

power failure

7 Master fuel tripping test 3/31/11 12:08 3/31/11 22:30 10:22 3,110

8 Tripped due to fire at coal mill B 4/1/11 5:38 4/2111 21 :02 39:24 11,820
9 Tripped due to high main steam 4/4/11 19:12 4/4111 22:38 3:26 1,030

pressure
10 Direct current(DC) lube oil pump 4/5/112:44 4/8/11 19:48 89:04 26,720

failure
II Shut down due to system control 4112/11 22:02 4/18/11 12: 18 134:16 40,280

center request
12 Shut down due to steam leak at 4/18/11 22:00 4/19111 2:28 4:28 1,340

line from hot reheat to super
heater bypass

13 Tripped due to PI /Pext >1.7 5/4/11 8:34 5/4/11 10:48 2:14 670
. Tripped during Run Back test; 5/21/11 14:14 6/3/11 22:54 320:40 96,200

14 Induced Draft(ID) fan A over
current
Tripped due to open both 6/7/11 12:16 7/10/11 2:00 781:44 234,520

15 transmission lines from
Vevanzoda side

16 Shut down for maintenance and 9/28111 7:03 593:23 178,015
coal stock over 10/23/11 0:26
Shut down for primary super 11/6/11 7: 10 31:26 9,430

17 heater De-super Heater(DSH) 11/4111 23:44
valve leak

18 Tripped due to earth fault at CT 11121111 11/22/1 I 3:22 12:16 3,680
ofUAT neutral point 15:06

19 Shut down due to mill B fire 11/29/11 5:36 I 1130111 1:20 19:44 5,920

20 Tripped due to fire at mill B 1/5/122:38 1/10/1215:41 133:03 39,915
21 Tripped due to turbine lube oil 111811214:38 2/16/12 20:50 702:12 210,660

pressure low

I 22 Tripped due to Hydrogen seal oil 2117112 1:00 2/20112 10:08 81:08 24,340
leak

23 Cooling water pumps bearing 4/26/1220:55 4/2811211:14 38:19 11,795
I temperature high
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[Appendix - A: List of Forced Outages]

LIST OF FORCED OUTAGES

From To Outage Energy
Reason for shutdown MM:DD:YY MM:DD:YY Duratoin Loss

hh:mm hh:mm hh:mm (MWh)

24 Loss of all fuel-logic error 4/28/1216:11 4/28/12 17:35 1:24 420

25 Economizer water leak 7/21/1219:36 7/26/1214:57 115:21 34,605

26 Air pre-heater A electrical fault 7/29/12 15:00 7/29/12 19:52 4:52 1,460

27 Both transmission lines failed 8/8/125:55 8/26/1222:40 448:45 134,625
28 Both debris filters damage & 8/26/1223:30 9/7/12 5: 19 269:49 80,945

main transformer fault
29 Both cooling water pumps trip- 11/7/129:08 11/9/120:43 39:35 11,875

electrical fault
30 Shut down for maintenance 11123/12 1/11130:00 912:50 273,850

23:10
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Penn it Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20111E135 Overhead crane in turbine house Routine maintenance 241:25

P/20111E162 Boiler blow down pit pump house To dry and clean the panel 5:05
electrical panel

P/2011lE173 Veyangoda line I Clean the glass insulators of 7:10
Veyangoda 1 Puttalam side
GIS

P!20111E!76 Sponge ball cleaning system A & Repair a motorized valve in 6:30
B system A

Pl20111E177 Jacking oil pump A routine maintenance 5:12
P/20111E178 Jacking oil pump B Routine maintenance 1:41

P/20111E179
Sponge ball cleaning system A & Repair a motorized valve in 1:53
B system A

P/20111E181
Chiller plant circulation water

Replace the bearing of motors
96:13

pump A

P/20111E/82 Sponge ball cleaning system A & Repair a motorized valve in 125:38
P/20111E193 Compressor for IPB Find the overloading fault 26:16

P/20111E/96 Water side vacuum pump A Routine maintenance 1:19

P/20111E198 Water side vacuum pump B Routine maintenance 4:22

P/20111E/133 [PB compressor Repair the broken glass in 136:20
Isolated phase bus bar

SCC -45 PT ofVeyangoda line 1 SF6 gas filling to PT 48:57

P/20111E1134 Excitation brush unit
Only to take out & clean the 907:52
brush

P/20111E1101
GT, UAT and excitation General inspection, cooling 268:49
transformer system fault test, oil leak

P/20111E1186 BFPA Routine maintenance 27:35

P/20111E/219 GTonly replace the OLTC oil 22:50

P/20111E158 Waste water removing pump repair the panel board and 837:32

P/20111E1222 Open cycle cooling water pump A Routine maintenance 7:53

P/20111E/241 MT removing extra oil in OLTC 0:35

P/20111E1253 BFPB Routine maintenance 8:30

P/20111E1256 BFPC painting work 44:24

P/20111E/264 #2 chilled water circulation pump Routine maintenance 2:38

P/2011lE/267 UPS 1 general cleaning 5:35

P/2011/e/265 Chilled water circulation pump #2 repair the terminal 9:31
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Penn it Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2011/E/275 GT cooling cabinet supply A
repair the fault of frequent 2:27
tripping

P/2011/E/277 Chilled water circulation pump #3 checking the motor
22:00

P/20lllE/276 Chilled water circulation pump #2 checking the motor 1:06

P/2011/E/296 normal lighting box at Om repair the 3p MCB 8:18

P/2011/E/349 Debris filter A I to repair the mechanical defect
14:44

P/201llE/347 SST-silica gel breather Drying the silica gel 46:43
P/2011/E!362 Lube oil tank fume exhaust fan B repair the fault 0:46
P/2011/E/376 Turbine service transformer room general cleaning 478:52
P/20lllE/376 Common service transformer general cleaning 477:06
P/201l/E/46l Batter bank 9.3m at DCS general cleaning 191:52
P/20ll/E/466 GT repair oil leakage at a

167:04
incoming center bushing cover

P/2011/E/472 Excitation brush unit cleaning the brush unit 135:25

P/2011/E/480 GT & SST silica gel breather remove water in silica gel 44:18
dehydrating breather

P/201l1E/482 Battery bank in GIS cleaning 191:32

P/2011/E/482 #2 strainer motor check the fault in the motor 2:57
P/2011/E/345

Chilled water circulation pump A
replacing the bearings 1018:28

P/2011/E/287 explosion proof power ventilation check the noise and oil
fans leakage and routine inspection -

P/20l1/E/309 condenser pit waste water clean & repair low insulation
removing pump A & B resistance -

P/201llE/426 chiller cooling tower B fan replacing the defect of trip and
operated motor 2 check the low insulation

resistance of motor -

P/201l/EIS02 chilled water circulation pump C replace bearing 10:18

P/2012/E/4 Excitation brush unit Routine maintenance -
P/2012/E/5 GIS battery bank Routine maintenance -
P/2012/E7 GIS general cleaning -
P/20 I2/E/9 DC lube oil pump turbine DC checking the defect and high 3:06

emergency oil pump I current drawing

P/2012/EI14 closed cycle cooling water pump
greasing the bearing -

B
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20121E131 Generator, GT, UAT, ET winding resistance test and -
insulation resistance test

P/20121E140 AC lube oil pump check the defect of cooling fan -
bushing and repair

P/2012/E/44 CW fan cooling sea water pump repair the contactor -
P/20l21EIlO3 AC lube oil pump main CB check the connection terminal 0:30

to repair the spare breaker

P/20121E1l14 BFP C motor heater CB repair the damage of central 3:17
terminal

P/20121E1115
makeup water pump 2 & no 2 to repair sparking inside the 7:42
central panel for AC system 0 f panel

P/20121E1125 X190 CB opening mechanism repair the thermal overload of 1:15
phase A operating mechanism

P/20121E1125 GT & IPB air compressor check the moisture in the IPB -
P/20121E1127 unit turbine service MCC B general cleaning 200:24

P/20121E1128
Close cycle cooling water pump

general cleaning
54:50

motor A &B

P/20121E1142
Open cycle cooling water pump A

general cleaning
209:06

&B

P/2012/EI159
GIS, GIS relay room & GIS UPS

Routine maintenance -
panel room

P/20121E1169 Baring gear motor
mechanical repairing & 270:34
routine inspection

P/2012/EI170
AC lube oil pump and DC lube oil Inspection of lube oil system 70:06
pump and jacking oil system

P/20121E1177 unit turbine service MCC A general cleaning 46:01:00

P/2012/E/214 GT unit protection panel C Inspection on GT unit -
protection panel C

P/2012/E/256 OCCW debris filter check the defect 6:25

P/20121E1259 Excitation brush unit & generator clean oil and testing of
58:06

generator

P/2012/E/266 Generator seal oil filter check the defect of no power 1:20

P/20121E1272 GT
to check the high oil level of

1:33
GT and reduce the level

P/2012/E/276 Om level 400v panel room, 6kV general cleaning 677:37
panel room, common service
room UPS room

P/20 I2/e/3 02 Cooling water circulation pump C repairing the bearing 00:28
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/E/323 Main battery bank Routine maintenance 479:10

P/2012/E/324 GIS battery bank Routine maintenance 479:10

P/20 12/E/372 Veyangoda line I CB in GIS check the defect of low oil
173:25

pressure

P/20 12/E/389 CW pump house crane Routine maintenance and 24:00
repair the electric leak

P/2012/E/461 Main battery bank replace the 63rd battery 0:55

P/2012/E/479 Fire fighting water tank2 service the sensor 9:05
ultrasonic level sensor in top of
the tank

P/2012/E/48 Steam side vacuum pump B grease the bearing 2:18

P/20 12/E/499 PA fan A grease the bearing 2:33
PI2012/E/534 Excitation thyristor cubical C repair the cooling fan 5:30
P/20 12/E/420 Lamps in boiler house Testing and repairing the

5:10
lamps

P/20 12/E/529 GT
repairing oil leakage & -
general cleaning

P/2012/E/436 Stator cooling water pump B rectify vibration fault 2:41

P/2012/E/506 Turbine lube oil exhaust fan A check & repair the defect of
26:32

abnormal noise and vibration

P/20 12/E/538 CW pump motor cooling fresh repair the defect of abnormal 10:47
water pump A noise

P/20 12/E/585 GIS battery bank routine maintenance 167:55

P/2012/E/584 Main battery bank routine maintenance -
P/20 12/E/583 Generator carbon brushes routine maintenance 167:59

P/20 12/E/558 Generator carbon brushes routine maintenance 25:05

P/20 12/E/492 Turbine MCC panel room, 6kv cleaning work -
room, AVR room etc.

P/20 12/E/416 Turbine hall gantry crane A & B routine maintenance 889:56

P/20 12/E/454 Main battery bank routine maintenance 601:53

P/20 12/E/455 GIS battery bank routine maintenance 601 :47

P/20 12/E/39 1 Generator excitation carbon routine maintenance 1009:58
brushes

P/2012/E/298 Generator excitation carbon to check the temperature of 1539:30
brushes brushes and the current

P/2012/E/273 excitation thyristor bank cooling check the defect of cooling fan 216:30
fan failure
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/E/366 Generator excitation carbon cleaning & repairing -brushes

P120121E/304 Cooling water circulation pump Replace the bearing of motors 55:18

P/2012/E/429 Excitation carbon brushes routine maintenance 816:30

P/20121E/481 Steam side vacuum pump B
grease the bearing as per the

2:18
request of CMEC

P/20121E1575 Standby DG Routine maintenance -
P/2012/E/609 Excitation carbon brushes Routine maintenance -
P/2012/E/611 Main transformer To get oil sample 499:45

P/20121E/646 Main battery bank
Fill de-min water to adjust

329:05
battery acid level

P/2012/E/657 Main transformer To get oil sample 284:03

Pi20121E/677 Common service panel room general cleaning 797:39

P/20121E/691 Veyangodalline 1 Wash surge arresters 0:40

P/2012/E/693 Veyangoda line 2 Wash surge arresters 6:30

P/20121E/695 Veyangoda line I Clean the surge arrestors and 5:39
the bushings

P/2012/E1701 Main transformer To get oil sample 702:06

P/20121E1717 GIS battery bank routine maintenance 653:41

P/2012/E/800 Generator Brush checking and replace 0:15

P/20121E/908 220kV Veyangoda line 1 Filling SF6 gas for line PT 23:57

P/2012/E/909 220kV PT of Generator TF Filling SF6 gas for PT 23:44

P/20 12/E/9 11 Air side and H2 side seal oil Cleaning and IR testing 14:42
pump AC & DC motors

P/2012/M/301 Open cycle cooling water pump Greasing the motor bearing 6:03
A only

P/2012!E/914 Open cycle cooling water pump Greasing the motor bearing 6:03
A motor

P/20121E1l234 Veyangoda line I Cleaning and inspection 3:14
insulators

P/2012/EIl126 Battery bank A & B
Only for tightening terminals 3:26
and cleaning

P/20121E1l120 Exciter cubical duct cleaning and testing 4:40
P/20121E1l127 Boiler feed water pump A motor Checking the motor heater

5:14
heaters

I P/2012/EIl153 I Cooling water pump B motor Checking the motor heater 2:29
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[Appendix - B: List of Electrical Maintenance Work]

LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/EI1155 UTS emergency MCC Resetting breaker settings 0:25
P/2012/EI1162 DG control panel To interchange indices 0:25

P/2012/EIl173 Turbine jacking oil pump A Changing 400V power supply 2:23
P/20121E1l168 Condensate pump A Bearing replacement 97:46
P/20121E1235 Veyangoda line 2 Clean and inspection 2:58

insulators and surge arrestors

P/2012/EIl377 Standby DG set Fixing emergency lamp set for 30: 11
generator room

P/20 12/EIl 334 Trash rack A of CW intake To repair the trash rack 357:57
P/2012/EI1336 UA T no: 2 cooling fan To repair oil leakage 19:08
P/20 12/EIl 364 Vacuum pump B Cleaning the cooler 1:32
P/2012/E11372 BFPB To rectify a water leak in 8:40

P/20 I2/E/1374 Generator Replacing carbon brushes 2:27

P/20121E11375 BFPB
Repair the leak of cooling 4:23
water line

P/20 l2/EIl 378 BFP B
Repair the outlet oil & water 7:13
leak

P/20121E11391 BFPB To repair the water leak 6:34

P/20 12/EIl 394 Generator carbon brushes Carbon brush cleaning and 24:38
replacing

P/2012/EI1399 Lube oil purification unit at Om Repair oil leakage from 5:40
vacuum pump

P/2012/EI1400 Condenser steam side vacuum Cleaning the heat exchanger -
pump A

P/2012/EIl418 Vacuum pump B To clean the cooler 1:06

P/20 l21E11438 CW pump cooling sea water Repair the abnormal sound 6:45
pumpB

P/2012/EI1456 Travelling screen flush water To test megger reading
37:20

pump A

P/20 I21E11460 BFPA Repair the oil leakage 1:07

P/2012/EI1461
Travelling screen flush water

Check the motor winding 47:03
pump A

P/2012/E!I463 BFPC general cleaning 1:53

P/2012/EI1464 BFPA Cleaning duplex filter 1:51
Condenser steam side vacuum

Cleaning the heat exchanger
1:19

P120121E11466
pump A
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LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20l2/E/1473
Generator excitation carbon

Replace the brushes
1103:02

brushes

P/20l21E11475
Condenser steam side vacuum Repair the water leakage near 23:50
pumpB heat exchanger

P/20l21E/1481
Condenser steam side vacuum Repair the water leakage near 25:14
pump A heat exchanger

P/20121E11488 Travelling screen A Repair the broken chain 4:23

P/2012!E!lS37 Generator excitation system, Routine maintenance
ET,GT, UAT

P/20l2/EI1541 BFPB Inspection and repair 720:04
P/20l21E/1S82 #3 HP heater drain valve To repair water leak 166:14

P/20 121E1I583 #5 LP heater
Repair leak of continuous 166:00
blow down valve

P/20121E1I 586 BFPA Inspection and repair 641:24:00
P/2012/EIl587 BFPC Inspection and repair 641:19:00
P/20 121E1I596 OCCW heat exchanger A & B To repair the pipe line 645:40

water return pipe

P/20 12/EI 1602
HP bypass oil station

To repair oil leak from oil 694:34
pump

P/20 12IE/J 603
OCCWpumpA

To repair the gland packing 379:40
and bearing

P/20l21E/1615 Travelling screen A Greasing the bearing, 561:20
replacing the drive chain,
replace oil of speed reducer

P/20121E1I618
Water discharge valve at inlet of Replace the valve 552:10
BFPC

P/20l21E11633 CWpumpA&B Replacing gland packing, 511 :27
Changing thrust bearing

P/20121E11653 Insulated phase bus bar 20kY Checking the air leakage of 479:43
bus

P/2012/E/1655 IPB compressor checking the burnt 43 I :40
components inside the panel

P/20121E11662 CCCWpumpB Routine maintenance 296:32

P/20 12/EIl 664 CW pump heat exchanger Pipe cleaning of CW pump 294:30
thrust bearing

P/2012/EI1665 OCCWpumpA Routine maintenance 456:30
P/20121E11666 Seal oil system Clean filters 383: 11

P/20121E1I670 OCCW pump B Routine maintenance 450:17
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LIST OF ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20 12/E/J 681 Jacking oil system Inspection of No 3 bearing 336:40
jacking lift

P/2012/E11683 EH oil system Repair oil leakage 293:52

P/2012/E/1687 Baring gear Inspection 330:38

P/2012/E/1688 Flush water pumps of CW pump painting work
410:33

house

P/2012/E/1714 CCCWpumpA Routine maintenance 147:55

P/2012/EI1719 Condensate pump A Routine maintenance 28:11
P/2012/EI1731 CCCW pump A & B To replace the gland seal 19:29

P/2012/EI1752 CWpumpA&B Inspection of impeller 0:47
condition

P/2012/E/1753 MSV actuator assembly, IV Change filter element 145:35
actuator assembly, GV actuator
assembly

P/2012fEI1797 CW pump outlet valve A & B Changing oil 91 :15

P/2012/E11814 #3 Turbine bearing To inspect jacking oil pressure 22:06

P/2012/E11821 Jacking oil system Install new filter 0:09

P/2012/EI1827 Baring gear To replace packing 7:45

P/2012/EI1831 Condensate transfer pump Replace the water seal 30:10

P/2012/E/1833 Jacking oil pump inlet valve Repair the oil leakage 5:25

P/20 l2/E/l 844 BFPC Repair the earthling 0:51
mechanism of6kV breaker

P/2012/E11845 Travelling screen A & B Repair the chain 26:07

P/2012/E11847 Travelling screen B Repair the chain 5:47

P/2012/E11850 Travelling screen flush water Checking the control cabinet 18:21
pump A of flush water pump

P/2012/EI1851 Travelling screen B Adjust the chain 7:44

P/2012/E11852
CW pump butterfly valve panel

To check power change over 2:50
controller

P/2012/E/1855 Travelling screen flush water Connecting temporary power 25:35
pump A supply for flush water pump A

P/2012/E11859 Insulation phase bus bar Finding out air leakage 62:49

P/2012/EI1860 OCCW pump A & OCCW Repair the leakage through 48:00
debris filter vents, replace valves

P/2012/E/1863 Seal oil H2 side oil tank Floater repair 17:49
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Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20 121E11864 Debris filter A side Check and clean 51:41

P/20 12/E11867 Generator insulated phase bus Disconnect the generator 53:02
bar winding from IPB

P/20121E11869 Generator transformer, ET, Checking the insulation 38:39

P/20121E11871 30% feed water regulating valve To repair the fault 3:32
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LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20 12/E/0 12 BFP C oil cooler inlet pressure Replace the pressure gauge 1:25
gauge

P/20 12/E/07 BFP A minimum recirculation Repair the error in valve 7:02
valve position

P/20 12/E/0 13 The pressure transmitter at the To rectify the incorrect 719:41
outlet ofCW pump B reading of the pump outlet

pressure

P/2012/E/45 GY6 To check its operation variable 0:43

P/2012/E/41 #4,5,6 extraction May To rectify the fault 7:56
P/2012/E/2

No: 02 HP heater water level
To rectify the wrong 154:02
indication at DCS

P/20 12/E/52 # 2 extraction May To rectify the fault 2:15

P/20 12/E/55 No:02 suction extraction May To rectify the unavailability 7:45
operation at DCS

PI2012/E/24 HP bypass valve
To adjust open close feed back

60:22

P/2012/E175
Turbine lube oil pressure Flush & clean the pressure 0:15
transducer transmitter system

P/2012/E170 Condenser ball strainer A DS To rectify the unavailability 0:43
May operation at DCS

P/2012/E/69 Condensate pump B To rectify the variation of 0:52
bearing temperature

P/2012/E178 Level sensor of the EH oil tank To remove alarm appear at 5:45
DCS

P/20 12/E/86 EH oil LL sensor To remove alarm appear at 3:17
DCS

P/20 l2/E/87 The motor driven valve at the To rectify the fault 1:30
outlet of the ball filling room A

P/20 12/E/184 Aux gland seal steam UPST verify the fault in the valve 0:10
regulating valve

P/2012/E/201 No 2 HP heater emergency To calibrate the valve 17:35
drain valve

P/20 12/E/l35 Right side RH STM IlL DRN To replace the FRL unit 0:32

P/2012/E/122 HP bypass valve To fix analog feedback 30:32
connection & adjust its
open/close feedback
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Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/E/91 CW TS A & B flush motor To check remote operation 5:11

P/20111E/203 CW butterfly valve A Checking of opening & 25:39
closing feedback signals

P/20 I1IE/130 Main steam line, HP bypass line Checking the remote operation 218:00
to condenser of main steam

P/2011/E/40 ESP hoppers Repairing the malfunctioning 936:10
of ESP hopper no 141

P/20 II/E/61 CWpumpA&B Modification of existing logics 619:05
related to the CW pumps A &
B

P/20 11/E1155 Condenser cooling water inlet Checking & replacing the 162:54
temp sensor damageRTD

P/20111E/81 Diff pressure switch of filter of To rectify the alarm of filter 426:48
stator cooling water system diff pressure high

P/20 1liE/52 CW bar screen level sensors Repair the level sensors 812:35

P/2011/E/95 Emergency drain valve ofHP
checking the solenoid valve

384:09
heater

P/20 l11E1138 De-aerator water level main Checking the operation of 92:58
regulating valve valve

P/20111EI136 Main steam to gland steam To rectify the defect in the 93:04
UPST regulating valve valve

P/20111E1186 Bypass valve of condenser to To check the operation of 18:20
LP heater valve

P/20111EI139 HP bypass up stream drain
Checking operation of valves

92:43
valve

P/20 11IE/I 37 Feed water regulating valve Checking operation of valves 92:56

P/2011/EI140 Main steam left & right pipe Checking operation of valves 92:45
drains

P/201 liE/53 Gland steam pressure regulating To check signaling and 65:50
motorized valve connecting close/open operation

P/20111E/004 Cooling water inlet & outlet checking the temp probes of 22:20

lines at the condenser the cooling water inlet &
outlet lines at the condenser

P/2011/E/029 Jetty un-loader 1 & 2 computers Network cable repair 2:44
& Ethernet switch

P/2011/E/27 Condenser Checking the outlet water 23:52
temperature

P/20111E/22 BFPB To repair the speed signal of 72:22
BFPB
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Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20 lllE128 Air dryer B at compressor house Repairing of temperature 3:06
control mechanism

P/20lllE/232 Generator stator cooling water To rectify the alarm of gen 748:50
tank stator cooling water tank level

low

P/20 II/E/230 Main steam right pipe drain To rectify the fault in 4:45
close/open & auto/manual

P/20 lllE/231 RTD of condenser cooling
To replace the RTD 5:00

water inlet A steam temp

P/20111E/233
BFP B rotation velocity sensor

To rectify the rotation velocity 4:50
I fault

P/20 l1lE/224 BFP A,B & C checking the speed sensor 22:58
P/20111E1235 OCCW pump outlet header

To rectify the fault in sensor 1:50
pressure sensor

P/20 lllE/268 Condenser ball strainer B down To rectify the fault indicated 4:35
stream MOY in DCS

P/20lllE/290 Pressure switch of generator H2 To rectify the fault indication 5:22
inlet in DCS as gen inlet H2

pressure low

P/20Il/E/279 Feed water regulating upstream To rectify the defect 1:10
valve

P/20 111E/278 CBD Flash tank inlet MOY check the valve operation 0:42
P/20111E/229 Boiler feed water inlet motor To rectify the defect in the 18:41

operated valve valve

P/20 lllE/227 Condenser minimum To rectify the defect of the 19:03
recirculation flow valve valve

P/20 IllE/243 HP bypass pressure regulating check the operation of the 3:45
valve valve

P/20111E/255 DC distribution panel 1 & 2 signal checking 73:13

P120111M1181 BFP A minimum recirculation
To rectify the operation fault

0:05
valve

P/20111E/3 BFP A min recirculation valve To rectify the operation fault 0:47

P/20 111E/593 Main steam header, right, left
To rectify the operation failure

0:28
drains

P/2011lE/380 Main LNS monitor ofDCS Repair the display 22:23
P/20 IllE/595 Gen stator cooling water inlet To rectify the malfunction of 1:06

temperature the sensor
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P/2011/E/411 Steam side vacuum pump A & To remove alarm appear at 1466:07
B sensors DCS

P/201I1E/410 Water side vacuum pump A & To remove alarm appear at 2:l3
B sensors DCS

P/20111M1366 BFP A minimum recirculation
To repair the valve leak 10:30

valve

P/201I1E/452 BFP A minimum recirculation
To rectify the defect

lO:42
valve

P/20111M1370 No.3 HP heater emergency To repair the heater no.2 drain 0:47
drain valve valve

P/2011/E/457
No.3 HP heater emergency To rectify the defect on the 0:48
drain valve valve

P/201l1E/430 Color Vidicon in 220kv GIS To move the equipment for
substation the GIS no 2 construction

work -

P/20111E/471 Right side RH steam inlet drain unavailable operation in DCS 2:15

P/201l1E/470 Steam side vacuum pump B To rectify the alarm appeared 0:29
pressure switch inDCS

P/20111E/289 Pressure gauge at condensate Rectify the malfunctioning of l367:51
pump A sealing water line pressure gauge

P/2011lE/269 UPS 1 & UPS 2 distribution To check ups distribution with -
breaker DCS

P/2011lM/401 #8 LP heater emergency drain Restore the valve operation at 0:30
valve DCS

P/20 IIlE/507 Gen outlet water of stator temp To check whether the 0:32
indicator no:22 indication correct or not

P/2012/E/230 Lube oil tank level LL To rectify alarm appear in 0:35

P/2012/E/220 Generator stator core temp 7, check RTD & rectify the fault 5:34
end finger temp 3

P/2012/E/221 Cooling water pump A temp Rectify the incorrect temp 5:02
monitor value at DCS

P/2012/E/223 Main feed water motorized repair the fault in the valve 3:54
valve

P/20 12/E/l 02 H2 humidity analyzer To repair the alarm of" gen h2 625:49
dryer humidity h2"

P/20l2/E/258 sensor of generator stator To remove abnormal alarm 4:56
coo line: water IlL conductivity

P/2012/E/255 Condenser pump A motor stator To rectify the temp variation 28:51
phase A temp 2
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P!20121E!280 main feed water flow 3 Valve To repair the steam leak 30:56
P/20l2/E/279 CW pump A motor guide To rectify the temp variation if 31: 11

bearing temperature 1 guide bearing

P!2012!E!271 Lube oil tank heater current, To rectify the current and 77:04
lube oil cooler inlet temp sensor temp sensors

P!20I 2!E/270 BFP A, BFP B rotation velocity To correct the above pump 78:22
sensors rotation velocity

P!20121E!299 HP 1st stage metal temperature To rectify the fault indicated 259:09
2 thermo couple in DCS

P!20 12!E!295 GT oil temp 1 sensor To check the variation shown 263:35
atDCS

P!20121E!265 NoA,6 sect extraction To rectify the unavailability 427:15
operation at DCS

P!20 12!E/432 CCCW pump B pump bearing To check the sensor 1:48
temperature sensor

P!20 12/E/425 Residual chlorine analyzer of To rectify the defect 115:41
chlorine dosing system

P/20121E!355 Cooling water pump cooling To rectify the level indicate 572:33
system expansion tank level variation
sensor

P/20 121E/336 Condensate pump B bearing Rectify the fault in the sensor 666:41
temperature sensor

P/20121£/393 Debris filter A drain valve repair the fault condition of 289:00
the valve

I P/2012/E/419 Main feed water flow 8th blow Rectify the water leakage 168:37
down valve

P!20121E!477 CCCW pump A & B discharge To rectify the pressure low 0:01
pressure transmitter

P!20121E!476 BFP B & C inboard thrust To remove the bad signal 1:06
bearing temp probe appeared in DCS

P/2012/E/471 H2 system pressure gauge inlet To replace the pressure gauge 24:52
of the turbine system to rectify the H2 leak

P!20 12!E!457 Condenser pump B bearing To replace a defective 5:28
temp probe temperature probe

P!2012/Mi174 No: 3 HP heater emergency To calibrate the valve 0:55
fresh valve

P!20121E!516 Excitation transformer fan To rectify the alarm of 24:52
excitation TF failure
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P/2012/E/54 Main steam temp 2 To rectify the variation of 25:36
main stem temp 2

P/2012/E/513 Water side vacuum pump A & To rectify the fault labeling of 25:59
B and Steam side vacuum the control mobs

P/2012/E/520 Excitation panel To remove alarm of 'fan fail' 4:34

P/2012/E/515 Outlet water of stator coil temp To rectify the fault indication 25:lO
2 byDCS

P/20121M1172 BFP A minimum recirculation To repair the valve 221:55
valve

P/2012/E/490 BFP A minimum recirculation Replacing a new valve 223:29
valve

P/2012/E/55I HP outNRV To rectify the instrument air 0:35
leak

P/2012/E/297 Mixed flush water valve To check open/close feedback 1871 :29
P/2012/E/589 Boiler feed pump C To remove the above sensor to 20:11

get technical data

P!2012/E/536 CW pump B butterfly valve To repair the fault 433:33

P/2012/E/560 Cooling water tank level sensor To rectify the wrong level 288:45
of CW water pumps indication in DCS

P/20 12/E/64 I OCCW pump B outlet header To rectify the fault 0:37
pressure sensor

P/20 12/E/50 1 DC lube oil pump To repair remote start/stop 0:36
functions

P/2012/E/513 Generator stator cooling water To remove alarm appear in lO:22
differential pressure switch DCS

P/2012/E/551 Steam side vacuum pump B Rectify the fault 23:31
P/2012/E1776 Condensate storage tank to To rectify the fault indication 0:35

condenser flow transmitter

P/2012/E1775 BFP C booster pump filter To rectify the fault appear in 2:18
Differential pressure transmitter DCS

P/2012/E1731 BFP A minimum recirculation To rectify the fault of not open 51:50
valve feed valve at the DCS

P/20l2/E1709 CCCW pump B bearing To check its high value of 5 :55
temperature DCS

P120 12/E/866 Debris filter B drain valve To rectify the fault 23:50
P/2012/E/906 Condenser minimum circulation To rectify the fault in 0:50

flow valve feedback
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P!20 12/E/953 OCCW pump B outlet header To rectify the fault 4:07
pressure sensor

P/20 12/EI1040 Condenser pump A & B inlet Service the electronic cards 95:32
motorized valves

P/2012/EI1061 EH oil pump A & B OIL filter To check the differential 96:01
diff. pressure transducer pressure high alarm

P/2012/EII096 Vacuum break valve To repair its unavailable 20:00
operation

P/20 12/EI1 072 All sensors related to bearing For Inspection 120:53
No 3 & 4 of turbine

P/2012/EII175 CW pump B temperature probe CW pump B temp probe 0:38
repair

P/20121E1305 I & C equipment and panel To clean the outside of all 4560:24
boards at Om level above equipments and panels

P/2012/E/872 Debris filter To remove timer 1124:04
P/2012/EI1178 Pressure switches To calibration 113:28
P/20121E1I128 Debris filter B back wash line Remove motorized part for 229:27

motorized valve manual operation

P/2012/EI1135 Standby power supply of drop To replace power unit 208:10
7/57

P/2012/E/767 BFP A minimum circulation To rectify the remote 1705:59
valve operation

P/2012/EI1184 Chiller plant make up tank To remove above control 43:44
upper level control switch switch

P/2012/E/952 Left side RH STR IlL DRN To rectify fault -
valve

P/2012/EII 195 Jacking oil header pressure To remove above pressure 1:48
switch switch for calibrating

P/2012/M/370 Emergency drain valve ofHP To rectify the defects 1923:02
heater

P/2012/EI1209 Generator turbine end finger Check the high temp valve 0:30
temp 1

P/2012/EII212 CW pump cooling system sea To rectify the fault 2:03
water outlet header pressure
sensor
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P/20l2/EI12l3 Boiler filling line from rectify the fault 2:03
condenser delivery pump

P/20l21E1l224 CW pump A OIL hydraulic To rectify the fault of its 5:20
butterfly valve position wrong valve open position

given to DCS

P/20l21E11252 HEP steam temp 1 Check and rectify the fault 0:22

P/20 12/E/l 264 Condensate to storage tank To stop the water leak at the 0:39
condenser flow reset valve root valve

P/20l2/EI1307 All FRL combination equipment To drain condensate 51:03
in turbine hall

P/20121E11326 Condenser cooling water inlet To check abnormal ofDCS 5:20
pressure transmitter

P/20121E11307 CW pump A outlet hydraulic To check open feedback 0:22
butterfly valve

P/20l2/EI1392 Wave foam recording unit and Replacing communication 0:50
measuring unit cable

P/2012/E/l393 Condensate pump A motor To rectify the temperature 0:27
temperature sensor

P/2012/EI1448 Vacuum oil purification To rectify the fault 7:34
equipment

P/20l21E11479 CW pump A OL hydraulic Repair wrong indication 0:12
butterfly valve

P/2012/EI1487 No: 1 HP heater OL MOV To repair unavailable -
operation at DCS

P/20121E1l493 Vacuum oil purification unit Repair the fault 35:00
P/20l2/EI1518 BFP B minimum recirculation To repair the unavailable 4:25

valve operation

I P/2012/EI1590 Generator stator cooling water Sensor repair 707:01
outlet temperature sensor

i
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P/2012/EI1591 LP bypass and HP bypass To check and repair the fault 768:45
quick open close operation

P/2012/EI1592 BFP A minimum recirculation To repair the position 587:54
valve

P/2012/E/1593 BFP A & C rotating speed To check measuring point 0:00

P/20l2/EI1611 Turbine main oil tank To calibration 398:04
emergency oil discharge valve

P/2012/EII628 Gland steam upstream Repair fault 2:01
regulation valve

P/2012/EI1629 Condenser inlet & outlet 4 Rectify the fault 4:03
valves

P/2012/E/1649 BFPA&C To check and calibrate speed 4:50
sensor

P/20 12/EII 663 GVI, GV4 To calibrate 384:37

P/2012/E11693 CW pump butterfly valve panel To get new power supply for 312:07
board valves

P/20121E/1699 Generator stator cooling water Replace RTD 342:58
inlet temperature

P/2012/EI1702 Turbine lube oil cooler Inlet Replace RTD 338:05
temperature

P/20 12/EI171 5 HP Ist stage metal temperature To replace 6:05
2 thermo couple

P/2012/EI1737 HP 1st stage metal temperature To replace 163:31
2 thermo couple

P/20 121E1I 748 Condenser vacuum pressure To calibrate 234:03
transmitter A

P/2012/E11794 CCCWpumpB To rectify the fault signal 0:28

P/2012/EI1811 Jacking oil pump A To rectify the fault indication -
of current

P/2012/EI1812 Turbine bearing #3 I & C to isolate I & C part in bearing 43:26
equipment for inspection
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ME/T/201l/05 Debris filter Cleaning the debris filter 1:30

P/2011lM/004 RO concentrate pump Repairing of the RO 720:00
concentrate pump

P/20 II IM/13 Lifting device above the Painting 92:24
vacuum pump

P/2011/M/021 BFP A,B,C oil filling 1:00

P/2011lM/022 Condenser ball cleaning device Repair the opening device of 46:33
A collector

P/2011/M/32 Travelling screen at sea water Replace the damaged bearing 29:51
intake of damaged travelling screen

P/20111M!40 Stator cooling water system Cleaning the cooling water 2:20
filters

P/20111M!34 Flush water pump for rotating Repairing the pump A & B 1711:10
screen A & B

P/2011/E/54 Travelling screen no 2 of sea Greasing the bearings 1:42
water intake

P/2011/M/56 rubber ball collecting valve of Repair of rubber ball 48:18
condenser B collecting valve

P/2011/M/60 Generator stator winding water To clean the filter B 1:15
filter B

P/2011/M/61 Travelling screen B(no I in To grease the travelling screen 4:24
local) support bearings

P/2011/M/65 Travelling screen sea water To grease the travelling screen 5: 13
intake no: I side shaft bearings

P/2011/M/64 Debris filter mechanism in-A To check the debris filter due 6:14
side to improper operation

P/2011/M/65 Rotating screen no: I(B) in sea To grease the shaft bearing 7:40
water intake and chain

P/2011lM/75 Sea water intake rotating screen Repair the broken chain 1:28
no 2 mechanism

P/2011/M/81 BFPB Repair the leakage of driving 46:14
bearing of booster pump

P/2011/M/82 BFPC Repair the leakage of bearings 100:50

P/20 IIIE/1 03 BFPC Repair the leakage driving 99:40
bearing of booster pump
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P/20111M183 Lube oil filter A in turbine main clean the filter 18:08
oil tank

P12011/M/85 Sea water secondary filter Inspection of gear mechanism 212:01
A(Debris) & cleaning the filter

P/2011/M/97 Stator cooling water filter A To clean the filter A 14:02

P12011/M/85 Stator cooling water filter B Clean the filter 5:45

P/20111M/89 Continuous blow down tank repair the safety valve 55:16
PI2011/E/I16 Debris filter A Inspection of gear mechanism 209:42

& cleaning the filter

P/2011IMII02 BFPA Cleaning and repair the all oil 138:37
& P/20111E1132 leakages

P/2011/E/145 Emergency drain valve ofHP Replace the valve 113:11
heater no 2 R#3

P120111EI144 MSV and RSV in turbine hall Inspection and repairing 192:07
P/20111M1107 Emergency drain valve of LP Replace the valve 119:53

heater no 6

P/2011/M/98 Y joint that connect with water Welding ofY joint 185:55
drain pipe line of LP heater 5
and drain pipe line of debris
filter B of condenser

PI2011lE/51 Main steam valve Inspecting and repairing 96:27

P/2011/E/146 Emergency drain valve ofLP Replace the valve 94:46
heater no 6

P/2011/EI152 De-aerator water level main Check and repairing the valve 72:47
regulated valve

P12011lMlI08 Main loop regulating valve from check and repairing works for 5723:25
the gland heater to the LP heater valve
no 8

P/20111E/199 RSV2 remove the RSV drive device 77:13

P/2011/MI128 Oil purifier for the turbine main Repair the leakage of the pipe 14:04
oil tank at Om line

P/2011/M/133 Open cycle cooling water Inspection and repair 7:35
system debris filter

P/2011/M1128 Debris filter A Inspection and repairing 123: 15

P/20111M1134 Debris filter A Inspecting and repairing 75:05

P/20111M1137 Jacking oil pump B side filter clean the filter 1:50

P/20111E/237 Jacking oil pump A side filter clean the filter 1:28

P/201 I/E/238 Jacking oil pump B side filter clean the filter 2:33
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

Boiler feed pump A duplex cleaning filters 0:29

P/20111E/230 Turbine main steam valve To inspect the MSV leak 37:35

P/20111M1141 EH oil system Attending the maintenance 4:02
& P/20111E/259 work at the main steam valve

P/20111E/260 RSV valve of reheat steam line Dismantling the valve for 34:45
maintenance work

P/20111M/165 Manual drain valve at gland seal To repair the steam leak from 0:45
steam supply line before the the drain line flange
regulating valve

P/20111M1l64 Main steam performance testing To repair the leak 5:20
point valve at 6.3m level

P/201l1MI167 Sea water pump A of CW pump Repair the water leak of pump 28:40

P/20111M1178 Debris filter A Inspection an if need repairing 3:49
P/2011lE1303 Drain water pumps in the water Servicing pumps and repair 1176:55

pin at 4m level

P/2011lMl180 Strainer on LP water supply line Cleaning the strainers and 11:01
from de-aerator for the BFP A, duplex filter
Duplex filter ofBFP A

P/20111E1368 Travelling screen no:2 Repair the broken chain 0:25
mechanism

P/201111M1192 Duplex filter at BFP C clean the filter 1:10

P/20111M1200 Travelling screen A To tighten the chain drive of 1:05
travelling screen

P/20111E/592 Air relief valve on BFP B Repair the water leak 1:31
booster pump

P/2011lMIl99 BFP B booster pump To repair the leakage, valve at 1: 15
BFP booster pump breather
valve

P/20111M1203 Debris filter A Repair the debris filter 8:57

P/2011/E/431 BFP B booster pump To repair the leakage of air 5:17
blowing valve in the booster
pump

P/20111M1l96 Duplex filter at BFP A clean the filter 6:12

P/20111E/589 Drain water pump at CW pump Repair 2:22
house drain water pit

I P/2011lM!l97 Manual valve for hydrogen Repair leak 4:03
filling & manual valve for

i oxygen filling
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Penn it Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20l1lM/301 Debris filter A cleaning 10:13
P/20lllM/360 Sea water strainers on the To clean filter 6:50

cooling pipe line for the heat
exchanger at CW pump house

P/20111E1435 BFPC clean the strainer 55:26

P/2011IM1359 The strainer between booster clean the strainer 47:42
pump and BFP C

P/2011IMi362 Condensate extraction pump A Filling lube oil 23:45
P/2011lM/364 Debris filter B inspection 72:10
P/2011/M/363 Condenser Side B

--
Opening man holes & inspect 72:48

P/2011IMI371 HP heater no 2 steam side water Replace the valve 3:57IP/20 1l/M/3 72

discharge isolation valve

HP heater no 2 steam side water Replace the valve 9:54
discharge isolation valve

I Pi2011fE/467 Rotating screen A (aux boiler Cleaning the spray nozzles 2:43
I
I side)

P/201 i/M/375 Vacuum pump B steam side Inspection 3:40

P/20lllMl381 Vacuum pump A steam side To clean the heat exchanger 3:05

P/20111E/477 IPB compressor Replace the drain valve 0:58
, P/20111M/384 , BFP B duplex filter ~Iean the filter 1:05

P/20111E1511 Ball cleaning pump A and B Filling oil to the gear box 1:00

PI20111M/404 Duplex filter ofBFP C To clean the filter 1:10
! P/2011lM/405

-
Duplex oil filter at main oil tank To clean the filter 3:00

P/2012iEi42 & Heat exchanger for the CW Opening man holes & inspect 54:17
P/2012/M/14 pumps motor cooling at sea

water intake

P/2012/E/61 MSV &RSV Insulating valve using fire 1:51
resistant cement

PI2012/EI64 & EH oil pump A outlet filter To clean the pump outlet side 1:29
P!20 12/M/32 filter

P/2012/M/28 BFPB To clean the duplex filter 2:38

P/20 I21M133 EH oil pump B outlet filter To clean the filter 3:40

P/201 2/M/026 Condensate pump B Replace gland seal 2:12

P/20 121E158& Condensate extraction pump A To replace gland packing 3:07
P/20l21M124 &B
P/2012/M/013 HP heater 02 Replace primary and 33:45

secondary at steam side water
drain valve
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/20 12/MIl 2 LP bypass line To replace the damaged line 50:37
P/20121M/87 Seal oil system air side no 2 5:30

sealing oil filter

P/2012/M/38 Main lube oil tank To check the joints of all pipes 1:45
P/20121M/53 Main steam valve To apply the cement mixture 212:02

P/2012fM154 Pipe line from de-aerator to LP Section of pipe to be rotate & 126:56
heater no 5 fix for performance test

P/2012/M/61 BFPA,B,C clean the duplex filters 6:55
P/2012/M/63 HP #2 emergency drain control To replace the valve 51:57

valve

P/20121M162 HP heater #2 to #3 normal drain To replace the valve 51:57
line water discharge valve after
the control valve

P/2012/M/78 Condensate transfer pump To replace the water seal 2:40

P/2012/E/202 Condensate transfer pump To replace the water seal 2:13

P/2012fM186 OCCW inlet debris filter To check the mechanism 9:13

P/2012/E/291 Turbine lube oil purifying To replace the belt 223:08
device vacuum pump

P/20 12/MIl 08 Steam side vacuum pump B To clean the plate heat 678:20
& P/2012/E/318 exchanger

P12012/E/322 & Condensate vacuum pump A To clean the plate heat 2:30
P/2012IMII09 exchanger

P/2012/M/114 HP turbine casing To check the steam leak 53:46

P/2012fM1120 Condensate pump B To check the abnormal sound 165:16

P/2012/MI118 Lube oil purifying device To check the abnormal sound 29:20

P/2012/MI117 Steam side vacuum pump B To check the water leak 5:12

P/20121M1116 Sea water circulation pump To clean the heat exchanger 2:51
bearing cooling water heat
exchanger

P/20121M1121 CW motor cooling heat To clean the heat exchanger 3:17
exchanger B

P/20121M1123 CCCW heat exchanger B To weld the air bleeding pipe 4:30
line due to leakage

P/2012/M/122 CCCW heat exchanger A To weld the air bleeding line I: 15
due to leakage of water

P/2012/EIl13 Travelling screen B Cleaning spray needle 5:30
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/EIlO6 Rotating screen flush water Inspection 24:10
pumpB

P/2012/M/84 Shaft driven lube oil pump outer Remove the outer casing 4:22
casing

P/20 121M/89 & Generator seal oil system To replace pickings of the seal 6:05
P/2012/E/260 oil line flange near the no 6

bearing of the turbine

P/2012/M/69 The drain line from HP cylinder To install a manual valve on 363:34

outer casing the line

P/2012/M174 The casing of shaft driven lube To open the casing to inspect 273:43
oil pump of the turbine the pump

P/2012/£/168 NO 5 bearing of turbine and Inspect lube oil and jacking oil 296:03
bearing gear for turbine system and repair leakage

P/2012/E/l78 Sea water travelling screen A & Painting 237:35
B

P/201 2IMJ67 Safety valve of continuous blow Repair the valve 146:34
down tank

P/2012/M/70 The safety valve on the "p water I To replace safety valve on the 192:33
supply pipe line from BFP C LP water supply pipe from

I p~e

P/2012/£/133 Travelling screen A & B Clean drive chain and grease 456:27

P/20 12/M/106 Motorized valve on pipe to de- To repair the leakage 0:28
aerator start up from auxiliary
steam header I

--
P/2012/E!370 Bar screen 1(aux boiler side) Clean the screen 3:42

P/20121M/127 GV3 Insert the locking pin in 699:18
between piston rod and arm

P/2012/M1135 GV6,4,2 To welding of link mechanic 0:51
I ofGV6

P12012/rvI/3 Turbine Lube oil purify device Clean the filters 2:50

Pl2012/M/37 Vacuum pump cooler B side To clean the cooler 26:39

P/2012/M/40 Turbine main lube oil tank Filling oil to the tank 1:08

P/2012/M/41 Duplex filter for turbine lube oil To clean the filters 1:30
cooler of turbine main lube oil
system

I
839:25!P/2011/M/182 Travelling screen flush water I Repair the pump

pump A I
I
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

I Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/M/39 Duplex filter for turbine lube oil repair and clean the filter 1:23
cooler of turbine main lube oil
system

--
P/20 I2/E/81 Boiler blow down pit water Repair 2:56

transfer pump outlet MOV
-.

P/2012!M50 Duplex filter ofBFP A inspect filter 1:13

P/2012/M/49 # 1 HP heater emergency drain Welding of the support 7:42
supporting connection

Pl20 12/E/348 & Debris filter A To repair the gear box of the 10:40
P/20121M1136 debris filter A

P/2012/MJ395 GVI To welding oflink mechanism 1:35
ofGVI

P/2012IMI130 BFP C duplex filter Clean 2:56
P/20121M1134 BFP B duplex filter clean 0:45

P/2012IMI138 Debris filter A To repair the gear box 10:32

P/2012!E/388 Trash rack A of intake maintenance work of trash 50:55
rack

P/2012/MJ140 OCCW pump B Repair the water leakage from 8:48
& P12012/E/407 gland seals of OCCW &

bearing inspection

P/20121M1137 I Travelling screen A & B Replace the guide roller 95:26

P/201 2/MIl 50 I Generator stator cooling water check the pump 2:49
pumpB

P/20I 2!M1147 Generator stator cooling water check the pump 7:50
pumpB

Generator stator cooling water Filling the lube oil 0:23
pump A

P/2012/E/443 & CCW pump A for the CCCW Replace gland packing 6:52
P/2012/M/162 heat exchanger

P12012/MI163 CCCWpumpA To rectify the gland leakage 0:53

P/20 121M1166 CCCWpumpB replace the gland seal 2:53

P/2012/MI167 CCCW pump B To grease the bearing 1:50

P/2012IMI168 Steam side vacuum pump B To clean the heat exchanger 2:55

P/201 21M1169 Steam side vacuum pump A To clean the heat exchanger 2:36
1---.

3:00P/2012IM/173 Condensate pump A strainer To clean

P/20 I21M1184 CCCWpump B To rectify the water leak and 20:40
& P/2012!E/485 bearing inspection
P/2012!M1188 OCCWpump A To tighten the gland 1:II
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/E/486 Steam side vacuum pump B To check the pump 3:08

P/2012/M1143 Trash rack A of intake maintenance work of trash 334:55
rack

&P/20 I2/M/14 I Oil purifier unit Repair the oil leak 27:24

P/2012/E/433 Rotating screen wash pump A To rectify the water leak 6:50

P/2012/E/162 CCCWpump B Replace bearing 53:43

P/2012/M/162 AC EH oil pump B outlet filter Cleaning the filter 2:46
P/20 12/M/I 76 cw motor cooling heat Clean the heat exchanger 12:59

exchanger (aux boiler)

P/2012/M/187 CCCWpump B To repair the water leak 1:37

P/20121M/207 CW pump B outlet valve Check the hydraulic valve 52:34

P/2012/E/548 Travelling screen A & B Replace the drain from 2:14
travelling screen B to
travelling screen A

P/2012/E/541 CW pump B outlet valve repair the fault 93:33

P/2012/E/526 oil purifying system vacuum repair the pump 73:43

L pump

I P/2012/E/469 oil purifying system vacuum Repair the pump 368:45
pump

P/2012/E/330 Sea water intake drainage pump replace the carbon seal 7:10
A&B

P/20 12/M/20 I Condensate transfer pump Replace the water seal 60:20

Imoi2/M/186 Steam side vacuum pump B To check the pump 365:14

IP/2012/M/190
--

Steam side vacuum pump B To check the pump 348:40

I P/20 12/E/57 I Turbine lube oil purifier unit Assemble the vacuum pump 2:26

I P/2012/M/222 BFPC clean the duplex filters 1:15

P/2012/E/564 Steam side vacuum pump B To repair the pump 168: 11

P/20J2/E/S67 & Vacuum oil purifier repair the pump of vacuum oil 1:50
P/2012/M/216 purifier

P/2012/E/566 & Condenser ball cleaning device To repair the coupling 1:12
P/20l21M/217 A
--I P120121M1218 BFP B duplex filter To clean the filter 5:05

P/20 121M/21S Steam side vacuum pump B Repair the pump B 168:36

P/2012INU224 stair case near vacuum pump cut off part of stair case 10:22

P/20 12/M/236 Vacuum pump B heat To clean the heat exchanger 3:04
& P/20 I2/E/648 exchanger

P/2012/M/276 Condenser steam side vacuum To clean the heat exchanger 1:38
& P/2012/E1793 pumpB ~
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/M/281 Condenser steam side vacuum To clean the heat exchanger 3:04
& P120 12/E/802 pump A

P/2012/M/268 Condenser steam side vacuum To clean the heat exchanger 5:50
& P/2012/E/779 pump A

P/2012/M/65 Condenser A & B side water To open the man hole to enter 438:20
drain the condenser tube area for

test

P/2012/rv1J270 Steam side vacuum pump B To clean the heat exchanger 1:55

I P/2012!M/266 BFPA To repair bearing cooling 6:23
& P/20 I2/E/77 I water leak

P/2012/M/279 Steam side vacuum pump B Tighten the vacuum pump 2:30
& P/2012/E/796 lower casing

P/20 12/E/804 & Sealing vacuum oil filter at Checking the problem of oil 8:10
P/2012/iVI/287 6.3m level of turbine hall leakage

P/2012/E/807 Vacuum pump B To clean coolers 2:52

P/2012/Mi237 Vacuum pump A To clean the cooler 2:58

P/2012/M/283 Steam side vacuum pump B To clean the heat exchanger 3:10I Pi2012iEf990 BFPA Check lube oil, examine 794:40
journal & bearing, check
alignment of coupling

P/2012/M/326 I LP turbine safety door LP turbine safety diaphragm i 46:43
replacement

P/2012/E/230 Debris filter A I Replace the coupling bolt 1:33

P/2012/M/327 AC EH oil pump A outlet filter Replace the filter 4:51

P/2012/M/330 Drain valve of circulating pipe Replace the drain valve 3:14
line in between debris filter and
condenser

. P/20 12/M/364 Debris filter B check & repair 191:52

P/2012/M/363 Debris filter A check & repair 191 :52
P/2012/M1367 BFP B booster pump Repair the water leakage of 507:25

the vent valve of booster
pump

P/2012/M/371 Debris filter B ! To check the debris filter 1:58

P/2012/M/368 AC lube oil pump and oil tank-to replace the AClub, ,J I 0:48
pump

l To check uppers side debris
--

P/2012/EII200 J Debris filter of Condenser A 3:50

I side I block
'--------
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/M/329 Lube oil system oil filter Clean the filter 1:21
P/20121M1311 Debris filter B To clean inside 2:07
P/2012/M/309 Debris filter A To repair the debris filter 1:09
P/2012/E/848 OCCW debris filter To check the water leak 31:30
P/2012/M/346 BFPA To check the mechanical seal 49:34

of booster pump end

P/2012/EIl112 Lube oil system return line To clean the return line 2:35
strainers

P/2012/M/353 BFPC To repair the cooling water 36:20
line leak

P/20121M1342 Sea water outlet line from Repair the water leak 122:49
cecw heat exchanger A at Om
level

P/2012/M/354 OCCW system heat exchanger To replace the damaged tube 583:42
P/20121M1361 Jacking oil system To change the oil filters 0:41
P/2012/E/917 Jacking oil system pump B To change the air filters 1:26
P/2012/M/323 OCCWpumpA Replace gland packing 6:41

P/2012/M/315 Debris filter B Cleaning the filter, and check 5:54
& P/20121E1963 the mechanism

P/2012/E/944 Steam side vacuum pump B To clean the cooler 1:17

P/2012/E/896 Air side sealing oil filter of the Clean the filter, repair the oil 18:32
gen oil system leak

P/20121E1918 BFPC To check water leak 12:15

P/2012/E/931 BFPB To clean the duplex filter 1:58
P/20121E1938 Fuel oil gun comer 2 Be layer Inspect the nozzle 1:31
P/2012/E/939 OCCWpump A To replace the gland 8:19

P/2012/M/287 Vacuum pump A To check the cooler 2:50

P/20121E1639 oeew debris filter Check and repair 1093:31

P/2012/EIl028 CCCWpumpB replace impeller 171:06

P/2012/M/349 Debris filter A To check the viper mechanism 44:07

P/20 12/EIl 087 Debris filter A & B To check the viper mechanism 41:05

P/2012/EIl108 Debris filter B Repair the gear box 12:20

P/2012/M/350 Debris filter B To check the viper mechanism 57:29

P/2012/M/365 OCCWpump A To replace the gland packing 6:40

P/2012/M/336 Heat exchanger of main cooling cleaning the heat exchanger 334:32
water motor bearing

P/2012/M/344 #3 & #4 main journal bearing of To replace the bearing 237:26
turbine
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Equipme~------'

I
\V ork Carried Out Duration

hh:mm

! Replace oil packing, replace 61:35
I cooling water packing

routing maintenance 74:52
_._---

Replace the stud for the gland 2:04
! bush
I "---

repair the broken chain 2:09

Work Permit
Number

P/20 12/E/883 & BFP A
P/2012/M/295

t~~:~:31~: ~:~mpB --4
I P/2012/M;3~ Travelling screen A ercw ~
i i pump house ~~~OI~~3~_J~::~e:s"s;;;am s;dovacuum -1Toclean tllOheatexchanger-l 1,581

II P/2012/M/384 I Travelling screel;-S---- Greasing the chain and I 4:56
bearing

I P/20 12/1\1/3871 Feed water regulation upstream Rep,·-:-dr-t---h--e--:cle-a-:ck-a-ge-of-=-w-at-·e-,r--+----0.,.-:-:c2-:-3-l

I motorized valve from the gland follower
! -~---~~~-~~~---l---~~~

I
rF.P/20127~';i/3·98-i Travelling screen Bate CW I Greasing of bearing ofTS B 23:33

pump house +
rrI2012/rv1l39S--t--T-ra-velling screen B of intake I repair the broken chain I 3: 15

~OI2/M!401 BFP A duplex filter =tr~~~~the filter I 6:40

~:/2012(M/406 Vacuum pur:np A I To clean the cooier A I I~~

f--~/~ l2/~/] 302 Condenser vacuum pump B Icleaning the cooler ~_
P/2012/M/409 De-aerator ~ To tighten the man hole bolts I 0:31

I P12012/E!1301 Lube oil system ~outing maintenance T 1:25
P/2012lF/13 ~~_ILube oil purification device ~o replace !~~:)tOrcoupling _. J 1:35I "/2012/M/322 D,b,;, filter B TG repla" tho ge", box I n15
P/2012/M/37S OCCW system debris fiiter To check the abnormal sOllnd 1:54
P/2012/E11229 OCCW system debris filter unit Rectifying fault 804:29

I P/2012/Ei1249 t.g:0ndensate pump B To tight the gland seal 2:54

~

P/2012/'Mi386 __ I Vacuum pump A To repair the water leakage at -
de-min water line--------------1~~

P/2012/M/071 EH oil system To ti.lter the EH oil 329:09

P/20 12/EIl 176 Submerged pump at condenser To repair -
I pitA &B

1:37

P/201 2/M/390 No 3 heater emergency drain To rectify the water leakage 7:18
-- ---1--------,-:-------:--:-.- ----------------+------1

P/2012/E11268 Vacuum pump B steam side To clean the cooler 2: 16

P/2012/M/393 Steam side vacuum pump A To clean the cooler 1:05

P/2012/M/400 MOV at de-aerator start up line To tighten the gland seal 0:12
from aux. steam header

To clean heat exchangerI P120 12/lW4 J 5 Condenser steam side vacuum
____ . ~~~~ ~ -L J
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit
Number

Work Carried Out Duration
hh:mm

Equipment

P/2012iM/4l6 Top up oil to main lube oil
tank

2:28Turbine main lube oil tank

Tighten the gland of manual

valve
0:18

P/2012/M/419 BFP A Cleaning the filter A 1:06
r------------~----------------------+_--------------------~------~

P/2012/~V420 BFP A & BFP B ./cleaning the duplex filter 1:51
l:!22012/r\'I/~_2_1__ f--B_F_P_A . ._ Cleaning the duplex filter 0:55
I Pi2012ftv"J422 BFPB JDuplex filter oil leak repair 0:58I PI2012!M/424 BFP B I To "P';' t,e ""'e.-leak I 4:20

P/2012/M/425 BFP B To repair the leakage of 4:05
cooling/sealing water line for I

F non drive main pump bearing

P/2012/M/426 BFP B To repair the oil leak and
water leak

P/2012/M/417 HP heater no 3 emergency drain

line

7:18

P/2012/M/429 BFP B To repair the water leak 4:39

1:20P!2012fM1430 BFP C To clean the duplex filter and
i topping up oil

~PI20121M/432r~ To oJ"n the duplex filt"

I
P/20i2!M;433~cond~nser steam side vac~ Cleaning the filter

pump A I
1----------- -:----:----:----=-:----'-- ------.....J
..~20!:01/436_ ~FP ~ .. I To "lean the duplex filter I - 0:39
P12012/Mj43~ Vacuum pump B-------l~;l·t~eheat exchanger f 1:08

P/2012/M/442 CW pump cooling system sea -rro repair the abnormal sound 6:40

water pump B l
P/2012/M/444 seal oil purifier unit -.----- Cleaning the filters, c1eaning-19:lOl the base frame $'
P/2012/M/445 I Stearn side vacuum pump A To clean heat exchanger -- - 1:21

P/~_~12,'~ifI448--- Cond~~;se;:-vacuum pump B 1--:0 repair the water leak .__ 23:57.-

P/2012/M/451 Relief valve of the LP turbine I To replace the safety 8:20
diaphragm I-------------------+---'----=_.----------- -------

P/2012/M/S44 CW pump motor cooling heat cleaning the heat exchanger 9:27
.--------

P/2012/M/547 BFP B Filling lube oil 1:05

I P12012/M1550 Jacking oil pressure header Th replace the pressur~ gauge 0:20

_____ ._~ pressure gauge ----.---!--------,----:--:--::::-------+-----=--=-=--1
t~/20 i2!Iv~~~~ I BFP A .duplex filter To clean the duplex filter O_:~~
lP/2012lM/56j i Llioe 011 duplex ~Jter_~==-~-:JC-!~-;~the filter element J :06

0:30

--
1:27
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LIST OF MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Work Permit Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
Number hh:mm

P/2012/M/564 BFPB Inspection and repair 717:05
P/20121M1567 Warming up line from #4 To repair steam leak 168:54

extraction to HP bypass line

P/20121M/568 #3 HP water emergency drain To repair the water leak 166:45
manual valve

1----
P/2012/M/571 BFPA Feed water pump inlet and 642:15

outlet strainer cleaning

P/2012!Ml572 BFPC Feed water pump inlet and 642:00

[PI2012/M/574

outlet strainer cleaning

No 5 LP heater continuous blow down valve 142:31
leak repair

P/20121M1575 H2 supply line No I Replace defective regulating 431:20
valve

P/20121M1577 The electrically operated valve To calibrate the valve 388:07
I of turbine oil tank emergency

discharge

P/2012/M/580 Stator winding cooling system To repair the leakage 449:39

P/2012/M/58I Condenser A & B side To open manholes and inspect 504:40
P/20121M/582 Seal oil system To replace leaking bypass 382:54

valve ofH2 side of oil system
& clean filters

P/2012/M/583 H2 pipeline from Omto 12-5m To repair H2 leaks 414:47

P/2012/M/585 De-aerator blow down tank To tighten the manhole bolts 307:42
close to de-aerator

P120121M/588 Jacking oil system To install new filter 0:08

P/2012/M/590 Condenser B side inlet line To replace the valve 4:55
drain valve

P/2012/M/592 OCCW debris filter To repair the water leakage 17:45

wio 121M/593 OCCW heat exchanger B To repair the leakage 57:45

P/20121M/594 OCCW pump A To repair the water leak 57:15
P/20 121M/595 IOCCWpumpB To repair the 17:30

upstream/downstream vent
valves

P/2012/M/596 H2 seal oil tank B side To repair the oil tank 3:45
mechanical floating switch

-
P/20 12/NI/597 Debris filter A side To clean the filter 52:05

P/20121M/598 BFPA&BFPB To clean duplex filter 4:15
~-
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[Appendix - E: List of Outages of Individual Components of cwsJ

OUTAGE DATA OF FIXED SCREEN A

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)

3/13/128:00 3/13/1211:42 3:42
3/20/127:15 3/22/12 10:10 50:55
3/26/129:50 4/9/128:45 334:55

10/5/12 11:33 10/20112 9:30 357:57

OUTAGE DATA OF TRAVELLING SCREEN A

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)
9/1/11 20:24 9/3/11 18:25 46:01
9/6111 10:41 11116/11 17:51 1711:10

11/16111 18:00 12/21/11 17:25 839:25,- 11171128:49 1/17/1214:00 5: 11
1/25/129:53 2/13/12 10:20 456:27

I 3/10/20125:30 3/10/201212:40 7:10
3111/20127:55 3111/2012 13:00 5:05
3/13/20126:15 3113/2012 12:00 5:45
3/22/12 10:19 3/26/129:45 95:26
4/2/12 10:45 4/2/12 17:35 6:50

4/30112 11:10 4/30112 13:24 2:14
9116/201221:31 9116/201223:40 2:09

11/2112 22:45 1l/4112 12:05 37:20
111411214:57 11/6/12 14:00 47:03
1119/12 2:00 1119/12 6:23 4:23
12/1/128:15 12/24/12 17:35 561:20

12/27/2012 8:00 12/28/201210:07 26:07

L 12/28/201211:13 12/29/2012 12:48 25:35
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[Appendix - E: List of Outages of Individual Components of cwsJ

OUTAGE DATA OF TRAVELLING SCREEN B

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMIDD!YY hh:mm) (MM/DD!YY hh.mrn)
9/6/11 10:41 11116111 17:51 1711:10

12/20111 9: 15 12/20111 12:30 3:15
11171128:49 1117/12 14:00 5: 11
11191129:10 11201129:20 24:10

1120/12 10:05 1120/12 15:35 5:30
1125/12 9:53 2113112 10:20 456:27

3113/20126:15 3113/2012 12:00 5:45
3/22112 10:19 3/26/1 2 9:45 95:26
4/30/12 11:10 4/30/12 13:24 2:14

9117/2012 14:01 9117/2012 18:57 4:56
9/2112012 16:37 9/2112012 19:52 3:15
9/24/2012 10:15 9/25/20129:48 23:33
12/8/2012 15:02 12/25/2012 17:35 410:33
12/27/20128:00 12/28/2012 10:07 26:07

12/28/2012 10:07 12/28/2012 16:00 5:53

OUTAGE DATA OF COOLING WATER PUMP A

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMlDD!YY hh:mm) (MM/DD!YY hh:mm)
9114111 15:42 10110111 10:47 619:05

2/6112 10:42 21101128:20 93:38
2/23112 8:50 2/24/12 16:01 31: 11
2/28/12 8:32 3/1112 15:50 55:18

12/3/12 10:08 12/24112 17:35 511:27

OUTAGE DATA OF COOLING WATER PUMP B

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMlDD!YY hh:mm) (MMIDDIYY hh:mm)
9114111 15:42 10110111 10:47 619:05
2111112 10:30 2/121128:40 22:10
8/2911216:16 8/29/12 18:45 2:29
9/3/1214:12 9/3112 14:50 0:38

9/6/2012 14:25 9/6/2012 16:29 2:04
12/3112 10:08 12/24112 17:35 511 :27
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[Appendix - E: List of Outages of Individual Components of CWSJ

OUTAGE DATA OF DEBRIS FILTER A

Time Period ~ Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

IDOIYY hh.rnm) (MM/ODIYY hh:mm)1----
7/12/11 9:07 7/12111 19:50 10:43

7/14/1 1 23:45 7/15/11 5:50 6:05---
7/18/11 0:00 7/18/116:03 6:03

__ 7/19/11 23:~~_ 7120/114:16 4:20---
7/20/1123:21 7/21/11 4:24 5:03-------
7/22111 23: 16 7/23/11 4:56 5:40---- I-- --
7/24/11 23 :50 7/25111 5:00 5:10--- -_.- -------------

I7/27/11 O~ 7/27/11 4:40 I 3:50
---7in/ullisT-- 7/281114:& - 5:05

- 7/29111 0:40 r 7/29/1121:50 I 21:10

9/21!l1 II;0U= 9/21/11 17:]4T __ 6:14
9/29/1122:18 10/8/11 16F-00 209:42

~__ 10112111 12:,-is ! _-=-lonsml ~:50_ --75:05
I 11/15/11 18:30 I 11/161119:14 14:44 !

t
i~~~- 11130/1.l~:5Q.._j 11/30/11 18:07 12:1_iJ

________ 12_/~~!.l9:00_L._ 12/2111 12:20 27:20
~____ 12/10111 12:45 I 12/15/11 16:00 123:15
I "/21/i29-45 4/2/12 10-45 289:00

1:00---
2:10---~---.--'
1:09
1:33-----

44:07--
191:52

9:40
52:05

-' -r- 1--
6il9/20124:30 6/19/20125:30----u=----- iU -t- ____ ~2/~Ol..? 3:29_______ 7/~~~91}~30 ____

7/26/201218;55 I 7/26/2012 20;~
f------- 8i9/20 1-29~31l------8/9/20 Iii1:04

---f--- 1------------
8/22/2012 14:21 i _ 8/24/20!1...!O:28
8/27/2012 15:40 ! 9/4/201215}1....1-_

-- t--

9/7/2012 13:00 9/7/2012 22:40 ---
12/29/2012 15:00 12/3112012 19:05
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[Appendix - B: List of Outages of Individual Components of CWSJ

OUTAGE DATA OF DEBRIS FILTER B

.---
Time Period Outage Duration--

From To (hh:mm)
(MM/DD!YY hh:mm) (MM/DD!YY hh:mm)

12/9111 15:40 12112111 15:50 72:10
5/2112012 18:25 5/23/2012 0:00 29:35

7119/129:25 7/201129:15 23:50
7/20/12 14:04 7/25/12 10:08 116:04-- --

7/28/20127:30 7/28/2012 15:35 8:05
I --

7/28/201229:25 I 7/29/20125:50 9:25

-- 7/29/201223:40 I 7/30/20125:50 6-10
- ------------ 1-- . --

7/30/2012 9:50 7/30/201221 :30 11:40

F 7/31120)20:30 7/311201211:00 10:3E
7/3112012 15:30 7/311201221:00 5:30

8/1120120:15 8/1/20125:15 5:00l-f 8/1120129:50 8/1/2012 18:15 8:25
8/2/2012 0:00 8/2/2012 12:45 12:45

I 8/2/2012 12:45 8/5/2012 18:00 77:15

E 8/22/2012 14:21 8/241201223:50 57:29--
8/26/12 20:28 9/5/129:55 229:27

L 9/7/2012 13:00 9/7/201222:40 9:40

OUTAGE DATA OF COOLING WATER PUMP A OUTLET VALVE

~ -- Time Period Outa~J~_!::~~tior:__

I From if To (hh:mm)
~ (Mlvl/DD!YY hh.mrn) _ (J\tli\:~DD/YY hh:mm) _
l___ 1019/1~ 8:52 10/10111 10:31 _ 25:39

~

9/12/12 9:~5 9/12/12 14:35 5:20
_________ 10/411210:21 _ 10/4112 11:59 --=-~=~81

I 11/7/1217:20 11/7/1217:321 0:12r~- 12/9/12 10:~9_~=~2/22/12lO:57t----- 312:07
L--__ 12/2211210:57 L 12/24/2012 13:~1_ __91:1~
'- 12/28/2(~~~~~O ~ 12/28/201211:~ 2:50
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[Appendix - E: List of Outages ofIndividual Components of CWSJ

OUTAGE DATA OF COOLING WATER PUMP B OUTLET VALVE

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMlDDNY hh:mm) (MMIDDNY hh:mm)
4/1112 11:24

1

5/1/12 11:05 719:41
5/15/1211:05 336:005/1/12 11:05

12/9/12 10:50 12/22/12 10:57 312:07
12/22/12 10:57 12/24/2012 13:45 50:48

12/28/20128:20 12/28/2012 11: 10 2:50

OUTAGE DATA OF CONDENSER A SIDE
--

Time Period Outage Duration_.
From To

(MMIDDNY (MMlDDNY (hh:mm)
hh:mm) hh:mm)

1126/2012 11:01 2/13/201217:21 438:20:00
12/3/2012 17:00 12/24/2012 17:40 504:40:00

OUTAGE DATA OF CONDENSER B SIDEh .Time Period Outage Duration
From To

~M'DD/YY (MMIDDNY (hh:mm)
hh:mm) hh:mm)
12/9/11 14:56 12/12/11 15:44 72:48:00

-
I 1126/2012 11:01 2113/2012 17:21 438:20:00
112/3/2012 l7:00 12/24/2012 17:40 504:40:00

OUTAGE DATA OF CONDENSER BALL CLEANING SYSTEM A

~---------------------------.------------~i Time Period

(hh:mm)

Outage Duration
From To

(MMlDDNY (MMlDDNY
hh:mm) hh.mrn)
8/26/11 14:25 8/28/11 12:58 46:33:00
9/18/11 8:35 9/18/11 15:05 6:30:00

I 9(20/11 8:28 9/20/11 10:21 1:53:00
~2J/11 9:07 9/26/11 14-:4:-5:-I,I--------:-12::-:5::-:3::-:8::-:0:-:0',-l
r------------~----------------------------··-l 12/29111 14:2_0_+ 12_/2_9_/_11__15_:2_0--+ 1.,-_:_OO_:.-.,--0?_
,---111111210:'17 1111/1211:00 0:43:00

---. --i 1/16/1215:50t- 1/16/1217:20 1:30:00l 5/7/2012 J5:0~, __ 5_/7_/_20_1_2__1_6_=_:-~~-+-~-.======1=:=12=:-:-O_O~
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[Appendix --E: List of Outages ofIndividual Components ofC~VSJ

OUTAGE DATA OF CONUENSER BALL CLEANING SYSTEM B

I

i Tin"!e Periodr------ Fro~;----r------fo
I (JvUvVDDiYY E/MfVVDDiYYi hh:mm) hh.nun)
1- 9/15/11 i1:22 -- 9/17;Ti_11~~
~ 9/18111 8:35 9/18111 15:0
~201l1 8:28 i 9/20/11 10:2r--~~~~m1~~~;::::;;
L 12/29/11 14:20 I 12/29/11 15:2

Outage D~on I-l
(hh:mm) I

---- --
0 4&:18:00
5 6:30:00
1 1:53:00
5 125:38:00

--
0 4:35:00
0 1:00:00 I
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[Appendix - F: List of Outages of Individual Components of CCCW and OCCW Systems]

OUTAGE DATA OF CCCW PUMP A

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)
1/25112 8: 10 1127112 15:00 54:50
4/4/12 10:36 4/4/12 17:28 6:52
4/4/1220:30 4/411221:23 0:53

4111/12 10:06 4111112 10:07 0:01
12/12/2012 10:07 12118/201214:02 147:55

OUTAGE DATA OF CCCW PUMP B

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMIDDIYY hh:mm) (MMIDDIYY hh:mm)
11411213:49 1/4/12 16:00 2:11
1/25/128:10 1127112 15:00 54:50

3/29112 14:02 3/29112 15:50 1:48
4/5/12 13:57 4/5/12 16:50 2:53
4/6/129:12 4/6/1211:02 1:50
4/9/128:43 4111112 14:26 53:43

4/16/12 15:00 4/17/1211:40 20:40
4/17/1214:40 4/1711216:17 1:37
6/12/12 11:07 6/12/12 17:02 5:55

8/14/20127:12 8/21/2012 10:18 171:06
12/6/20125:30 12118/2012 14:02 296:32

12/20/2012 14:56 12/20/2012 15:24 0:28

OUTAGE DATA OF HEAT EXCHANGER A

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMIDDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)
3/11/129:10 3/11/12 10:25 1:15

8/4/2012 10:58 8/28/2012 18:40 583:42
11/28112 11:30 12/251129:10 645:40
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[Appendix - F: List of Outages of Individual Components of CCCW and OCCW Systems]

OUTAGE DATA OF HEAT EXCHANGER B

Time Period Outage Duration
--

From To (hh:mm)
(MMIDDIYY hh:mm) (MMfDDIYY hh:mm)

7/19/11 16:00 8/16/11 10:20 666:20
3111112]1:10 3111/12 15:40 4:30

11128112 11:30 12/251129:10 645:40
12/29/201214:15 1/1/20130:00 57:45

OUTAGE DATA OF OCCW PUMP A

I
Time Period Outage Duration

From To (hh:mm)
(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMIDDIYY hh:mm)

10/12111 9:27 10112111 17:20 7:53
1127/12 15:06 2/5/12 8: 12 209:06
4/1711216:58 4/17/12 18:09 1: 11
5/28/129:58 5/28/12 10:35 0:37
7/251128:37 7/25/12 14:40 6:03

7/27/2012 10:46 7/27/2012 19:05 8:19
7/30/129:21 7/30/12 13:28 4:07

8/3/2012 10:40 8/3/2012 17:21 6:41
--

8/31/20129:35 8/311201216:15 6:40
11/29/12 14:45 12/15/12 10:25 379:~
12/15/12 10:25 12/25/2012 10:00 239:35

-
12/29/2012 12:54 12/31/2012 12:54 48:0~

~. -- -

~ Outage Duratio~-
(hh:mm)

nm)
.8:12 209:06
18:07 I 8:48
10:35 0:37
13:28 4:07
10:06 450:17

8:~ 17:30

OUTAGE DATA OF OCCW PUMP B

,- Tim_-=-=-=---ePr---=e:..::..:ri'-=--od=----__ --=---- __r--- From To
I (MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMIDDIYY hh:r

1127112 15:06 2/5/12
3/24/1~_9:191 3/24/12

1-- 5_/2_8_/129:58I 5/28/12
7/301129:W 7/30112

1--__ l_2_/6~/2-0-1~ 12/25/2012
12/29/2012 15:~O I 12/30/2012L
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[Appendix - F: List of Outages of Individual Components of CCCW and OCCW Systems]

OUTAGE DATA OF OCCW DEBRlS FiLTER

r
I Time Period Outage DurationI
I

(hh:mm)i From To
I~~M/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMIDDIYY hh:rnm)
I 10~12/119:40 10/12/11 17:15 7:35t: 2/16/129:12 2/16112 18:25 9:13

5128120125:32 7112/2012 19:03 1093:31
7/17/20128:57 711812012 16:27 31:30
9114/2012 9:06 9/14/2012 11:00 1:54

9/14/2012 11:31 10118/20120:00 804:29
I 12/29/2012 12:54 12/31/2012 12:54 48:00
L
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[Appendix - G: List of Outages of Individual Components of Cooling Water Pump Motor

and Bearing Cooling System]

SEA WATER PUMP

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MM/DDIYY hh:mm)
111611114:05 11/7111 18:45 28:40
9/10/1214:17 9110112 16:20 29:40

10/30/2012 15:35 10/30/201222:15 6:40

FRESH WATER PUMP

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MMlDDIYY hh:mm) (MM/DDIYY hh:mm)
4/27/129:57 4/27/1220:44 10:47

HEAT EXCHANGER

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)
1/7/129:54 119/12 16:11 54:17
3/8/12 0:55 3/8/123:46 2:51

31101123:00 31101126:17 3:17
4/121123:11 4/12/12 16:10 12:59

8117/20129:59 8/3112012 8:31 13:59
1118/2012 12:30 1118/201221 :57 9:27
12/6/20129:20 12118/2012 15:50 294:30

EXPANSION TANK

Time Period Outage Duration
From To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDIYY hh:mm) (MMlDDIYY hh:mm)
3/9/12 13:57 4/2/12 10:30 572:33
5/3/12 10:15 5115/12 11:00 288:45
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[Appendix - G: List of Outages of Individual Components of Cooling Water Pump Motor

and Bearing Cooling System]

PIPE LINE

Time Period Outage Duration
From ---r- To (hh:mm)

(MM/DDNY hh.mrn) I (MM/DDNY hh:mm)
~-----3/91129:17T 5/301120:00 1958:43:00
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[Appendix - H: List of Failure Data of BFPsJ

LIST OF FAILURE DATA OF BFPS

Equipment Work Carried Out Duration
hh:mm

BFPA,B,C oil filling 1:00
BFPB Repair the leakage of driving bearing 46:14

of booster pump
BFPC Repair the leakage of bearings 100:50

BFPC Repair the leakage driving bearing of 99:40
booster pump

BFPA Cleaning and repair the all oil leakages 138:37
Boiler feed pump A duplex cleaning filters 0:29
filter
Duplex filter at BFP C clean the filter 1:10
BFP B booster pump To repair the leakage, valve at BFP I: 15

booster pump breather valve
BFP B booster pump To repair the leakage of air blowing 5:17

valve in the booster pump
Duplex filter at BFP A clean the filter 6:12
BFPC clean the strainer 55:26
The strainer between booster clean the strainer 47:42
pump and BFP C
BFP B duplex filter To clean the filter 1:05
Duplex filter ofBFP C To clean the filter 1:10
BFPB To clean the duplex filter 2:38
BFPA,B,C clean the duplex filters 6:55
Duplex filter of BFP A inspect filter 1:13
BFP C duplex filter Clean 2:56
BFP B duplex filter clean 0:45
BFPC clean the duplex filters 1:15
BFP B duplex filter To clean the filter 5:05
BFPA Routing maintenance 27:35
BFPB Routing maintenance 8:30
BFPC painting work 44:24
BFP C motor heater CB repair the damage of central terminal 3:17
Air relief valve on BFP B Repair the water leak 1:31
BFP C oil cooler inlet Replace the pressure gauge 1:25

~-
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LIST OFF)"H.,URE DATA OF HFJ'S

l
i---------E-~iuipn~eilt----------r_,---- -- - -------:::\j~:i:k-C;~~~:;'~;~i-b~t--------- r-----Dui~tio~---!

I I I
! ! i hh:mm i
t---.-------- ....---- --.- ..-----------. ---._,..------(_... -.'.",--.".-----.- •. -., ._.M. ._.:. ._._ ----_;- __ . - ~
I T5FP l'1, minimum recirculation I Repair the error in valve position I -/:02 I
I 1 'I - !i varve I
r-;::----:;-----------------------,------;:;:;------- ---------;--------,------1----------Lm,p B 120 repair the speed signal ofBFP B 72:22
l-BFPB~~)tatConvelocity sel;~~ I Tm;c-iifY~otation ;cl~city fault -----4-:-50
i -13 FP A,B & C---------r checking the speed sensor 22:58

II-BFP-A-~inimum recirculati~m -rrc rectify the operation fault ~ 0:05
valve !

f---- --------+------------------ - -------

~

BFP A min recirculation valve tlTo rectify the operation fault 0:47
------ - - -------------------------r-------
BFP A minimum recirculation To repair the valve leak i 10:30

~valve I t11lFP A n;inimum reci.-c.;iationTTorectiiYthedef~ct --------- ---10:42

~~;eA,BFP B !'Otatio;---n~~;o~rect~t!;e abov~ PU;IP rotation T---- 78:22
L~~locity Se!1S0rS _-Lelocity ( _
I BFP A minimum recirculation I' To repair the valve I 221:55
I valve L ,!
I BFPA-;:nini~lUm recircul~tion--I-Repjacing-a ~ew valve 1--- 223:29
I valve I ,

Boiler feed pump C -tro remove the above sensor to get --1---
_ _.G.echnical data 1----------1

BFP C booster pump filter I To rectify the fault appear in DCs I 2: 18

;:!::::;l pressure I t=:J
20:11

I BFP A minimum recirculation To rectify the fault of not open feed 51:50
valve valve at the DCS

f--- -
BFPA To repair bearing cooling water leak 6:23

-
BFPA Check lube oil, examine journal & 794:40

bearing, check alignment of coupling
-- --
BFP B booster pump Repair the water leakage of the vent 507:25

valve of booster pump +-
BFPA To check the mechanical seal of 49:34

booster pump end I
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[Appendix - H: List of Failure Data ofBFP~J

LIST OF FAILURE DATA OF BFPS

rii~FPc~~~Uipment ----J:P~
r BFP ("----··---------l-To check w

I ~~yB-_ -.-=f To clean th
~FP A I Replace 01rBf1>~---- ..---j-::~:~::~~;;~=~~filter--:==-i~~~~::~
i BFP A & BFP B I cleaning th

,-Boiler f~~~Twater PUl;;P-A---··r~hecking the motor beater 5: 14
, motor heaters i

!t3FPA minimum circulation --t~o ~~ctify th;;emote operation 1705 :59

I val~~____ _~_ -------:--::-:-1

l_~~~;~~_=·=~=-=_=_~_=J·~~~;l::~~;::_~;i~~;:~t~=-~~~~
I BFP B j7ro repair the water leak 4:201-------- -----i--1~-;-:epair the !e~lGl.ge;f-------r-
i Bf? B J cooling/sealing water line for non i 4:05
i drive main pomp bearing I
}-------------*-_... ._------ - --------------- ---------.-- -.,.---------_ ..
I BFPB i To repair the oil leak and water leak I 7:18
~--T:-;:':::---'---'-----'--- -------+--;.-------~-~- -._----:,---_.._-_._----------;-.-----------;

! t:'t'll B I ro repair tne water leak 1 4:39 1__. ._ _ _._ .._._._.__'- .._. ._. ._. ._..__ ._ ..__ ;- J

.1
PI,'I, l~· ! '1'0 clean the duplex filter and topping II" .'){\ II
L! . I L ..v

h11~i;-;~------'------ ·-----·---1-t~~~~~~ntll;-dupl~-fiiter-·..---------j--- ---.--O~3() j
r-Btl--;·A---·--·--·~--·-·-·..··-·-I-1~~iean the duplex filter ---r----O~39J
!"BFiB-----·------·----:-piUing 1ube oil r 1:05 I

[B!~_:~!l~pl~~(filt~f -=~~=~__rTo~i~~th~dllPlex filter. I--==- 0:2D
I 91.'7PB I Inspection and repair I 717:05 I

i·-~~~:;;-~--·-·-----·---·--·--jF;;dwater pump inlet and outlet ·--t----~42: 15 1

L . . ._. L~!I:~}_~~!.~!_~~~ing________ . J I
I BFP C ! Feed water pump inlet and outlet I 642:00 I

, : strainer cleaning I
'--.--------- -----··-·--t·---·-·-----·-·-·----·---,-·---··--·-·--:-:-l

I BF~ ~-~~~-~~~---------.i-:~?~:~~~~~~l~:~~,~:.~~:~~~_;::~.". j .__~.~15~
. BFP Bid) rectify a wa•.er leak 1.1 pump e•.d I 8.40..J1 ._ .. _. . ._. __ •__ ._._ .. __ ... ..__ ... ._. . .. ... _. .--

Work Carried Out Duration
hh:mm

-
he cooling water line leak 36:20

-- -_.
ater leak 12: 15
e duplex filter 1:58

1packing, replace cooling 61 :35
mg I---.-----. ._-----_._._-j
intenance 74:521

e filter 6:40"
---_ ..---

e filter A 1:06
e duplex filter 1:51
----- --
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[Appendix - H: List of Failure Dtua ofBFP~J

LIST OF FAILURE DATA OF BFPS

Cliq,;iPment ------T- WorkCarriedOut I Duration
¢hh:mm

. BFP B -----------'Rej;air the leak of c~oling water line 4:23llipIl - ____Repairthe·outletoil & water=t= 7: 13
BFP B To repair the water leak 6:34

-I BFP A Repair the oil leakage 1:07

BFP C general cleaning 1:53
--_._-- --_.

BFPA Cleaning duplex filter 1:51
------.---.-
BFPB Inspection and repair 720:04

r-- --_._- -
BFPA pnsp~ction~nd repair 641:24

------

rBFPC Inspection and repair 641:19
--f---- - .------

BFPC Repair the earth mechanism of 6kV 0:51
breaker

BFP B minimum recirculation To repair the unavailable operation 4:25
valve

BFP A minimum recirculation I To repair the position indicator 587:54
valve I
BFP A & C rotatingspee~check measuringpoint 0:05
sensor

I BFP A & C I To checkandcalibratespeedsensor
BFP B minimum recirculation I To repair the unavailable operation 4:25

rvalve t
BFP A minimum recirculation To repair the position indicator 587:54

i valve
L ~
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{Appendix - I: Running Hours BFPs from 1/7/2011 to 31/12/2012J

RUNNING HOURS OF BFP A

Start Time Stop Time Duration
MM:DD:YY hh:mm MM:DD:YY hh:mm hh:mm

7/21/11 22:52 7/29/11 2:04 171:12:00
9/8/11 13:14 9/28/11 9:09 475:55:00

10/22/11 11:48 10/22111 11:57 0:09:00

I 1111511117:07 11115/1117:21 0:14:00

~---

11/15/11 18:07 11115111 18:14 0:07:00

11/19/11 9:07 11/19/119:16 0:09:00
12/61115:50 12/9/11 22:02 88:12:00I,------

12/28/11 12:02 12/28111 12:28 0:26:00

~

12/28/11 13:00 12/29/11 20:07 31 :07:00
--

,
4/20112 17:43 4/27/128:04 158:21:00

r---- 4/29/12 13:50 6/17/12 11:09 1173: 19:00t------ 6/17/12 14:04 6/17/12 14:36 0:32:00

~---
6/18/12 19:48 I 6/19/129:07 13:19:00

6/22/12~ 6/25/12 15:04 78:40:00
~---- --

r
6/25/1220:26 6/25/1221:00 0:34:00

10/13/1210]IC 10/26/126:49 308: 11:00

r= 10/26112 9:321 11/4/12 14:32 221:00:00

I- 11/4/12 15:49 11/7/129:10 65:21 :00
11/91123:491 11/23/12 23 :20 355:31 :00

1-- 12130112 13:56 j 12/30/12 15:01 l:OS:OOJIf-----
I Total running time 3_143:24L________________
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[Appendix - I: Running Hours BFPs from 1/7/2011 to 31/12/2012J

RUNNING HOURS OF BFP B

Start Time Stop Time Duration
MM:DD:YY hh:mm MM:DD: YY hh:mrn hh:mm

7/21/1122:52 7/28/11 17:24 162:32:00
7/28/11 17:43 9/28111 13:14 1483:31 :00
9/8/11 15:04 9/23111 15:55 360:51:00

9/26111 12:55 9/28111 20:52 55:57:00
10113/11 12:31 10116/11 14:24 73:53:00
10/21111 23: 19 10/22/11 11:48 12:29:00
10/22111 12:07 10/23111 10:14 22:07:00
10/23111 13:21 11/511113:50 312:29:00
11/5111 19:02 11/29111 7:36 564:34:00
12/1/11 3:21 12/6111 6:04 122:43:00

12/6111 22:02 1/7/12 10:38 756:36:00
11101124:14 1/191129:09 220:55:00

111911213:16 1119/12 17:36 4:20:00
2/15/1223:40 4/20/12 18:19 1554:39:00
4/28/1221 :02 5/15/12 14:28 401:26:00
5/3011218:18 6/3/12 10:40 88:22:00
6117/12 11:09 7/21/12 19:38 824:29:00
7/2311220:40 7/24/122:09 5:29:00
7/26112 1:38 7/29/1215:43 86:05:00

7/2911220:16 8/81125:55 225:39:00
9/711211:36 10113112 10:33 862:57:00

1011811210:30 1011811210:50 0:20:00
10119/12 10:08 10119112 10:14 0:06:00
1011911219:10 10/1911219:15 0:05:00

10/19/12 19:30 11/7/12 9:15 445:45:00
11/7/12 14:45 11/9/12 21:40 54:55:00
11/9/12 22:27 11/9/12 22:30 0:03:00

11/10/12 10:25 11/10/12 10:30 0:05:00
11/19/12 11:06 11/19/12 11:49 0:43:00
12/30/12 14:54 1/1/13 0:00 33:06:00

Total running time 8737:11
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[Appendix - I: Running Hours BFPs from 1/7/2011 to 31/12/2012J

RUNNING HOURS OF BFP C

. .~--~M:i;~VJm~:mm.-~-T---;-··------·~~~~:;t~~~~~l:nl~-I----'I ~~;~~~ .lf.=~~-=-=---7/28Zil~7:2'iI~'=--=~---'" 7/2~/1117:5tl Q:31:00 I
~ 7~3¥!1~_1:5U-_. :?./28/1115:24 I 1477:32:001
I 9/23/1115:36 i ._9/26!~-~:38:0~r 9/28/119~~- 9/28/119:40 0:31:00 .
1------ '---.~----'--.--".--'------+-'--'------ll ._10/23~110:~2 !__ . ~_y5/111:28l 303:16:00
I 11/6/1111:48r 11/21/1117:38 1 365:50:00
r----------11/22/1110:0Z·'··-·---------·-12/6/114:12 ----- 330~10:00-
l. .~--_. __ . .-.---.-.----.------ ..---- _

I 12/6/114:14 ! 12/6/115:57 I 1:43:00
,.-.----- -.-.--.----:;-:.-;:.-.:-----:;:--+---.---.-------:, ,- 1 ? 1 t-----· .--.~-:-:-.---
! 1I./o/116:uO ! J.2/6/_.122:_... 10:21:00 I
r------·--·---·------Ui9/11-2i;i'3r-------·---·-----12/28/1113:31'"-·-----447:48:O0l

F-==--=~-~-=-' 1~;~~;~~ ~~~~i-r-===----=·=~=~-1~~!fH~~;~~I~'--- ~~~~~':;~~l
1-----------------·:--0--·~----;;--t-----·---- ~ ..--.----:::;-[-..---I
; 2/l.L'/J.2.,6:(;.) ! 3/28/.l21:57. 8/3::>7:00[=~~-=~=--£~ii~~n_=~~_~~~JW;i~~~~ 3~{;;~2
I 4/28/12 1:00 I 4/28/1220:57 i 19:57:00 I~.------- . -.- ..-.~ ....----.-.-.------.-- , -_._-_._._---_._.
i 4/28/12 21:00I 4/28/1221:02 ! 0:02:00r----------·----·-- ~~--;1---i- -. - -;:-.-:~ ~--.--------~--:-·-1
~-----------?/~~Ii~·~~.~~-7~~--------------,'".~~~Ej~~19~O~~----.----?~~?O~(~1

I==:-~=~~. :~i~;J{~;ttt_..~~==_~-.==-~~~~J~{~2~i;~~L-==-_-.-~~~.;~~~;;~~
! r:./"'<:;/'~ 2 14·<:(1 ! ·7/}1 !1) is.za 1 '~')';-·3?'pO '! 0 '£--J • ...\. •. • ~l.., , _ ._/. _ ._U I .)_~.l. U .• I I
!-.-- -- ---.-.---- ....---.- 7/;;:;/·~i-.;,·1;~:i-8~--·f--------.--------.----717."->/12 "=l·n' i···---·..-··-·--····---·7·2~;:r;;~-i
I • ~ • .l. -"'" _.• J • ...; I ,I .. -r t •. ~ ._ .'~,,; •• _I.\.,;\..

I'-..-.. ----... ...-------:;.-::- .,.,--::-~''-:T-------- ..--.-.----···-·--:Z:··,-r::~- -.--------::-:-:·-::):-'--·'1
L_. .__ 7/_o/1.L .. Jv:7::~.~ . . 8/c.jJ2 ;:)...,:J i-------~~::~.:OO-~
l ._._....__..._.... ~~!~3_1~):36 L . ._8j9[P 13:50 '--------.-3:~~:2~~ll
! 8/10/12 5:43 ! 8/11/1220:52I 39:09:00•...- - --.- -- .- .._..__1.. . ._._ i------------·
! 8/12/12 8:43 i 8/12/12 9:31 I 0:48:001---._._ ...__.._-_ .._--_ .._._ ....._--. -.-.--- -..-- ..--~ ..--.-------- ...---
i 8/12/J 2 :1.2.:40 I 8/13/1.2 1:50 13:10:00
1-----·· ...- ..----.---.-- -·----1-··--..·---------··----· -.---.----
! . 8/13/123;0'+ ! 3/13/123:38 1 0:34:00_.'_ .. --_._-_ .. _._._.,..,-_ ...._--_ ... _-----,_. __ ...._--_._-----_ ..- -_._._-----_.-

f-- --'"-..-.- ..-.---- 8/!~~~~~-?4.~:.+----..- ..---.-- Q 8/1~~.1~ ~~~~ ~.---_.-----;-~~~:oo
I 8/._,:1, jJ 1."1·0 I 0/27, ~l ~..J/ i .~-,.L.7.00

:I~-·~-~-~~~-~-~~·~~~=·~,/i~4~Ji~2;:It~~!=~·~~:~=---=-=~~=--1··rJ-/-19l~{~~o1{'~Loi-'78f--~~·=·--~~..-8)~~~~roo:oo~-1
J, \.1/ "._ L~)."+_J t ~~ __ ..;/ J•.••.. :..I I ' I ..;.~.__..... . . . . ...__ . ..__-1. ---., ..•__. .

i 10/13/12 ',q./") i lO/H)!l? 19'4Q ! l'~3':n'OO
~------.-- ---:;-=--:;-1..~':::~:,~-!-------------·~-·---~..:-!7:~-1::>..::-f---------··.:-->=--:---~
I 10/_6/',./..6"L I 10/2c(L. 1....:>0i 4.48.00r 11/4/1'214:-27 1------.-.---------.11"/"4/12 15:54 r----·-----··..i~n:GO"I

r----------··----l1h71i"-9"j"3(- ..-·-·---·-------J 1/1Tl"2 :10:39 1_·.. 1;'26:00j
,.-----------.-.--- 11}91i2-2i:2j~--·---"·-------·li724l:ti 10:01 i-""---"-'--3Li8-:-34~OO Ir-------- . .. .__L ·--1:~;I-ru~;;ingtime i--"'--8239:32!
1-. ._. .\.- • __ • • • ...1
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[Appendix - J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

300MW

Date Gross Power Auxiliary Power Coal Flow (tIhr) De-min Water
(MM/DDNY (MW) (MW) Flow (tlhr)

hh:mm)

9114/2012 300 28.4 110.1 13.9
9113/2012 300 26.8 109.1 13.1
911212012 300 26.2 109.3 13.4

911112012 300 24.1 109.2 12.9
9110/2012 300 25.8 108.1 13.2
7/18/2012 300 28.3 109.8 -

I 7/4/2012 300 28.4 110..4 -

~

6/14/2012 300 28.1 107.9 -
5/26/2012 300 29.2 107.8 -'---

l 10/25/2012 300 28.1 112.3 13.6

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

290MW

I (M~~~NY
Gross Power Auxiliary Power Coal Flow (t/hr) De-min Water

(MW) (MW) Flow (t/hr)

~ hh.mrn)
10/]3/2012 290 28.6 108 l3.2

I J 0/8/2012 290 28.3 108.2 13
. 9/9/2012 290 25.5 105.9 13.5r--- 8/3/2012 290 23.8 107 -

~r---7130/2012 290 24.1 I 105.7 -
I

I 6/24/2012 290 27.9 111.9 -II 6/19/2012 290 28.1 106.9 -
: 6/12/2012 290 25.9 110.7 -t-- 5/24/2-012

f---------- --
290 28.3 III -r 5/20/2012 290 27.4 0]1.9 -

._-_._------ -------
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[Appendix .- J: Fuel. A uxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels]

'i'lJ':l Dr' 1I"fJ:»n7H ,')' }"'E1) WA' "(""") ',"I,>, !, nvrr lA' [J V 1,u)'~ni'RCON'::YTMP'l'lON AT1 .LL:t "~-.l\.1--\l"~Jl1~u,.,J.tJ...1 If:.,l,I ...I'L.9fr.'\,.':t.IUI .l""t.., .• ,. '11l.J ... lJL 1.

281JtffVV

FUEL. DE-rvn,NERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

270MW
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[Appendix - J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

260MW

Date Gross Power Auxiliary Power Coal Flow (tIhr) De-min Water
(MM/DDNY (MW) (MW) Flow (tlhr)

hh:mm)
10/7/2012 260 26.2 96.3 13.3

10/6/2012 260 25.8 97.5 12.8
9/25/2012 260 25.5 104.4 12.9
9/9/2012 260 24.2 96.1 13.2
8/3/2012 260 I

21.9 96.3 -
7/28/2012 260 22.4 96.7 -
7/3/2012 260 25.8 98.5 -

6/27/2012 260 26.5 101.8 -
6/23/2012 260 26.2 103.4 -
6/19/2012 260 25.6 97.4 -

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

250MW

I
Date Gross Power Auxiliary Power Coal Flow (t/hr) De-min Water

(MM/DDIY y (MW) (MW) Flow (t/hr)
hh:mm)

10/3/2012 250 I 24.8 1== 95.8 13.4
--

9/29/2012 250 24.1 102.6 12.9
--

9/19/2012 250 22.2 93.3 12.9

I 9/14/2012 250 25.9 91.7 12.8

I
9113/2012 250 i 23.8 93.1 13.2
8/7/2012 250 21.5 93 13

/---7/1912012 250 25.9 97.8 -
~ 7/18/2012 250 25.4 93.5 -I
I -I 7/17/2012 250 C25.3 92.2 -
l___ ~3/20iIT 250 i 25.6 94.3 -I
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[Appendix - 1.: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineruiized Wilier Consumption at

/}illirenl Capacity Levels]

FUEL, m:-r.-HNb:RALIZEDWA:n:R ANT) AUXILIARY P(}',iVER CONSUMPTION AT

140MW

r------------------~--------------------------r------- -------------::1
! Date Gross Power I Auxiliary Power 1 Coal Flow (t/hr) , De-ruin Water j
I (Mrvt/DD/YY (MW) I (M\V) I Flow (t/hr)
, hh.mrn) I I--
1---10/13/2012/- 240-- r iS2--, - 91.1 13.2 ~r-= 9/~~~~_~~_?- j 25.1-1 93.7 I~~_~ 1F :/19/20121 240-1--- ~~.~[I ::.~1 :~~ I
t I) Ir-----9 --t~- -+-
I II ----r-
I 7 I'-- ---j-

I ;- L

-
/15/2012 240
/12/2012 240
- -----
II112012 240---
9/9/2012 240
/ 18/2() 12 240
115/2012 240
--

114/2012 240
-

- . --
22.2 I 91.1 12.9
23.2

,
89.1 13.1

23.7 89.5 13.3
-

?5 90.6 ---_._- 1------

24.1 93.8 -
--

25 92.1 -
-

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXiLIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

230MW

ross Powe-~--T Auxiliary-P-ower Coal Flow (tlhr) De-min Water
(MW) I (MW) Flow (tlhr)

230 24.1 89.4 13.7
230 24.8 86.5 13.5
230 25 88.4 13.3
230 23.9 86.3 14.2--
230 23.9 89.3 13.2

--
230

1=.
24.6 89.2 -

230 24.2 86.9 -
--
230 24.4 88.8 -
230

1
24.3

1

91.2 -
230 J 23.8 90.5 I

I I -

I-(~~~~-;TG

~ hh:mm) r I
I --10119/2012

~
I. -J~;~~;~

J O/i/2012
9/1612012

---7114/2012 I
7/8/20----:12-1--

6120/2012
617/2012

L_~_2_0_12--,-_
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/Appendix - J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at
Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-ME"fERA.LlZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTiON AT

220MW

i<UEL, DE-!Vl1NERALlZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

220
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'Appendix - J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at
Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

200MW

'---D-at-e--'--G-ro--ss-Power - ~Auxiliary Power !coal Flow (tJhr)
(MMIDDIYY (MW) (MW) I

hh:mm)

De-min Water
Flow (t/hr)

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

190MW
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[4.ppf!iulix - J: Fuel. Aux:ilh!n' Power and fJe-m:her(!.lized Water Consumptionat

FUEL, DE-MIJ\~ERAUZEJ) 'WATER AN)) A.!.!XfUAIH' POW1i]{ CONSUl\'lPTION AT
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[Appendix - J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

160MW

Date Gross Power Auxiliary Power Coal Flow (tIhr) De-min Water
(MM/DDIYY (MW) (MW) Flow (tlhr)

hh:mm)
4/17/2012 160 19.2 68 -
4/16/2012 160 19.1 66.6 -

4/15/2012 160 19.5 68.9 -
1110/2012 160 19.4 61.3 -

12/26/2012 160
.-

21 61 -
12125/2012 160 21.8 62.1 -

12/312012 160 18.2 59.3 -
11/28/2012 160 18.6 62.5 -
11126/2012 160 18.6 61.1 -
11/2112012 160 20.2 64.3 -

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

150MW

~ Date Coal Flow De-min Water Auto Diesel
(JvL\1/DDIYY Gross Power Auxiliary (tIhr) Flow (tlhr) Flow

~ hh.mrn) (MW) Power (MW) (tlhr)
6/12/2012 I 150 17.5 42.8 - 11.4

61l1l20}I[ 150 18.3 42.5 - 11
I 5118/2012

I --
150 18.6 59.7 - 2.1I- 41l8/2012 150 15.8 61.7 - 2.2

! --
I 3/29/2012 150 19.5 50.4 - 6.3I~2123120 11 150 21.8 56 - 5

4/20/2012 150 17.5 52..l - 5.8

~ 3/28ho12 I 150 18.8 52 - 3.9
i 12/16/2011 150 20.6 59.8 - 4.9

l 12123/2011 150 21.8 55.8 - 5
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[Appendix - J: Fuel. Auxilicrv Power (1lUl De-minsralized Water Consumption at.l" ,J _

f'lJEI" m.~..I'tHNERAL!Z£n VlATKR AND ALiXIL!ARY P01VER CONSUMPTION AT

l·t~I;'VJW

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

130MW

I----Dat-;;-----: , -I" " " - Coal Flow De-min Water or-Auto Diesel
I (M~!(IDD!YY I G,ross Power 1 n_~<\uxiliary (tIhr) Flow (tlhr) I Flow
l_~ llh~~~'E:L~1 (MW) . ~~yerlMW) I (tlhr)
~ 6111120121 130 _~_17.5 43.7 7
~_ 7/20/2012+--~O ----t-- 17 40.5 8.5
~. 6/10/2012~~ -t ~ 42.6 7

~------6/9~-~22J 130 -t-~~- __.-!2.2 __ - _ 5.3
l__ ~/~/20_l?~i-~ I_ J 7.! t---- 42 _ _ 6.6
1--- 5i25/2?~ __ E~ ._]2_7__ 43.~.___ 7
~ 4/28/2012! 130 14.9: 60.5 - +- 4.1

4/20/2012 i 130 16.4 I~i.-l--r - ,--- 7
r--12/TIILOlil 130 15.4 1 48.5 ,--------t-- 7.6

I 12110EOl!j 130 -.-1_ 14.8 -r 50.6 _J=-- _-=- __C__?·9
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{Appendix -- J: Fuel, Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels]

FUEL, DE-MINERALIZED WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

'j20MW

FUEL, D1I··MTNERr\LIZKD WATER AND AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION AT

110MW
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[Appendix -.1: Fuel. Auxiliary Power and De-mineralized Water Consumption at

Different Capacity Levels}

FUEL, UK-MINERALIZED V,rATER AND AUXILIARY l)OWER CONS{TMPTlON AT

100:MW

r---D-,ii;-- I -----r----------, -C~aiFlow De-min Water Autoriiesell
: (Mlv'JDD~YY I Gross Power! Auxiliar~" I (tlhr) Flow (tlhr) Flow I
I__ bh:mr~ (MW) Power (M~---~-------+------'-(tIhr-~)'------l
I 7/2/2012 I 100 17.2 38.9 - 3.4
[=~12/6!301.~t100_ -~e--. 18.9 45.-2---+-- - -S
~~O/~~~1 100 14.3 42_.7 -+ -.__ +-- 6_-8--1

9/7/2012 ! 100 12 36.7 - 7_9~-- -~I------+-----~-------.1-----~----~
7/29/20121- 100 14 49 - 10.2

[_4/26/2012I 100 15.2 52.-=-8---+------+-----=-8-=.8:-1

~

10/23/20~ 100 13.9 33.4 - 8.4
11/6/2011 I 100 14.1 37.9 - 13.3

. 11/30~ 1O~-1_ 14.2 47.4 - 13.3

11122/2~ 10~ 1_4.._2_ ___'__ _'__4~7_.4_---1 - __'__'_ 1_1.?_
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[Appendix - K: Energy Loss Due to Faults of Cooling Water System]

ENERGY LOSS DUE TO FAULTS OF DEBRIS FILTERS

I From To Outage Energy
Reason for De-rating MM:DD:YY MM:DD:YY Duratoin Loss

J

hh:mm hh:mm hh:mm (MWh)

I Debris filter problem A 7/12/11 9:07 7/12/11 12:33:00 1515.58
21:40

Debris filter a problem; cleaning 7/14/11
123:45

----- ----------+I----------+-----------r-------+------~
I Debris filter A problem; C.'leaning /7118/1\ 0:00 7/18/11 6:03 6:03:00

!~briS-;[!ter ;-proble:~-;-:!eaning i?n-9/11 7/20/116:48 6:52:00
I I ~~~56
r----------------------·--+I----------+_ --------+--------1---------1

I Debris filter A problem; cleaning I 7/20/11 7/21/11 6:48 7:27:00
~ _23:21

i ~eb~is filter A problem; cleanin~__r/23/11 0:26 7/23/11 7:04 6:38:00~------------.--------.--------i- --+---~-.----
j Debris filter A problem; cleaning I 7/24/11 7/25111 6:52 7:02:00 I 866.25
I ! 23:50 L :--i
r~;~b~sfilterAproblem;Cieal1ing 1-;;;/11 0:24 17/2-7-;-1-1-4-:4-0--1--4-:-16-:00 1675-17

r-~ebris filter A problem; cleaning 17/27111 -L,! 7/28/11 6:~46:53:00 1759.~2L: 4 23:52

Po
!Debris filterA gear box ---- i7/29!1;o:Jj-t 7'29/11 21 :59:00-12202.67

replacement A i 0,)2:30
------------------~------ ---- -----

. ,. - IllnO'11 111"'0/11Debris filter problem A -- I, l .J 14:43:00 3145.50
! I 5:50 20:33 !
r------------------j-- -- --- f------

12:20

7/15/11 5:50 6:05:00 719.67

845.00

657.00

806.00

834.5

D~b~~-filt~;, Hush line MO;--r 312-U2012 3i2112012 22:05:00 883.33
, i 1: 1 0 23: 15

II-:-I_~--~-~~~;~----:_:_---··----GI3~:2/20 12--,1-3-1--22-,1-2-0-1-2---+-
2
-
0
-,'00..00 2400.00--

ueonsnncr reparr I
I ' 0:15 I 20:15 I
(D-----'--~:-~-I-t--~~~-:-r-;------------------'I[-3/2312012-.--13/23/2012 TJ -7·~~t)~OOI-J 9--~() -.

L eon~__~~~~__I"!~~ J~~~_) 1~?OO__ _~~ __ L_:_' __
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[Appendix - K: Energy Loss Due to Faults of Cooling Water System]

From To Outage Energy
Reason for De-rating MM:DD:YY MM:DD:YY Duratoin Loss

hh:mm hh.mm hh:mm (MWh)

Debris filter B problem 5/2112012 5/23/2012 29:35:00 3486.67
18:25 0:00

Debris filter A coupling bolt 6/19/2012 6119/2012 1:00:00 50.00
damage 4:30 5:30

Debris filter A blocked 7/2/2012 7/2/2012 2:10:00 303.33
3:20 5:30

Debris filter B gear box damage 7/28/2012 7/28/2012 8:05:00 970.00
7:30 15:35

Debris filter B cleaning 7/28/2012 7/29/2012 9:25:00 1130.00
20:25 5:50

Debris filter B cleaning 7/29/2012 7/30/2012 6:10:00 740.00
23:40 5:50

Debris filter B cleaning 7/30/2012 7/30/2012 11:40:00 1400.00
9:50 21:30

Debris filter B cleaning 7/3112012 7/3112012 10:30:00 1260.00
0:30 11:00

Debris filter B cleaning 7/3112012 7/3112012 5:30:00 660.00
15:30 21 :00

Debris filter B cleaning 8/1/2012 8/1/2012 5:00:00 600.00
0:15 5:15

Debris filter B cleaning 8/1/2012 8/1/2012 8:25:00 1010.00
9:50 18:15

Debris filter B cleaning 8/2/2012 8/2/2012 20:20:00 2350.00
0:00 20:20

Two debris filters blocked 9/7/2012 9/7/2012 9:40:00 1836.67
I 13:00 22:40
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[Appendix -.-K: Energy Loss Due to Faults of Cooling Water System]

ENERGY LOSS DUE TO FAULTS OF TRAVELLING SCREENS

ENERGY I,OSS DUE TO FAUI:rs OF COOUNG WATER PUMPS
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[Appendix - L: Energy Loss Due to Faults of Cooling Water Pump Motor and Bearing
Cooling System]

ENERGY LOSS DUE TO FAULTS OF COOLING WATER PUMPS MOTOR AND

BEARIGN COOLING SYSTEM

I Reason for

I

I
From To Outage Energy

De-rating MM:DD:YY MM:DD:YY Duratoin Loss

I hh:mm hh:mm hh:mm (MWh)

water pump not 8/23/11 8/23/11 4:36:00 141.08
12:24 17:00

-
t exchanger of CW I

12/24111 12/24/11 7:33:00 728.33
ling system ! 0:12 I 7:45
B TH bearing temp 3/9/2012 I 3/9/2012 1:40:00 41.67

---------- 9: 15 + 10:55

8:47:00r151~
B heat exchanger 3/10/2012 I 3/10/2012

1:28l 10:15_._---------_._-- .------ -----~
, . 6/24/2012 I 6/24/2012 ~ " ~

I CW fresh
I working

I Clean h~~
I
L£!Ump coo
I ('WI~' pump
i highr---,----i CW pump

I c1eanir~ _

I Cleaning CW pump coolers I I I 10:4v:00 1280.00 I
! i 8:301 ~ I

i C\i;-p~;mp--cooling water system Li
7/16/2012 i --7116~'200;~I ~:OO - -;-~5.0;j

L~oo~ers b~)cked 1_5}~ 18:00 L __.~
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